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REPORT ON THE FINAL COMPLETION OF THE UNIFIED LUNAR CONTROL NETWORK 2005 AND LUNAR 
TOPOGRAPHIC MODEL.  B. A. Archinal, M. R. Rosiek, R. L. Kirk, T. L. Hare, and B. L. Redding, U. S. Geological Survey, 
Astrogeology Team, 2255 N. Gemini Drive, Flagstaff, AZ 86001, USA, barchinal@usgs.gov. 

 
Introduction:  In order to highlight this project to the 

extraterrestrial mapping community, we repeat here our ear-
lier abstract [1], with a corrected Figure 2.  A report describ-
ing the Unified Lunar Control Network 2005 and the files 
associated with that network is now available as an on-line 
USGS Open-File Report [2] at the location 
http://pubs.usgs.gov/of/2006/1367/.  A “Readme” file de-
scribes the available files, including the report text, the 
original photogrammetric solution input and output files, 
derived files such as information on all the control point 
positions, the expected vertical precision (EVP) of the points 
and the solution residuals, and a directory containing global 
DEMs derived from the point positions.  While a paper pro-
viding further details about the solution is in preparation, we 
provide some useful additional information about the solu-
tion and possible uses for it here. 
     The Solution: The ULCN 2005 includes the determina-
tion of the 3-D positions of 272,931 points on the lunar sur-
face and the correction of the camera angles for 43,866 
Clementine images, using 546,126 tie point measurements.  
The solution RMS is 20 µm (= 0.9 pixels) in the image 
plane, with the largest residual of 6.4 pixels.  The 7 iteration 
solution took ~40 hours for completion on a ~2 GHz system.  
There is an average of 46 km2/point and therefore ~6.8 km 
between points. This photogrammetric network solution is 
the largest planetary control network ever completed.  Other 
details of the solution are given in Table 1. 

As described in [2], this network is derived from two 
earlier networks, the ULCN [3] and the Clementine Lunar 
Control Network (CLCN) [4].  The new network includes the 
slightly constrained (1°) solution of the camera angles (drop-
ping duplicates), the 3D positions of the CLCN points, and 
the constrained 3D positions of 1,261 of the ULCN points 
that could be measured in Clementine images.  Since the 
point positions are no longer constrained to a sphere and due 
to the loose constraints on the camera angles and ULCN 
point positions, we believe we have largely corrected the 
several km horizontal errors that exist in the CLCN solution.  
The 3D positions of the control points also provide a global 
topographic model for the Moon that is denser than that pro-
vided from Clementine LIDAR and of apparently similar 
accuracy.  (Figure 1). 

Accuracy: The Open-File Report [2] discusses in more 
detail what we have been able to determine about the accu-
racy of the ULCN 2005.  Because of the lack of any other 
sources of more accurate data, such characterization is quite 
difficult.  However, if one assumes that the a priori (mission 
measured) spacecraft/camera orientation angles were all 
entirely correct (their quoted accuracy is 0.03°[5]), then the 
maximum 3σ error due to camera angle changes is about 5.1 
km, while the vast majority of the camera angle changes 
reflect horizontal errors of several hundred meters or less. 

The radial errors in control point positions are primarily 
influenced by the EVP for any given pair of image measures 
of a point, which vary widely from the meter to the several 
hundred meters to the many km level (or even hundreds of 
km for a few points with poor geometry).  The radial posi-
tion of a few ULCN (1994) points with only one image 
measurement and of points with poor geometry is determined 
mostly from a priori values determined from ULCN, LIDAR, 
or polar stereo data [6], or influenced through the solution by 
nearby points with better EVP.  There is also an inherent 
uncertainty of about 100 m for the Clementine spacecraft 
orbits [7].  So the vast majority of the points would appear to 
have radial uncertainties of several hundred meters.  How-
ever, for individual points of interest the EVP values should 
be examined to see if they are better – or far worse – than 

average.  When the ULCN 2005 solution radii of all 272,931 
control points are compared to the a priori radii derived from 
an interpolation of a combination of Clementine LIDAR and 
polar Clementine stereo data [6], the differences are not sig-
nificant so the radii must therefore be of similar accuracy.  
The mean absolute difference of the solution radii from their 
a priori values is 137 m, with a standard deviation of 219 m. 

Uses of the ULCN 2005: The original reason for doing a 
solution that combined the ULCN (1994) and CLCN was 
primarily to remove the large horizontal errors known to be 
present in the CLCN, and thus allow for the possible option 
of generating an improved Clementine Basemap Mosaic 
(CBM)[8] and other Clementine mosaics[9,10].  Indeed, that 
option still exists, although we have been unable to obtain 
funding to carry it out.  However, as part of a funded PG&G 
task to generate an initial Lunar GIS, we are creating an 
improved version of the CBM by warping the mosaic based 
on the change in point coordinates from the CLCN to the 
ULCN 2005.  We are excited to report initial tests show 
better results than we hoped for.  We tested 3, 6, and 12 pa-
rameter polynomial warps and have settled on a 6 parameter 
warp.  Using a 30°x30° test area and more that 7400 vectors, 
we successfully obtained RMS errors of <110 meters.  But 
more importantly, a visual inspection of the registration is 
also impressive (Figure 2 – corrected from reference [1]).  
We will continue to use 30°x30° tiles for entire global data-
set.  This process will be completed using the ESRI© 
Arc/Info Workstation warping routines.  The most difficult 
part of this task will be merging the tiles back together.  To 
aid in this step before warping we will first buffer 1° on all 
sides of the image and then clip back before merging or 
blending.  This is not intended as a replacement for a full 
“redo” of the CBM, but will provide a somewhat improved 
version of the CBM in the meantime. 

A second significant current use of the ULCN 2005 is 
that we are tying the global Lunar Orbiter digital mosaic to 
that network [11].  This will place the LO mosaic in the most 
accurate known lunar coordinate frame, including the projec-
tion of the LO images onto the ULCN 2005 topography.  
Although still sparse and with hundreds of meters uncer-
tainty in radii, such an orthoprojection of the images will still 
be a vast improvement over projection onto a sphere (as was 
done with the CBM). 

Similar to the “warping” of the CBM mosaic above, the 
same information can also be used to “warp” coordinates 
themselves from the CLCN to values compatible with the 
ULCN 2005 solution.  The great value of this is that users 
can measure coordinates on the CBM or other Clementine 
mosaics, and then use this process to determine updated co-
ordinates in the ULCN 2005, which can then be used for 
operational planning such as orbital image collection and 
landing/impact targeting. 

The other obvious significant use of the ULCN 2005 
data is as a global topographic model.  Included in the distri-
bution files [2] are two gridded topographic models for the 
Moon, in various common GIS formats.  Users are cautioned 
though that the available topographic information is still 
sparse and that the EVP of the radii of the control points 
from which the available DEMs have been derived are not at 
all uniform.  For the best possible results in a given area 
investigators may wish to use the control point coordinates 
and EVP information and their own filtering, interpolation, 
and smoothing algorithms for deriving topographic models. 

We finally note that a particular example of the use of 
the ULCN 2005 has been to register previously created 
Clementine stereo DEM tiles from over the entire surface of 
the Moon.  See [12] for more information on this process. 



Future Work: As described in [2] we had intended to 
further improve the ULCN 2005, by directly adding image 
measures from Mariner 10, Galileo, and Lunar Orbiter im-
ages, thus improving the density of points, and strengthening 
the solution geometrically (with the larger Galileo and LO 
images) to create a “ULCN 2007.”  That effort is now how-
ever on hold due to budget cuts.  We still hope to complete 
such an effort if funding can be found.  In the near term, it 
would provide further coordinate system improvements that 
would be useful for targeting or planning in upcoming mis-
sions.  In the long term, this effort is still needed because it 
will directly connect these significant legacy datasets to each 
other and to future datasets.  Also,  in the long term we hope 
to use one or more of the planned altimeter datasets (e.g. 
LOLA) to form a stable coordinate frame, that these and all 
of the future mission datasets can be tied to.  However, as we 
have pointed out elsewhere [13], there appear to be no plans 
by or funding available from NASA to undertake this critical 
work. 

References: [1] Archinal, B. A., et al. (2007).  LPS, 
XXXVIII, 1904.  [2] Archinal, B. A., et al. (2006). U. S. 
Geological Survey Open-File Report 2006-1367, 21 p. 
pubs.usgs.gov/of/2006/1367/.  [3] Davies, et al. (1994) JGR, 
99, E11, 23,211.  [4] Edwards, et al. (1996) LPS, XXVII, 335. 
[5] Nozette, S., et al. (1994) Science, 266, 1835.  [6] Rosiek, 
M. R., et al. (2001) Planetary Mapping 2001, at 
http://astrogeology.usgs.gov/Projects/ISPRS/MEETINGS/Fl
agstaff2001. [7] Zuber, M. T., et al. (1994) Science, 266, 

1839. [8] USGS (1997) USA_NASA_PDS_CL_30xx, 
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Table 1: Additional Statistics of the ULCN 2005 solution 
Point 
info 

Point 
name 

Lat. (°) Long. 
(°) E 

radius 
(km) 

EVP 
(m) 

North-
ern IL5504B 89.96N 234.66 1737.92 708 
South-
ern EJ0122C 89.97S 43.89 1737.41 740 
Highest JE5549A 13.91N 97.68 1747.49 2260 
Next 
Highest HS2243B 3.05N 200.10 1745.50 469 
Lowest 
(error?) KN2183C 48.90N 3.83 1724.64 612 
Next 
Lowest CT0705B 69.71S 190.05 1727.97 430 
Radius range (next highest to next lowest): 17.53 km 
Mean lunar radius: 1736.93 km, σ=2.1 km, n=272,931 

 
Figure 1: The 272,931 
control points of the 
Unified Lunar Control 
Network 2005, color coded 
by radius.  Simple cy-
lindrical projection of the 
entire Moon, with north up 
and east to the right. 
 

 
 

Figure 2: This image shows the pre-
warped Clementine 750nm (CBM) 
tile and the final warped image with 
a 50% transparency for both, thus 
showing the offset between the 
CLCN and ULCN 2005 positions.  
The control point change vectors are 
colored by offset length in meters.  
Blue points are ULCN 2005 only.  
The crater Lambert is at right.  
Simple cylindrical projection, with 
north up and east to the right. 



CASSINI-VIMS MULTI-WAVELENGTH MAPPING OF TITAN. Jason W. Barnes, NASA Ames Research Center, M/S 244-30,
Moffett Field, CA 94034-1000, USA, (jbarnes@lpl.arizona.edu), John Ivens, Robert H. Brown, LPL.
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Figure 1: VIMS view of Titan’s sand dunes that were first dis-
covered by Cassini RADAR [3]. The RADAR view at bottom
is of the same area and was taken on the T3 (2005 February
15) Titan pass.

Abstract:
Organic haze suspended in the atmosphere of Saturn’s

moon Titan prevents telescopes and spacecraft from seeing it’s
surface in optical wavelengths. In the near-infrared, absorption
by gaseous methane and other atmospheric constituents limits
surface visibility to discrete wavelength windows at 0.83 µm,
0.94 µm, 1.08 µm, 1.28 µm, 1.58 µm, 2.00 µm, 2.68 µm,
2.78 µm, and 5 µm.

The Visual and Infrared Mapping Spectrometer (VIMS)
instrument on-board the Cassini spacecraft now orbiting Sat-
urn takes advantage of these atmospheric windows to map the
surface of Titan at 64 discrete wavelengths located within the

Figure 2: RADAR swaths placed in context with VIMS global
maps.

windows. VIMS is a spot-scanning mapping spectrometer
with spectral coverage between 0.3 µm and 5.1 µm [1].

We combined SPICE pointing geometry with an in-house
mapping algorithm to generate global cylindrical maps of Titan
at 4 pixels per degree in 64 separate wavelength channels. The
maps reveal surface color variation across Titan for the first
time [2] (see Figure 3).

Memory address limitations inherent in 32-bit computing
limited the maximum possible resolution for full globes at 64
wavelengths to 4 pixels per degree, but new paging and win-
dowing implimentations now allow higher-resolution maps.
For sufficiently small areas, arbitrarily high resolutions are
possible. In Figure 1, we show a cylindrically projected mo-
saic of two VIMS cubes from the T4 (2005 March 31) Titan
flyby mapped at 100 pixels per degree. We found a Lanc-
zos interpolation scheme to produce better results than linear
interpolation, and that both were much better than a bicubic
interpolation, which blurred small-scale features into invisibil-
ity.

Intercomparison of VIMS and RADAR observations of the
same areas, like that in Figure 1, have shown the limitations
of SPICE kernels for planetary geometry. RADAR geometry
is superior to that of VIMS alone in that RADAR obtains time
delay information that allows them more precise knowledge
of the spacecraft position and pointing. When possible, we
register VIMS maps to RADAR swaths (Figure 2). However,
VIMS’ spot-scanning architecture leads to subtle warping and
variations in the pointing correction even within individual
64x64 image cubes. Improved geometric reconstruction of
VIMS data is an ongoing challenge.
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Figure 3: Global Titan maps from Cassini VIMS data obtained
during the T8 (2006 October 28) and T9 (2006 December 29)
flybys. Red has been colormapped to 5 µm, green to 2 µm,
and blue to 1.3 µm.
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Introduction: We describe a computer applica-

tion designed to analyze hyperspectral data collected 

by the Compact Infrared Spectrometer for Mars 

(CRISM) [1]. The application links the spectral, imag-

ing and mapping perspectives on the eventual CRISM 

dataset by presenting the user with three different ways 

to analyze the data [2]. 

Goals: One of the goals in developing this appli-

cation is to build in the latest algorithms for detection 

of spectrally compelling targets on the surface of the 

Red Planet, so they may be available to the Planetary 

Science community without cost and with a minimal 

learning barrier to cross. This will enable the planetary 

community to look for targets of interest such as ices, 

hydrothermal minerals, sulfate minerals and hydrous 

minerals and be able to map the extent of these miner-

als using the most up-to-date and effective algorithms. 

Rationale: The challenge of analyzing data from 

hyperspectral images, with bands numbering in the 

100’s, has only been met by a limited number of prod-

ucts. The software most often used is the ENVI prod-

uct from ITT – which requires an expensive licence 

and is not overly user-friendly. 

We have taken a different approach to the devel-

opment of an image analysis tool. In MR PRISM, we 

have meerged three programs in one – a spectral analy-

sis tool, an image analysis tool, and a map analysis tool 

(GIS). Figure 1 shows an early version of MR PRISM 

operating in the all three modes. 

MR PRISM has extensive support for automated 

routines, including the ability to run long-lived pro-

cesses in the background while the user completes 

other tasks. This will be important for running the 

automated absorption band analysis routines discussed 

earlier. 

MR PRISM is designed to be extendable by end 

users. Embedded within the application is a scripting 

language similar to Java or Javascript called “Groovy”. 

This allows a user to run commands within the applica-

tion while the application is running, similar to ‘EASI’ 

on Geomatica or ‘IDL’ on ENVI. MR PRISM loads 

Groovy scripts on startup that can be loaded into 

menus automatically. These sample scripts are shipped 

with MR PRISM. 

Platforms and Release Date: The application is 

programmed in Java and runs on Windows, Mac and 

Linux platforms. Users will be able to embed Groovy 

scripts into the program in order to extend its function-

ality. The first collection of CRISM data occured in 

September of 2006 and this data will be made publicly 

available late in 2007 via the Planetary Datasystem 

(PDS). Work is currently ongoing to document all the 

features of MR PRISM on a Wiki internet website 

similar to Wikipedia. Potential Beta testers are encour-

aged to contact the authors. 

Home Planet Applications: Although exploration 

of the CRISM data set is the motivating force for de-

veloping these software tools, the ease of writing addi-

tional Groovy scripts to access other data sets makes 

the tools useful for mineral exploration, crop manage-

ment, and characterization of extreme environments 

here on Earth or other terrestrial planets. The system 

can be easily implemented for use by high school, col-

lege, and graduate level students. 

Development: MR PRISM is currently in the 

prototyping stage and already it owes much to the Java 

open source community. Development has been in-

spired by Java projects such as JMars, ImageJ, Jade 

Display and GeoVirgil. It uses the Java Advanced Im-

aging library from Sun Microsystems. Code has been 

used from open source projects such as: JGoodies, 

JFreeChart, Gui-Commands, Colt, GeoApi, Groovy 

and OsterMillerUtils. It was developed on the fantastic 

open source IDE, Eclipse. 

Future Work: Future developments for MR 

PRISM include a Bayesian analysis engine, the capac-

ity to handle atmospheric correction routines provided 

by the CRISM team, the ability to display MOC, 

THEMIS and HiRISE data and eventually the ability to 

run on a distributed network in order to speed up proc-

essing of large images. When MR PRISM is eventually 

released to beta test, we hope it will become the ‘front 

end’ for many more complicated routines from all 

branches of Mars research. 

Acknowledgements: The overall goal of the MR 

PRISM project is to make the CRISM analysis more 

enjoyable, and hopefully reduce the barrier between 

hyperspectral analysis and the planetary science com-

munity. We thank the entire CRISM team for produc-

ing and operating a fantastic instrument. The best is yet 

to come. 
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Figure 1 – MR PRISM in operation – (uppermost) Image Analysis (lower left) Spectral Analysis (lower left) Map (GIS) Analysis  
 



 

WORLD MAPS WITH CONSTANT-SCALE NATURAL BOUNDARIES: CSNB 2007 
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Introduction: Background and methods of world maps 

with constant-scale natural boundaries (CSNB) have been 
presented earlier [1, 2 & 3]; likewise its applications to extra-
terrestrial bodies [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 & 10]. Here, I illustrate 
CSNB’s background, elaborate its methods, outline its uses 
for planetology, and discuss its mathematical implications. 

Background: With the invention of artificial satellites, 
notably Landsat, the 20th Century saw the introduction of AP 
Colvocoresses’ and JP Snyder’s space oblique Mercator 
projection [11]. Snyder, never one to take on a project unless 
its objective was perfectly clear [12], also found time to 
work with AF Spilhaus on a radical innovation in carto-
graphic content: World maps with natural boundaries [13], as 
in Fig. 1 [14]. CSNB is a radical formal break with conven-
tion because, in shifting constant-scale to map edge, it aban-
dons the xy “sheet goods” precedent (followed since the 16th 
century [15]) in favor of a simpler and apparently more fun-
damental model of a tree at constant scale, the tree being the 
cartographic interruption of surface. This shift in metaphor 
shifts the underlying mathematics a half step from geometry 
towards topology, specifically the realm of proto-topology (a 
term coined by E Panofsky in 1943 to describe certain con-
structions of the 16th Century polymath Albrecht Dürer [16]), 
because CSNB maps have the same delightful property as 
Dürer’s once-novel developments of platonic solids: They 
always fold to a closed volume. CSNB’s outputs are remark-
able, as Fig. 1 right, but its methods challenge no draftsman--
only techniques familiar to Mercator were used making these 
outlines—but CSNB would no doubt befuddle Edward 
Wright and his algebraic mapmaking descendants.  

Mapping procedure: In CSNB, researchers choose map 
edges—natural boundaries--that constrain regions of interest. 
In contrast to the usual way of projection selection—finding 
a best (or least worse) mating of formal mathematical prop-
erties with the map’s purpose—this edge selection leads 
directly to the map. By visual inspection or automated ex-
traction [17] we divide a world’s surface by a one dimen-
sional, tree-like system (see Fig. 2) that is then transformed  
to the plane surface from the globe by tracing (when working 
by hand). Fig. 3 shows some flattened trees. The tree is bi-
furcated, endpoints acting as hinges, its branches swinging 
round to reconnect, and enclose a shape, a mapping of the 
surface. Each closed shape is then geometrically adjusted in 

its cross dimensions in ratio to respective great circle cross 
dimensions. Next, each shape is subdivided into graticles to 
fit local proportions. Fig. 3 illustrates these steps. Finally, 
digital content is pasted in, completing the maps (e.g., Fig. 
4). This bifurcated-and-zigzag-wire analogy is quite different 
from the customary peeled-orange analogy because that fails 
to reduce things as far as CSNB does: Two dimensions in the 
orange peel versus one dimension in the tree. Thus from the 
standpoint of the advance of mathematics, CSNB may be an 
unavoidable tool for planetary science, regardless of the 
difficulties to come in merging it with traditional standards. 
Taken in hand-plotted totality, CSNB is cumbersome and 
tedious, like the binary system. Fig. 3 (top  image) makes 
this quite clear. But, like the binary system, CSNB is amena-
ble to digital capabilities. 

Venus ridges Mars ridges 
Figure 2: Natural boundaries on globes, i.e., at constant-

scale (see also Fig. 5 top left) 

CSNB and comparative planetology: CSNB maps are 
useful when global patterns are at issue, and when, as with 
asteroids, objects are non-spherical. Curious planetary scien-
tists might like to try Fig. 4’s Mars, Venus, and Earth maps. 
They all have this précis: Ridges on topography above plane-
tary mean (sea level on Earth) make their map’s edge. For 
Earth the edge-set lies within an east-west hemispherical 
dichotomy; for Mars, within a north-south hemispherical 
dichotomy; for Venus, in contrast, it girds the Equator. Yet 
in each case, flow from peaks to pits may be directly read on 

Mapping a cube with CSNB  

Mars ridge-tree  transforms into a closed CSNB shape [8, 9]  

 
Venus-tree cross-map dimensions Gridded outline 

Figure 3: Various stages in making CSNB maps—what 
might be called: Applied descriptive proto-topology 

 
Spilhaus world maps  [14] 

Images courtesy American Philosophical Society A CSNB world map (1992)  

Figure 1: Conventional world maps with natural boundaries 
compared with CSNB  

 



 

the CSNB maps. The maps’ overall shapes and outline ar-
ticulations bespeaks differences in their planetary evolutions. 

Fig. 4’s Moon map is a sophisticated display of fracture 
patterns in the lunar crust. Conventional cartographic com-
pactness is forgone in favor of a “splat” format that preserves 
proportions and shapes of antipodal fracture districts [7].  

The CSNB mapping of Eros (a non-spherical world) 
achieves the customary cartographic objective--a compact 
shape--that, unlike the cylindrical map, is nowhere greatly 
distorted. See this map folded up in Fig. 5.     

Prototopological forms: During the folding, the paper 
somehow always---without the slightest tearing or stretch-
ing—manages to keep up with the constant-scale edge. 
Sometimes, CSNB maps fold to volumes closely replicating 

the originating object (Fig. 5 top). Other times, when bound-
ary systems have limited compass, CSNB maps fold to vol-
umes highly truncated from their originating object (Fig. 5 
lower rows). There is great educational power in this Eros 
model, and great huh-that’s-funny mystery in these odd-
shaped Mars and Venus examples: Anecdotal evidence that 
CSNB is indeed a novel development in the mature disci-
pline of cartographic projection. 

Summary: These odd looking maps may appear arbi-
trary or weakly controlled, but the twin formal requirements 
of a) edge at constant scale and b) proportionate cross-map 
dimensions, insures that these seemingly wild shapes are 
precisely those shapes necessary to preserve both peripheral 
and mid-map local proportions, thus giving researchers a 
clearer and more germane picture of a global surface. 

  
Moon: Fractures radial from South Pole/Aitken Basin [7] 

 
Venus: Watershed [3] 

 
Mars: Watershed [8, 9] 

  
Earth: Watershed [1, 2] 

   
Eros: Ponds over topography (boundary shown Fig. 5) [4, 5]  

Figure 4: Simple cylindrical and CSNB formats compared 
(CSNB edges are bold lines in left column maps) 

Future directions: Enceladus and Kleopatra are likely 
subjects for current methods, as well as updating existing 
CSNB Eros maps to show improved photomosiac [18]. In 
weather and climate studies, the CSNB edge can animate, 
i.e., change with changing conditions. Digital programming 
must be introduced for the idea to become widely practical. 
Fortunately, modern computers are more adept at mimicking 
graphical than algebraic methods. 
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Eros model made by folding the CSNB Eros map in Fig. 4 
 (Eros CADCAM model at left, with CSNB edge in white) 

 
Mars model made by folding the Mars map in Fig. 4 

 
Venus model made by folding the Venus map in Fig. 4 

Figure 5: Proto-topological forms made with CSNB maps 
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Introduction: The constant-scale natural boundary ap-

proach to planetary mapping (CSNB) presents a world’s 
complete surface in proportionate, meaningful context [1]. 
CSNB illustrates some themes—global themes—better than 
conventional mapping systems [2]. We sketch CSNB techni-
cal procedure [3], and map the hills and dales of Venus. 

RIDGES (55,700 km) VALLEYS (67,700 km) 
Figure 2: Boundaries flattened as constant-scale trees to the plane; 

 End Points are numbered and Branch Points lettered  

Mapping Précis: In CSNB, researchers choose map 
edges—natural boundaries--that define or constrain regions 
of interest.  By visual inspection (automated extraction of 
boundaries is described by other workers [4, 5]), we divide 
Venus into tree-like systems of ridges and valleys.  

Note: the ridge tree does not, though it might be ex-
pected, pass through Venus’ highest elevation (Maxwell 
Montes) because it is an outlying peak. Figure 1 shows 
ridges and valleys marked on a globe and on a standard map. 

CSNB Procedure: the ridge and valley tree systems were 
transformed from the globe to the plane by tracing, as if 
flattening a pair of zigzag wire-trees once wrapped on a ball, 
thus preserving constant scale.  

Geological Context: Like Earth, Venus has a relatively 
young surface which consists of two major terranes,  both of 
volcano-tectonic origin. But unlike Earth, Venus’ surface is 
disproportionately covered by volcanic rocks, with huge lava 
flows and flood basalts extending hundreds of kilometers, 
and impact features on Venus are far more prevalent than on 
Earth, indicating an older surface for Venus.  

Each flat pattern, Figure 2, was bifurcated, endpoints act-
ing as hinges, and swung round to reconnect, enclosing a 
shape, a mapping of the surface. Each closed shape was then 
geometrically adjusted in its cross dimensions in ratio to 
respective great circle cross dimensions, adding at the edge a 
set of discrete “bends” (sharp change in azimuth), marked by 
grey triangles in Figure 3. Next, each shape was subdivided 
into graticles to fit local proportions.  Finally, digital content 
[6], was pasted in this grid, completing the maps, Figure 3. 

However, Venus has a smaller numbers of craters than 
other terrestrial planets with minimal atmospheres and ran-
dom distribution of larger craters across all terranes. When 
combined, the data apparently indicate that this resurfacing 
resulted from the latest episode of global volcanic activity 
rather than plate tectonics, which would not produce surfaces 
of the uniform age implied by the crater distribution.  

These odd looking maps may appear arbitrary or weakly 
controlled, but the twin formal requirements of a) edge at 
constant scale and b) proportionate cross-map dimensions, 
insures that these seemingly wild shapes are precisely those 
shapes necessary to preserve both peripheral and mid-map 
conformality, i.e., inner regions of CSNB maps are no more 
distorted than conventional systems.   

What insight can CNSB mapping technique provide 
when applied to massively resurfaced and volcanic Venus? 

 On the valley bounded map (Fig. 3 top), regions consid-
ered oldest based on tesserae occurrence--Alpha Regio, Tel-
lus Regio, eastern Ishtar and western Aphrodite Terrae—
appear as separate archipelago-like zones, interconnected by 
equatorial highlands. The major ridge swarms that populate 
Venus’ lowest lying regions lie perpendicular and very close 
to the valley boundaries; thus, they are found arrayed around 
the map edge. 

Figure 1: ridges in yellow and valleys in white marked on a globe 
(top)  and on a simple cylindrical map (bottom) 

On the ridge bounded map (Fig. 3 bottom), the edge is 
the string of equatorial rift zones. Here, a north/south hemi-
spheric dichotomy reveals itself (right/left as the figure is 
oriented), with the southern hemisphere being distinctively 
subdued relative to the northern hemisphere. 

References: [1] Clark CS et al. (2006) LPS XXXVII, 
Abs. #1207. [2] Clark PE and Clark CS (2007) ISPRS WG-
IV/9, submitted. [3] Clark CS et al. (2007) ISPRS WG-IV/9, 
submitted. [4] Banerdt WA and Vidal A (2001) LPS XXXII, 
Abs. #1488. [5] Topological Data Structures for Surfaces 
(2004) J Wiley & S, Rana S, ed. [6] www.solarviews .com. 
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Figure 3: CSNB world maps of Venus: bound by valleys--Maxwell’s Hill (top); bound by ridges—Maxwell’s Dale (bottom) 

 

 



 

APPLYING THE CONSTANT-SCALE NATURAL BOUNDARY MAPPING TECHNIQUE 
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Constant Scale Natural Boundary Mapping: The Con-
stant Scale Natural Boundary (CSNB) mapping method pro-
duces maps of 3D objects [e.g., 1,2] that are markedly differ-
ent from those produced by more traditional practices.  
Whereas conventional maps can be expressed as outward-
expanding formulae with well-defined central features and 
relatively poorly defined edges [3], CSNB maps begin with 
well-defined boundaries [4,5,6,7]. A continuous surface on a 
three-dimensional body can be segmented, its distinctive 
terranes enclosed by using selected morphologically identifi-
able positive or negative relief features (e.g., continental 
divides, plate boundaries, major terrane interfaces). In CSNB 
mapping, researchers choose map edges—natural bounda-
ries--that define or constrain regions of interest and also 
depend on the nature of the body. For example, is it rela-
tively smooth (planet) or faceted (asteroid) on a global scale? 
Are the formative processes primarily internally (volcano-
tectonic) or externally (impact) controlled? Maps resulting 
from a selected set of natural boundaries represent their sub-
ject comprehensively, quasi-conformally (even in highly 
non-spherical worlds as asteroids), and, notably, without 
meaningless edge interruptions.   

Application to Global Mapping of Regular Bodies: A 
regular planetary body can be portrayed as a single, two-
dimensional surface of segment or ‘facet’ with its boundary a 
selected hemispheric-scale dichotomy, such as a dendritic 
chain of topographic lows (watersheds or trough(a)) or highs 
(divides or plateaus(b)) on Mars (Figure 1a,b) or Venus 
(Figure 2a,b) [2,5] or radial/concentric structures related to 
impact on the Moon [7]. When this technique is applied to 
Venus (Figure 2) [2] , the oldest volcanic highlands form an 
equatorial band of archipelago-like zones interconnected by 
younger volcanic highlands on the valley bounded map [8], 
and a distinct north/south hemispheric dichotomy appear on 
the ridge-bounded map.  When the CSNB techniques was 
applied to Mars [5], where ridge and trough boundaries are 
apparently associated with internal activity cells, a clear 
association between magnetic susceptibility [9] and quasi 
circular basins [10], associated with troughs, can be seen. 
We applied the CSNB approach to the Moon (Figure 3) us-
ing the putative Gargantuan basin [7] at the center of the 
map. The antipodal South Pole Aitken Basin appears as arc 
segments at the edge of the map. Boundaries are defined as 
ridges and troughs apparently radial and concentric to Gar-
gantuan. The thinner-crust nearside is dominated by more 
recent flood basalt flows. This projection allows the pattern 
in the global distribution of Nectarian and Imbrian deposits 
to be seen more clearly. 

Application to Asteroid Mapping: An irregular, multi-
faceted object, such as an asteroid, is logically segmented 
along facet boundaries (Figure 4). When fully segmented, or 
‘unzipped’ in 2-dimensions, scale is constant not only along 

boundaries but within facets as well. CSNB maps allow rela-
tionships between noses, saddles, and poles, and the origin of 
features found on them, to be observed without areal distor-
tion. Local maxima and minima in topography, representing 
bombardment history, are clearly aligned with map bounda-
ries and thus emphasized on the CSNB ‘splat’ maps.  Plotted 
on the CSNB maps of Eros (Figure 4) are depositional ponds 
and eroded bright patches. What is the relationship between 
these two sets of features? The mercator projection map with 
these features [11] gives the impression that most of the sig-
nificant regolith depositional and erosional features are 
found in the equatorial region, where area/map element is 
greatest. The CSNB ‘splat’ map indicates that both features 
are found at considerable distances from the equator, even 
approaching the poles. Ponds are found near or on bounda-
ries, particularly fanned out on the ‘lee’ side of ‘noses’ or 
ends, all near local topographic maxima which apparently 
act as ‘dust collectors’. Bright patch craters are found at all 
elevations surrounding the ponds, perhaps providing a source 
of the dust.  

CSNB Implications for Planetary Modeling: The 
CSNB projection has now been used to produce global maps 
of bodies lying on a continuum between externally and in-
ternally driven control of surface morphology. For the Earth 
and Mars, representing the internally-driven end-member, 
ridge and trough boundaries are apparently associated with 
internal activity cells, thus CSNB maps allow greater under-
standing of, for example, the pattern of gravity and magnetic 
anomalies [12]. For asteroids, representing the externally-
driven end-member, irregular facet edges become boundaries 
of a ‘splat’ map and allow insight into the bombardment 
history. The Moon, typically mapped in an Earth-like projec-
tion, but more asteroid-like in terms of surface modification, 
is now ‘splat’ mapped to reveal the continuing influence of 
old, large impacts. Mapping Mars in the ‘splat’ fashion 
might also reveal the palimpsest-like influence of its pro-
posed equivalent gargantuan basin [13]. 

References: [1] Clark CS et al. (2006) LPS XXXVII, Abstract 
#1207; {[2] Clark CS and Clark PE (2007) LPS XXXVIII submitted}; 
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XXXVI, #2189; [6] P.E. Clark et al (2005), LPS, XXXVI, #1432; 
[7] P.E. Clark et al (2006), LPS, XXXVII, #1153; [8] Crumpler et al 
(1993) Science, 261, 5121, 591-595; [9] Connerney (2004), Mars 
Crustal Dichotomy Workshop, #1213; [10] Frey et al (2006) per-
sonal communication; [11] Cheng et al (2002), MAPS, 1095-1105; 
[12] http://www.planetary-mag.net/natural_boundaries/;  [13] Wil-
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DO WE REALLY NEED TO PUT STEREO CAM ERAS ON LANDERS?   A. C. Cook1, 1Scool of Computer

Science and IT, University of Nottingham, Nottingham. NG8 1BB, United  Kingdom (Email: acc@cs.nott.ac.uk.

Introduction:  Stereo camera systems have been

used on numerous planetary landers/rovers such as

Lunokhod [1], Viking Lander [2], Mars Pathfinder [3]

and the Mars Exploration Rovers (MERs) [4]. These

cameras are used to provide stereo imagery from which

navigation judgments or local Digital Elevation

Models (DEMs) can be produced. The DEMs have the

following uses:

1. To measure locations of rocks and the

gradient of the terrain for vehicle navigation 

2. To measure rock size and distribution

statistics for geological studies

3. To determine the times at which shadows

from rocks might obscure illumination of

solar panels or block radio communication

with the Earth or an orbiter

4. Virtual reality models for the public/media

5. To measure/verify positions of a robot

arm/tool with respect to a target

6. To measure the depth profile of excavated

trenches

7. To measure slope direction and gradients of

the surface in order to be able to apply full

radiometr ic  correc tion  to  im age s fo r

photometric studies

The use of two or more cameras incurs costs from

weight, electronics needed, and power requirements.

This abstract will present arguments for four practical

alternatives whereby just one camera could be used by

a lander/rover for producing a DEM that can satisfy all

of the above uses.

What cartographic accuracy is required?:

Surprisingly, only 5-7 from above list of uses need a

detailed DEM with mm-cm levels of accuracy/spatial

resolution. The other uses require a more sparse set of

X,Y,Z measurements so long as these satisfy the

tolerances needed e.g. does one need to measure the

dimensions of a rock to a precision of 1% or would 5-

10% do?

What are the alternatives to stereo?:  Four

alternatives are considered:

Camera  Motion. Stereo (CMS) This applies only

to rovers and utilizes displacement stereo from

different positions to build up a DEM at right angles to

the displacement direction. Alternatively zoom stereo,

utilizing radial displacement, can be achieved by

pointing a camera forwards as the rover drives along.

There is also an effect of scale change that can be

utilized to determine distance in that the angular size of

objects increases in a known way as one  approaches

them. 

Virtual Stereo Models (VSM).  This assumes that a

reasonable DEM has been produced already either

from high resolution orbital imagery, or from descent

imagery [5] prior to landing. Consequently the

spacecraft location and location and sizes of major

rocks can be gained by fitting the lander monoscopic

images to a landmarks in a pre-existing DEM.. 

Robot Arm Scanning Mirror Stereo (RASM).  Here

a light weight optically flat mirror is placed on the

robot arm wrist (see Fig 1 (top) R and bottom (B)). The

arm is commanded to scan and rotate the mirror so that

it is visible both  in the lander camera and can scan the

scene around the lander. Stereo matching would take

place between regions of the terrain seen both in the

direct lander image of the scene and from the reflected

image in the robot arm mirror. Digital encoders will

give an approximate position and orientation of the

mirror image, from which a full photogrammetric

bundle adjustment can be made to model the DEM.

The larger the diameter of mirror that can be used, then

the fewer stereo pair images will be required to map

the scene. 

Fig 1 (top) Camera (C ) and robot arm (R ). (bottom)

Object (A) and reflection of object in mirror (B) attached to

robot arm wrist.



Passive Structure Light (PSL).  This would utilize

the knowledge of the spacecraft position, the known

altitude and azimuth of the Sun in the sky, and several

hundred small optically flat light-weight mirrors

positioned over the spacecraft body. Each mirror will

reflect a spot of sunlight onto the surface that can be

captured by the camera at distances from a few cm to

tens of metres. The brightness of each sunspot will

vary from the strength of full direct sunlight for close

range down to the inverse square root of the mirror to

Sun angular diameter ratio - as seen from the

illuminated portion of the surface. Time lapse images

should be taken and low data content difference images

can be transmitted back to Earth. As the sunspots move

across the surface they trace out curves that are

modified by the local topography (see Fig 2 (bottom)).

The main problem of this technique is to determine

which mirror has produced which spot. This could be

achieved by using different size or shape mirrors or by

looking for cross-overs of sunspot trails on different

days. Once  mirror:sunspot identi ty has been

established a simple stereo ray intersection between the

reflected sunbeam and the position of the sun spot in

the image can yield X,Y,Z coordinates. In addition

range measurements may be assisted by studying the

size of the sunspots in the foreground when the angular

size of the Sun is less than the mirror diameter as seen

from the respective illuminated surface patch. Surface

slope information can be studied easily by measuring

the ellipticity and orientation of each sunspot.

Discussion:  Four techniques have been discussed

that could eliminate the need for including stereo

cameras on landers and rovers. This would reduce

mass and the electronics needed and a monoscopic

camera can include a more elaborate filter system than

can be fitted into  conventional stereo camera systems..

There are however some disadvantages: CMS will not

work for landers. VSM requires very high resolution

stereo from orbit or from a descent imager. . RASM

and PSL will suffer if the mirrors become dusty,

although the same is true for the camera optics in all 4

techniques. RASM will only work if a robotic arm is

present. Finally PSL is dependent upon sunlight - if the

lander is in shadow it will not work however this may

be a significant problem for solar panels too.

Furthermore PSL will not function well in a dusty or

opaque atmosphere where atmospheric scattering

prevents a clear view of the Sun. It will however work

very well on bodies with no atmosphere such as the

Moon, and asteroids. PSL will be particularly effective

if sun spot maps are built up over several days as the

Sun changes declination in the Sky. As uses 5-7 are not

particularly time dependent, then this would be a very

suitable technique. PSL can even be used for rovers at

a very simple level in order to work out distances to

rocks along a drive route if a sufficient number of

mirrors are present to capture sunlight from most

directions.

References:  [1] Gatland K. (1978) Robot

Explorers: The Encyclopedia of Spaceflight in  Color,

Macmillan. [2] Liebes S. and Schwartz A.A. (1977)

JGR, 82, 4421-4429. [3] Kirk R.L. (1999) JGR,

104(E4), 8869-8887. [4]. Maki et al. (2003) JGR,

108(E12), 8071. [5] Li R  et al (2002) JGR, 107(E11),

10.1029.

Fig 2 (top) sunspots from approximately twenty 8x8mm

mirrors sited approximately 3 metres away from the target.

(bottom) images of sunspots at 2 minute intervals.
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Introduction: The goal of this study is develop-

ment of an online conference system that supports col-
laborative works on lunar and planetary missions. The 
first potential target is the SELENE (SELenological 
and ENgineering Explorer) to the moon, whose launch 
is scheduled in summer of 2007. This system should be 
characterized by collaborative analysis by geographi-
cally dispersed researchers at their own home institutes, 
and the outputs are preliminary thematic maps such as 
geologic maps. 

The SELENE mission will bring back raw image 
data over 2 TB, and the amount of their derived pro-
ducts such as digital terrain models, mineral maps, and 
element distribution maps, will be over 20 TB. 
Although the derived products are going to be calibrat-
ed and geo-referenced, they should be processed with 
certain mapping procedures in order to make geologic 
maps. Such thematic maps are drawn after many dis-
cussions on the data. Here we propose an online con-
ference system as an alternative. Participants of the 
online conference can join a discussion at their own 
home institute without any waste of time and travel 
expenses. 

We have already many remote conference systems 
or software solutions from a simple chat system to 
large video conference systems. However, they are 
developed to satisfy a general purpose of common 
meetings, and not adequate for the scientific online 
discussions with notes on remote sensing data. Here 
we show a prototype of communication system with 
some images with manual notes, that particularly fo-
cuses on collaborative analysis and discussion on the 
planetary mappings. 

 
 
System Outlines: Requirements of this system are 

summarized as follows: (1) Text based real-time com-
munication between authorized participants of the con-
ference, (2) Sharing a common display of target raster 
data by the participants, (3) Functions for image ma-
nipulation on the displayed raster data including scroll, 
overlay by vector graphics, and general image process-
ing functions, and (4) Recording logs of discussion and 
related image operations. In order to fulfill these re-
quirements we developed a preliminary system based 
on the client-server model with Java. Its snapshot of 
the client is shown in Fig. 1. Its system diagram is also 
displayed in Fig. 2. The type of client-server model has 
much advantage to others. Consistency of data-
handling is controlled at the server side. Because 
thumbnail images just only for viewing are exchanged 

via Internet, working materials can be shared among 
clients easily. The real-time communication between 
the server and the clients is implemented with socket 
connection, of which API is provided by the Java 2 
Platform, Standard Edition, version 1.5.0_03. 

Once a connection between the server and a client 
is established, the client gets a log of the conference to 
join the proceeding conference from the server. There-
fore, a new participant can join discussion with the 
display synchronized with other participants. All ma-
nipulations on the client-side are sent to the server as 
commands, and stored in the log. They are also trans-
ferred to all other clients to synchronize the displays in 
real-time. In case of image processing command, Im-
age data are generated on the server side.  

Because the target image is usually large compared 
with a window of the client application, only a portion 
of the image is displayed within the window with 
scroll bars. Each participant can move a displaying 
area of the image as one’s discretion. On the other 
hand, any participants can issue a command to forcedly 
synchronize the displaying area of all clients. The cli-
ents also have functions for image manipulation that 
are common on applications for image, such as band 
math and contrast/brightness adjustment. The user can 
draw overlay diagrams on the displayed image to point 
a region or a feature of interest of discussion to the 
other participants. All local manipulations are sent to 
the server, and then each client application redraws the 
window with commands from the server. These func-
tions are implemented to port the standard work-flow 
on production of thematic maps from offline to online. 

 
 
Summary: We propose a prototype of the online 

conference system for collaborative analysis based on 
lunar and planetary mapping data. It supports discus-
sion among researchers remotely placed at their own 
home institutes. This system is implemented as a cli-
ent-server model. This will support SELENE analysis. 



Fig. 1. Snapshot of the client application of this system.  
A target data is displayed within the window of the 
application with a text-based discussion board and 
buttons for image processing functions. Any partici-
pants can draw overlay diagrams that share all client 
displays. 

 

 
Fig. 2.  Block diagram of the system 

 



MAPPING SMALL BODIES WITH STEREOPHOTOCLINOMETRY.  R. W. Gaskell1, 1Planetary Science 
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Introduction:  In the four years since it was first 

introduced at this workshop [1] the technique for con-
struction of shape and topography of small bodies di-
rectly from imaging data, at a resolution comparable to 
that data, has matured.  It has produced a model of 
Eros of unprecedented accuracy [2] and played a role 
in the Hayabusa encounter with asteroid Itokawa [3]. 

   The basic data product is a set of overlapping 
digital topographc/albedo maps (L-maps) which tile 
the surface of the body.  The slopes and albedo at each 
pixel in an L-map are determined by an estimation 
procedure called stereophotoclinometry (SPC) that 
minimizes the least square residuals between predicted 
and observed brightness in multiple images.  The 
slopes are then integrated to produce the heights rela-
tive to a local coordinate system.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

    Figure 1:  Some of the L-maps tiling Itokawa 
 

 The central pixel of an L-map represents a control 
point whose body-fixed location is determined in a 
simultaneous estimation with the camera location and 
orientation, constrained by apriori information, that 
minimizes the residuals between predicted and ob-
served image space locations, limb locations and corre-
lations between overlapping L-map topography.  Laser 
ranging has now been added as a new data type [4]. 

Global Topography: The model  for Itokawa was 
constructed from about 600 AMICA images and has 
870 L-maps, each representing about 10000 vectors.  
From these, a standard 1.57 million vector global to-
pography model (GTM) was constructed. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
    Figure 2:  Itokawa Global Topography Model   

Eros is currently tiled with about 9000 overlapping 
L-maps constructed from over 17000 NEAR images.   
From the resulting 90 million vectors, a standard Eros 
GTM was built.  

 

 
        Figure 3:  NEAR images and Eros GTM  

 
The GTM provides a framework for estimating the 

surface gravity, gravity harmonics, and inertia tensor, 
assuming a homogeneous mass distribution.   The cur-
rent Eros GTM has a volume of  2507.79 km3 and a 
surface area of 1137.98 km2.  The prime meridian is 
shifted 9.786° from the principal x-axis and the princi-
pal moments of inertia per unit mass are (15.1308, 
73.0922, 74.3518) km2.  The Bouguer anomaly, the 
difference between measured and predicted harmonics 
on a 16 km sphere, has been reduced significantly from 
earlier shape estimates [5], suggesting that the interior 
of Eros is more nearly homogeneous.  

 The Itokawa GTM has a volume of 0.01773 km3, a 
surface area of 0.40403 km2, and principal moments of 
inertia per unit mass of (0.00631, 0.02128, 0.02235) 
km2.  The L-maps constructed from the narrow angle 
science camera were used in conjunction with wide-
angle navigation camera images taken during the No-
vember 12, 2005 approach to the surface to determine 
Hayabusa’s trajectory.  This, in turn, was used to de-
termine the mass of Itokawa to be [6] GM=2.36x10-9 ± 
0.15x10-9 km3/s2, giving a density of about 2.0 g/cm3.   

Local Topography:  The vast majority of L-maps 
on Eros have a resolution of 6 m/pixel.  Some L-maps 
have lower resolution and provide context for the 
global fit, while others have higher resolution in order 
to better characterize regions of particular interest.  
Since the GTM has an average resolution of  about 27 
meters, it does not contain the full information pro-
vided by the ensemble of L-maps.  High resolution 



topography maps (HRTMs)  can be constructed from 
the L-map ensemble for areas of interest, such as the 6 
meter resolution 1025x1025 pixel topographic map of 
Shoemaker Regio shown as a stereo pair in Figure 4, 
made from 444 L-maps.   

 

 
          Figure 4:  HRTM of Shoemaker Regio 

 
Since HRTMs can be constructed with almost the 

resolution of the best images, they summarize that data 
with very little loss of information.  These new repre-
sentations can be recast in a variety of ways to assist in 
data analysis.  Another map of Shoemaker Regio made 
by computing ∇2h from the HRTM data is shown in 
Figure 5.  In this form, craters and boulders are much 
easier to identify, and this may eventually lead to an 
automated cataloging capability. 

 

 
           Figure 5:  ∇2h in Shoemaker Regio 

 
HRTMs can also be used to display the original 

imaging data in three dimensions by resampling the 
data onto the map.  A stereo pair of the Pencil boulder 
on Itokawa is displayed in Figure 6. 

 

 
   Figure 6:  Pencil boulder on Itokawa 
 
Ongoing Work:  The recent completion of the set 

of 6 meter/pixel L-maps tiling the entire surface of 
Eros has made it possible to rapidly introduce higher 
resolution images into the data set at a rate of about 
1000/wk.  Data from each image is digitally correlated 
with illuminated pre-existing L-maps and the resulting 
image-space control point locations enable the rapid 
registration of the images.   L-maps are then identified 
and located on the limbs, and the new imaging data is 
used to refine the L-map topography solutions and 
ultimately the GTM.   The 9000 L-map centers are 
currently constrained by more than one million “obser-
vations”,  an average of more than 100 per control 
point, and are determined to about 2.1 meters per de-
gree of freedom.  

The laser ranging data for Itokawa and Eros is be-
ing incorporated both into the navigation solutions and 
the determination of the center of mass to center of 
figure offsets.  In both cases, preliminary results sug-
gest a small offset, consistent with a homogeneous 
mass distribution. 

Finally, the Phobos model presented at the 2003 
workshop is being used for radar studies of that body’s 
interior [7].  When recent Mars Express images can be 
added to the Viking Orbiter data set, the model will 
become significantly more detailed, enabling better 
navigation and removal of surface reflections from the 
radar study.  

References: [1] Gaskell R.W. (2003) ISPRS WG 
IV/9 [2] Gaskell R.W. et al. (2007) LPS XXXVIII, Ab-
stract 1333. [3]  Gaskell R.W., et al. (2006) LPS 
XXXVII, Abstract 1876. [4] Barnouin-Jha O.S. et al. 
(2006) LPS XXXVII, Abstract 1773. [5] Zuber M.T. et 
al. (2000) Science 289, 2097-2101. [6] Scheeres D.J. et 
al. (2006) AIAA paper 2006-6661. [7] Safaeinili A., et 
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HRSC DATA PROCESSING BY MATCHING IN OBJECT SPACE, I. JOINT DERIVATION OF DTM 
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Introduction: Mars Express’ High Resolution Stereo Ca-

mera (HRSC) provides four color channels and five panchro-

matic channels in stereo angles between ±18.9°, which are 

well suited to derive Digital Terrain Models (DTM) and color 

orthoimages [9]. Besides the systematic photogrammetric 

processing of the entire data set [11], various supplementing 

and/or alternative approaches [1,8,13] have been investigated 

and compared in the HRSC DTM Test [8]. These methods 

are based either on image matching or shape-from-shading. 

This investigation concentrates on joint derivation of two 

object models: orthoimage and DTM. HRSC data are proces-

sed by matching in object space, i.e. by Facets Stereo Vision 

[14,15]. The appraoch allows for integrated computation of 

these models and implicitly considers interconnections. First 

experiences regarding the application on Mars have been gai-

ned with simulated images, based on existing orthoimagery 

and DTM [2]. Recently, Facets Stereo Vision has been adap-

ted to process HRSC line scanner data and implemented in 

MATLAB [4,5,7]. Results for a crater rim are presented. 

Matching in Object Space: Facets Stereo Vision was 

developed since the 1980s [14,15,16]. This flexible approach 

enables for simultaneous derivation of orthoimage, DTM, and 

further parameters, such as reflectance. Surface properties are 

modeled with respect to spatially regular grids (facets), which 

have to be defined considering HRSC pixel size (Fig. 1). 

 

 
 
Fig. 1: Matching in object space with line scanner data fol-
lowing [10]. DTM, Z = f(X,Y), and orthoimage, G = f(X,Y) 
are estimated by least squares adjustment. The facets of G 
are typically finer than those of Z. 

The indirect algorithm of Facets Stereo Vision is applied 

to HRSC data [3-7]. This presumes an initial DTM – we used 

Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA) data [12] – as well as 

camera orientations, improved by prior bundle adjustment 

[13]. Based on that, pseudo observables (orthoimages) are 

resampled from HRSC channels. The term ‘pseudo’ distin-

guishes preliminary data from the final orthoimage, which is 

based on the final DTM. Both object models are iteratively 

refined in a least squares adjustment. The inherent matching 

process is transferred from image space to object space: It is 

not carried out between particular features of original images 

but between all pixels of (pseudo) orthoimages. 

Application: Facets Stereo Vision was applied to the rim 

of a Martian crater, located at 313.4° east and 8.9° north. it 

has been imaged in Mars Express orbit 894. HRSC nadir and 

two stereo channels with resolutions of 15 m/pixel and 30 

m/pixel, respectively, are used as input. Fig. 2 shows a com-

bination of pseudo orthoimages as well as a difference image 

of both stereo channels, based on an initial MOLA 5 km 

DTM. Lateral displacements can be seen, e.g., at the elevated 

crater rim, since it is not resolved by MOLA (compare 

MOLA and final DTM in Fig. 4). Such height deviations in 

the order of several 100 m are to be corrected by Facets Ste-

reo Vision. 

 

   
 

   
 

 
 
Fig. 2: Comparison of initial and final orthoimage – mean 
values of pseudo observables – (top) and respective color-co-
ded grayvalue differences (bottom) of HRSC stereo channels. 

 

The derivation of orthoimage and DTM presumes the de-

finition of appropriate facets. Taking nadir and stereo channel 

resolutions into account, an intermediate value of 25 m has 

been chosen for the orthoimage. DTM facets have been de-

creased over seven subsequent calculation steps from 900 m 

to 150 m, resulting in 48x48 facets (Table 1). 



Step Orthoimage DTM  Pix. p. 

 Facets 
(Pixels) 

Size 
[m] Facets Size 

[m] 
DTM 
Facet 

1 3242 25   92 9002 362 

2 3002 25 102 7502 302 

3 2892 25 122 6002 242 

4 2892 25 162 4502 182 

5 2892 25 242 3002 122 

6 2892 25 362 2002   82 

7 2892 25 482 1502   62 
 
Table 1: Numbers and sizes of orthoimage and DTM facets. 
(As the investigation area is a multiple of facet sizes, it slight-
ly decreases after steps 1 and 2.) 

 

Starting with the derivation of a coarse DTM – 36x36 

(pseudo) orthoimage pixels per facet – ensures that most cor-

responding pixels fall into identical DTM facets and can be 

matched [2]. The difference between the pseudo orthoimages 

initially reaches up to 17 pixels. It decreases during the cal-

culation steps – each carried out as an iterative least squares 

adjustment –, until the final orthoimage shows no visible 

distortions. Grayvalue differences between individual HRSC 

channels reduce to almost zero. Remaining discrepancies are 

more or less noise and compression effects (Fig. 2). This is 

confirmed by the accuracy of the final DTM, RMS = 17.8 m 

(median for heights with respect to the 150 m grid), which is 

below image resolution. A perspective view of this DTM, 

which was slightly smoothed (see [6] for details), is shown in 

Fig. 3. The combination with initial MOLA data impressively 

illustrates the capabilities of both HRSC data and Facets Ste-

reo Vision. 

 

 
 
Fig. 3: Perspective view of initial MOLA heights and final 
DTM from Facets Stereo Vision. The origin of the coordinate 
system is north-west. 
 

For comparing both results, i.e. the final orthoimage and 

DTM, these object models have been combined; Fig. 4 shows 

contour lines with an equidistance of 50 m on top of the 

orthoimage. Both data sets generally match with each other. 

Critically surveying the results, one should keep in mind that 

the final DTM consist of only 48x48 facets. Nevertheless, de-

tails of the Martian terrain are well represented by contours. 

Mars Express orbit 894 and accordingly the crater area 

have been amongst the investigation areas of the HRSC DTM 

Test [8]. Our result is in good agreement with the DTM rated 

as ‘best’ with regard to overall accuracy and fine detail. 

 
 
Fig. 4: Orthoimage with contour lines. 
 

Conclusion and Outlook: The application of the Facets 

Stereo Vision approach to HRSC on Mars Express line scan-

ner imagery has been presented. Using the MOLA 5 km 

DTM as initial height values, meaningful results for the ob-

ject properties – grayscale orthoimage and DTM featuring 

ground resolutions of 25 m and 150 m, respectively – have 

been derived by successive decrease of DTM facet sizes. 

With these experiences as well as with its application on 

other regions of Mars, Facets Stereo Vision has to be further 

investigated, especially regarding regularization aspects [14, 

16]. This may allow for smaller facet sizes and support the 

goal of very high DTM resolution. In this context, input 

image filtering and DTM outlier elimination is dicsussed in a 

companion paper [6]. 

Facets Stereo Vision is flexible to the determination of 

further parameters, such as surface reflectance. In our calcu-

lations, linear functions have been applied to adjust contrast 

and brightness between the images. This approach is not phy-

sically motivated and does not model, e.g., directional depen-

dence. The inclusion of a sophisticated BRDF derived from 

five different HRSC viewing angles is subject to future work. 
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Introduction: The High Resolution Stereo Camera expe-

riment (HRSC) on Mars Express orbiter provides imagery in 
full color and five stereo angles, well suited for systematic 
derivation of Digital Terrain Models (DTM) and orthoimages 
[1]. Consequently, a variety of photogrammetric approaches 
for HRSC data processing has been investigated [2-5]. 

With the future goal of the combined derivation of geo-
metric and radiometric surface properties, HRSC data have 
been exemplarily processed by Facets Stereo Vision, i.e. mat-
ching in object space [6,7]. The application to selected small 
regions on Mars (5-10 km in size) basically lead to promising 
results [8-10] – see also companion presentation, part I [11],  
for joint DTM and orthoimage derivation for a crater rim. 
However, in shadows or areas of only sparse texture, few 
DTM artifacts are caused. While it has already been shown 
that outliers can be reduced by DTM filtering during subse-
quent processing (see below), the effects of different filters 
and filter sizes are compared in the following. In addition – 
since DTM quality can also be affected by image noise – 
smoothing of HRSC data is investigated. 

Facets Stereo Vision is a powerful approach for multi-
image matching in object space that integrates the derivation 
of DTM and orthoimage; it is flexible for modeling further 
parameters, such as surface reflectance [6,7]; the algorithm 
has been adapted for HRSC data processing and implemented 
in MATLAB [8]. Based on HRSC nadir and stereo channels, 
orthoimage and DTM are derived in combined least-squares 
adjustments with respect to spatially regular grids, i.e. facets. 
Depending on initial height quality, subsequent downsizing 
of DTM facets – using the (filtered) results as starting values 
for the next step – has proven a capable method, i.e., for each 
DTM facet size (each calculation step), least squares adjust-
ments are carried out iteratively [9,10]. Thus, from high reso- 
 

lution HRSC data (15 m/pixel in nadir, 30 m/pixel in the two 
outer stereo channels), a 150 m/post DTM has been collected 
with an average height RMS of 17.8 m [11].  

Test Area: The effects of DTM and input image filtering 
have been studied for different regions on Mars; it is exem-
plarily shown for a small area in the Nanedi Valles complex 
(5.0x5.0 km2; see Figs. 1 and 2), which has been covered by 
HRSC during Mars Express orbit 905. Due to the low solar 
elevation, most valley walls feature rich texture while sha-
dows occur on opposite slopes; the valley floor appears com-
paratively smooth. In such heterogeneous data, outliers are 
likely to appear during DTM derivation. 

DTM Filtering: For the application of Facets Stereo 
Vision on Mars, some DTM smoothing is useful for two rea-
sons: First – and most important –, height results of subse-
quent calculations have to suffice as initial values for the next 
step with smaller DTM facets. Therefore, peaks in coarser 
DTMs that eventually cause outliers [9], have to be reduced. 
Second, noise in the final DTM can be smoothed by Gaussian 
or mean filtering. This is common practice – also for HRSC 
DTMs [e.g. 2,4] – and also leads to meaningful contour lines 
[12]. All DTM results in this context have been slightly 
smoothed using a Gaussian filter with σ = 0.6 (FWHM = 1.4). 

The first issue has been investigated in detail, particularly 
considering the following aspects: 
 

• Filter type –  mean, Gaussian, or median? 
• Filter size (magnitude of smoothing)? 
• Filtering after each iteration or only after each step? 
 

For comparison, the Facets Stereo Vision algorithm was 
initially carried out with no DTM filtering. Then mean, Gaus-
sian, and median filters have been applied in various sizes 
and configurations. It turned out that the median produced

    
 

    
 

Fig. 1: Results of Facets Stereo Vision – Perspective DTM views and orthoimages with derived contour lines: a) Calculation 
with no DTM filtering, b) 3x3 median filtering after each step, i.e., applied to the final DTM of a particular facet size, c) 3x3 me-
dian filtering after every least squares iteration, d) 5x5 median filtering after every least squares iteration. 



the best results, since it eliminates outliers that are only flat-
tened by the other filters. Fig. 1 gives an overview of DTMs 
and corresponding orthoimages that have been collected by 
applying the “plain” algorithm and by additional DTM smoo-
thing after each step or iteration, for the latter case with diffe-
rent filter sizes. Without filtering, outliers are clearly visible, 
e.g., in shadows and the radiometrically smooth valley floor. 
Such artifacts are significantly reduced by filtering after each 
step and, more effectively, after each iteration. As expected, 
increased filter sizes lead to further smoothing and, therefore, 
reduce both artifacts and topographic detail. Contour lines 
that are based on either 3x3 or 5x5 DTM median filtering are 
generally in good agreement with the orthoimage but run ra-
ther straight in shadow areas (compare southern valley wall). 
Nevertheless, these results nicely fit with the DTM that “yiel-
ded the best overall results in terms of accuracy and fine 
detail” during the HRSC DTM Test [4]. 

In conclusion, DTM and orthoimage derivation by Facets 
Stereo Vision can be stabilized by DTM median filtering af-
ter every iteration of the least squares adjustment. Filter size 
has to be chosen under consideration of image texture and re-
lief energy. It should be remarked that, due to filtering, adjus-
ted height corrections do not converge to zero. But, more im-
portant, the DTM collected during a certain calculation step 
(with respect to a particular facet size) suffices for starting 
the next step (with respect to smaller facet size). 

Image Filtering: In general, matching results can be im-
proved by low pass filtering of input images. Thus, various 
filters have been investigated along with processing of HRSC 
or comparable data [3,4,13-15]. While all approaches aim for 
noise reduction, some allow for local contrast enhancements, 
e.g., in order to sharpen edges. However, other HRSC pro-
cessing methods involve no prior image filtering [2,4,5]. 

In contrast to classical image matching, which is based on 
certain features – the quantity of which (i.e. completeness) 
can be increased by appropriate filtering –, all image pixels 
are used in Facets Stereo Vision; modeling is a priori com-
plete. The above-mentioned adjustment of image contrasts 
may allow for averaging the accuracy of the derived DTM 
(see discussion below) but cannot improve it in total. Radio-
metric changes are even out of the question for the estimation 
of reflectance properties with Facets Stereo Vision. 

 Nevertheless, potential impacts of image noise can be 
reduced by low pass filtering. Following the experiences of 
Gwinner et al. with HRSC data processing [3,4] we applied 
Gaussian filtering with σ = 0.75 (FWHM = 1.8) and σ = 1.5 
 

  
 

Fig. 2: Facets Stereo Vision results from smoothed images 
and 3x3 DTM filtering after each iteration (cp. Fig. 1c). Left: 
Gaussian filter, σ = 0.75. Right: Gaussian filter, σ = 1.5. 

(FWHM = 3.5) and carried out the Facets Stereo Vision algo-
rithm with 3x3 DTM median filtering after each iteration; 
results are shown in Fig. 2. While the orthoimages are clearly 
smoothed (cp., e.g., the inner valley in Figs. 1 and 2), DTM 
artifacts increase with filtering. Outliers occur, especially in 
the northeastern plain. This effect can be explained by the re-
duction of both noise and fine detail during image filtering – 
while then some dense but weakly constrained DTM results 
from Facets Stereo Vision, image matching would lead to 
only few object points and an interpolated, smooth DTM. In 
this configuration (e.g., without regularization), Facets Stereo 
Vision cannot be improved by Gaussian image filtering.    

Discussion and Outlook: The investigations with regard 
to input image and DTM filtering indicate the necessity of 
some regularization in Facets Stereo Vision, especially in re-
gions that show only little texture. The strong dependence of 
DTM accuracy from image texture is illustrated in Fig. 3 
(left): Besides edges and corners of the investigation area the 
valley floor, the northeastern plain, and shadows are least 
constraint and, without any DTM filtering, outliers occur – 
although it should be remarked that DTM filtering reduces 
artifacts but doesn’t improve accuracies, since least-squares 
adjustment configuration is unaffected. However, the adjust-
ment may be stabilized by accuracy-dependent constraints on 
surface curvature: Regions of little texture are forced to be 
straight and curvature is allowed (but not forced) vice versa. 

Fig. 3 (right) shows changes in accuracy after Gaussian 
image filtering. While significant increases can bee seen in 
“problem areas” (cp. left), most RMS values slightly decrease 
by lees than 10 m. Therefore, image filtering might improve 
the HRSC DTM and orthoimage obtained by Facets Stereo 
Vision, if appropriate regularization is applied. 
 

  
 

      
 

Fig. 3: Height RMS’ in [m] from Facets Stereo Vision. Left:  
Calculation without any filtering (cp. Fig. 1a). Right: RMS 
increase after image smoothing, carried out with 3x3 DTM 
filtering (cp. Figs. 1c and 2, right). 
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Introduction: The High Resolution Stereo Camera 

(HRSC) on Mars Express simultainously obatains color 

and stereo imagery of our neighbouring planet. This 

unique data set is the basis for systematic derivation of 

color orthoimages and Digital Terrain Models (DTM) 

and thus for topographic mapping [1,2]. The cartogra-

phic standard product for Mars Express is the Topogra-

phic Image Map Mars 1:200,000 series, which covers 

Mars in 10,372 individual sheets in equal-area projec-

tions: Sinusoidal projection for latitudes between 85° 

north and south and Lambert Azimuthal projection 

around the poles [2,3]. While several standard sheets, 

special target maps, and related high-quality products 

are available in mid-latitudes [2-6], the series’ layout in 

the polar regions has been illustrated only by “prelimi-

nary” examples that, e.g., show no contour lines [5]. 

Recently, two adjacent standard sheets have been 

produced in Boreales Chasma on either side of the 85° 

parallel, which is the transition of the two map projec-

tions (see figure). The topographic maps combine high-

resolution HRSC orthoimages with contour lines from 

Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA). Map genera-

tion was carried out in cooperation of Technische Uni-

versität Berlin and German Aerospace Center (DLR). 

Map Generation: So far, the sheets of the Topo-

graphic Image Map Mars 1:200,000 are derived from 

HRSC data, which have been registered to MOLA refe-

rence. Then HRSC DTMs feature both global accuracy 

and, in general, better spatial resolution than MOLA 

[7]. This superiority relaxes in the in the polar regions: 

On one hand, MOLA track distances narrow and reso-

lution increases with higher latitudes (see below). On 

the other hand, height derivation from HRSC imagery, 

i.e. image matching, suffers from the lack of texture in 

the polar ice; gaps and outliers occur. In such areas, 

MOLA altimetry is more reliable than the HRSC DTM. 
HRSC Imagery. Both map sheets are completely 

covered by Mars Express orbit 1154 in resolutions of 

50 m/pixel in nadir and 200 m/pixel for the color chan-

nels. Since HRSC rectification to MOLA – by combi-

ned bundle adjustment [8] – is not available for polar 

orbits so far, we used orthoimagery from DLR standard 

processing [1,9], which is based on reconstructed orbit 

geometry with an accuracy of several 100 m [1,8]. As a 

consequence, an offset between HRSC data and the 

MOLA reference occurs – primarily in Mars Express’ 

flight direction –, which we determined from the best 

overall fit of HRSC orthoimage and MOLA contour 

lines in the mapped area. Hence, HRSC data needed to 

be shifted by 898 m in orbit direction (towards south) 

and 144 m across (towards east). This offset, 910 m in 

total, is in the range of position and pointing errors of 

the reconstructed Mars Express orbit. Note that ortho-

image generation, i.e. co-registration of color channels, 

is based on the 200 m HRSC DTM, which generally 

suffices for this purpose [1]. Misregistrations – due to 

the discussed DTM inaccuracies – are almost invisible 

in the concerning icy areas, as they are are radiometri-

cally smooth. To yield appropriate resolution for map-

ping in scale 1:200,000, the color orthoimage has been 

pan-sharped using the nadir channel. 

The MOLA DTM for the North Polar Region. Since 

MOLA point density generally increases with higher 

latitudes – it should be remarked that, due to orbit incli-

nation, coverage beyond 87° (outside of the mapped 

region) is rather coarse –, a DTM with 200 m/post has 

been collected at DLR. Initially, this has been based on 

771 MOLA PEDR files or 64,875,630 shots north of 

70°. But it contained errors, which have been visually 

identified by comparing a map of individual shots with 

the gridded DTM. Thus, a new DTM has been compu-

ted by omitting 1,703,604 shots. Finally, few remaining 

artifacts have been eliminated by median filtering. 

Map Compilation was carried out using the Plane-

tary Image Mapper (PIMap) software, which has been 

especially developed for this purpose at Technische 

Universität Berlin [5]. PIMap supports map generation 

by automatic orthoimage adaptation (HRSC), contour 

line derivation (MOLA) as well as compilation of topo-

graphic names, graticules, and marginal elements. 

Final Map Products: The sheets “M 200k 84.00N/ 

315.00E OMKT” (Sinusoidal projection) and “M 200k 

86.00N/326.00E OMKT” (Lambert Azimuthal projec-

tion) of the Topographic Image Map Mars 1:200,000 

cover 2° by 18° and 2° by 24°, respectively (see fi-

gure). The depicted Chasma Boreale almost divides the 

ice cap and reveals (in Martian summer) layered struc-

tures of water ice and dust [10]. Contour lines nicely fit 

with these layers and, moreover, give a good impres-

sion of the topography of the almost textureless ice cap. 

Conclusion: With the standard sheets of Chasma 

Boreale, the first large-scale maps in the polar regions 

of Mars are presented. These products take advantage 

of both HRSC color orthoimagery as well as dense and 

precise MOLA topography in high latitudes. 
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submitted. [2] Albertz J. et al. (2005) PE&RS, 71(10), 
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Map sheets “M 200k 84.00N/315.00E OMKT” in Sinusoidal projection and “M 200k 86.00N/326.00E OMKT” in Lambert Azi-
muthal projection. The index map (lower left image) was combined from both sheets and illustrates their relative location, with 
map surfaces marked in yellow, and neighboring sheets of the Topographic Image Map Mars 1:200,000 series in their projec-
tions. The subsection of the northern sheet (upper right image) is shown in scale 1:400,000, which is half of the original size. 
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Introduction: Since the beginning of its operation 

in Mars orbit in January 2004, the High Resolution 
Stereo Camera (HRSC) [1,2] onboard the European 
Space Agency (ESA) mission Mars Express has re-
turned stereo imagery covering about two thirds of the 
planet’s surface. The gross area coverage of the com-
plete dataset, disregarding multiple coverage of spe-
cific areas, is now already on the order of the Earth’s 
land surface. Based on the stereophotogrammetric 
software developed for HRSC data processing [3], pre-
liminary digital terrain models (DTM) at medium 
(200m) resolution have been derived at DLR during the 
course of the mission. Meanwhile, considerable im-
provements of the orientation data for the instrument 
have become possible [4,5]. Moreover, refined meth-
ods and procedures for the generation of high-
resolution DTMs have been developed and evaluated 
[6], and a systematic comparison of the results of dif-
ferent processing approaches has been carried out un-
der the auspices of the ISPRS Working Group IV/7 on 
Extraterrestrial Mapping [7]. These experiments and 
tests on DTM generation have been limited to a small 
number of exemplary test areas. 

DLR has recently taken the responsibility for the 
systematic generation of HRSC DTM and orthoimages 
(termed Level-4 products in HRSC project nomencla-
ture) for each HRSC stereo dataset, including the data 
expected during the remaining part of the extended 
mission (until fall 2007). Here, we introduce the speci-
fications of the new Level-4 data products. We outline 
the adopted processing approach, which is centered on 
the methods for the derivation of high-resolution DTM 
proposed in [6] (note that the HRSC Level-4 orthoi-
mages, besides the incorporation of improved orienta-
tion data, will differ from existing preliminary orthoi-
mages mainly due to the different properties of the 
underlying DTM). Finally, we present first results of 
the systematic Level-4 processing.  

Instrument and High-Level Photogrammetric 
Data Products: HRSC is a multi-line pushbroom ste-
reo camera providing up to 5 panchromatic multi-angle 
observations of the surface during each orbit [1,2]. 
Simultaneously, multi-spectral imagery is acquired by 
four CCD lines equipped with spectral filters (near-
infrared, red, green, blue). A nominal ground resolu-
tion of up to almost 10 m/pixel is being achieved. Be-
yond stereo capability, HRSC data are unique since a 

single image sequence covers very large areas (typi-
cally on the order of 104 km2) at high image resolution. 
HRSC is the first photogrammetric stereo sensor sys-
tem employed in planetary remote sensing. The capa-
bility of simultaneous acquisition of stereo imagery 
avoids changes of imaging conditions which may occur 
between successive orbital passes and makes pointing 
maneuvers for obtaining stereo coverage unnecessary.  

Specifications of HRSC High-Resolution DTM 
and Orthoimages (Level-4 Data): The data products 
of the systematic HRSC Level-4 processing are 8 Bit 
orthoimages for the Nadir channel and the 4 color 
channels and 16 Bit DTMs (1 m numeric height resolu-
tion), in VICAR format each. The products will also be 
formatted according to Planetary Data System (PDS) 
specifications. The map scales of the orthoimages ad-
here to standard resolutions (12.5, 25, 50… m/pixel), 
depending on the ground resolution of the respective 
image. For the specification of the DTM spatial resolu-
tion, in addition the quality of orientation and image 
data is decisive. Usually, a grid spacing of about 2 
times the mean stereo resolution (up to 50 m) can be 
used. Since Level-4 orthoimages are based on the 
Level-4 DTM, they will be available exclusively for 
areas covered by the latter. The principal geometric 
reference for both planimetry and height is a sphere of 
radius r=3396.0 km as defined by the MOLA team [9]. 
The IAU ellipsoid [10] or an Areoid can be used op-
tionally. The map projection is Sinusoidal for latitudes 
between ±85° and Polar-Stereographic for polar areas.  

Processing Approach: Photogrammetric process-
ing is based on radiometrically calibrated image data 
(Level-2) and the data for interior and exterior orienta-
tion. Improvements to the nominal orientation data 
using photogrammetric techniques include a registra-
tion to MOLA data by means of height control infor-
mation derived from the 463m-grid MOLA DTM [11].  

Multi image matching is performed using pyramid-
based least-squares correlation and is organized as a 
two-stage process [6]. We introduce an indirect epipo-
lar constraint by reducing search areas to the actually 
expected residual parallaxes in rectified stereo images. 
These are produced by orthorectification using DTMs 
with low resolution compared to the imagery (the 
MOLA DTM in the first step, and a low-res HRSC 
DTM in the second step). Note that the utilization of 



pre-existing DTMs is limited to the initialization of the 
matching process. The matching criteria applied subse-
quently are not constrained by any a priori height in-
formation. Thus, neither MOLA nor the HRSC low-res 
DTM contribute directly to the derived heights. An 
essential pre-processing step consists in adaptive (vari-
able bandwidth) Gaussian low pass filtering [6] of the 
stereo images, which reduces the effects of image com-
pression. 3D Point determination by least-squares for-
ward intersection is followed by blunder elimination 
(using constraints on the number of stereo observations 
and thresholding of the intersection error). DTM grid 
interpolation is done on a pixel basis by distance 
weighted averaging within a local interpolation radius, 
which  also allows for integrating object points derived 
at different matching scales. 

The overall process involves automatic procedures 
in combination with individual quality checks based on 
a set of specific quality measures [6] (see also Table 1) 
and visual inspection. These may lead to specific modi-
fications of the parameter setting for the particular 
case. Based on the high-resolution DTM result, a final 
re-assessment of the quality of co-registration with the 
MOLA DTM is made, and final adjustments to the 
exterior orientation data are determined and applied 
(residual lateral shifts and residual low frequency 
height undulations at the scale of 10s of kilometers 
determined by trend surface analysis).  

The high-resolution DTM and the adjusted orienta-
tion data are applied for orthoimage production. The 
only additional pre-processing step for the orthoimages 
consists in a histogram-based linear contrast stretch 
which does not affect the linear metrics of the radio-
metric image calibration. Similarly, the Level-3 images 
(orthorectification based on MOLA) available via PDS 
and PSA will be successively re-calculated using the 
new orientation data and product specifications. 

First Systematic Results: As prototypes of the 
new systematic Level-4 products, we derived DTMs 
(see Table 1 for some DTM quality figures according 
to the quality measures proposed in [6]) and orthoi-
mages (shown as perspective view in Fig. 1) for four 
datasets from four different regions on Mars. For all 
four datasets, it was possible to derive a dense cover-
age by 3D points showing sub-pixel mean accuracy 
(the mean 3D error of the orbit 0572 result equals the 
fifth part of a pixel with respect to mean stereo ground 
resolution, for example). The reliability of the points is 
substantiated by high percentages of object points 
formed by five-fold intersections. 

Analyzing height differences with respect to the 
MOLA DTM also provides useful information on the 
quality of the resulting HRSC DTM (Tab. 1, Fig. 2). 
The deviation from MOLA heights needs to be con-   

 
Figure 1.  Perspective view of the Level-4 red/green/blue 
DTM and orthoimage for image sequence h2039_0000. 

 

sidered carefully, however. Since MOLA is used as 
external reference in our process, the height differences 
should be close to zero on average. On the other hand, 
the area-based approach and the high spatial resolution 
of HRSC should allow for representing a higher level 
of topographic detail, which would cause a certain 
spread of the deviation. The numbers presented in Tab. 
1 demonstrate 1) the successful registration of the 
HRSC DTM to the global MOLA topography (near-
zero offsets), 2) the presence of considerable height 
differences between the two DTM datasets in terms of 
mean absolute value and standard deviation, 3) the 
significant reduction of the standard deviation of the 
differences when data gaps filled by interpolation (in 
both datasets) are excluded. The last issue suggests that 
differences associated with data gaps are responsible 
for a significant but not necessarily predominant frac-
tion of the total deviation between the final DTMs. 
This broad picture is in agreement with the spatial dis-
tribution of the differences visible in the map view 
(Fig. 2c). The persisting deviation for the “no-gapsfill” 
case (Fig. 2d) includes precision-related variances from 
both datasets, but can also be attributed to the differ-
ence in resolved detail (the distance between single 
MOLA shots is 330 m along track, the spot diameter 
about 170m, while the HRSC DTM have grid spacing 
of 50-150 m; for more detailed discussion see [6] and 
[7]). An obvious gain in visible detail is also evident 
for the shaded relief of the HRSC DTM in Fig. 2b. 

Summary and Outlook: In agreement with previ-
ous tests based on larger datasets [6,7], the presented 
results show that the approach to DTM generation pro-
vides 3D accuracy well inside the sub-pixel range, in 
spite of the compression characteristics of the stereo 
images. In combination with refined photogrammetric 
methods for improving orientation data, 3D point accu-
racy better than 10 m is achieved for some of the high-
est resolution datasets. Based on the existing results we 
are confident of envisaging the global mapping of Mars 
by high-level HRSC photogrammetric data products 
according to the presented specifications. From pre-
liminary stereo matching tests for an investigation of 



future landing sites on Mars [8], which involved more 
than 50 image sequences, we estimated an expected 
DTM resolution of 50m for ~20% of the respective 
image sequences and of 75m for more than 60% 
(based on ground resolution, and the precision and 
density of 3D points). On the other hand, the quality of 
a number of datasets is significantly affected by atmos-
pheric conditions, leading sporadically to the complete 
failure of DTM generation. An important step forward 
towards possible global coverage has been made re-
cently with the approval of the second Mission exten-
sion for Mars Express by ESA. 
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Table 1.  Quality figures for the four first High-Resolution DTM derived by systematic HRSC Level-4 Processing.  
Image  
Sequence 

h0572_0000 
Tyrrh. Terra 

h0905_0000 
Nanedi Valles 

h1004_0000 
Kasei Valles 

h2039_0000 
Valles Marin. 

DTM Grid Spacing [m] 150 50 75 50 
Best Ground Resolution  (Nadir / Mean Stereo) [m] 45.1 / 88.6 14.8 / 40.1 16.7 / 41.7 11.6 / 21.7 
Intersection Error (Initial / Final) [m]1) 30.4 / 16.8 42.2 /   9.8 48.5 / 13.4 24.1 /   9.0 
Matching Success Rate2) 87% 94% 91% 70% 
Percentage 3-fold Intersections2) 12 % 9 % 21 %   4 % 
Percentage 5-fold Intersections2) 79% 86% 66% 85% 
Height Differences MOLA 
DTM vs. HRSC DTM [m] 

Mean Diff 
StdDev of Diff 
MeanAbsVal Diff 

-0.3 
60.6 
31.0 

-0.7 
42.4 
23.9 

-3.2 
47.3 
27.1 

-2.8 
68.1 
33.8 

Height Differences MOLA 
DTM vs. HRSC DTM exclud-
ing data gaps [m] 3) 

Mean Diff 
StdDev of Diff 
MeanAbsVal Diff 

-1.2 
35.5 
24.1 

-0.2 
19.6 
13.8 

-3.3 
27.3 
19.4 

-2.1 
33.4 
21.7 

1) 3D 1σ-error from intersections, resulting from nominal orientation and improved orientation data, respectively.  2) Matching image 
resolution: 4x best ground res.  3) MOLA463m DTM along measurem. tracks only, and HRSC DTM before gaps-filling by interpolation. 
 

 
Figure 2. Shaded 
relief and difference 
maps of Ophir Labes 
and Ophir Planum, 
Valles Marineris. 
North is downward. 
From left to right:  
a) HRSC 50m DTM, 
image 2039_0000 b) 
MOLA 463m DTM 
c) Height differences 
between the DTMs 
d) Height differences 
between the DTMs, 
excluding data gaps 
filled by interpola-
tion. 
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Introduction:  The High Resolution Stereo Cam-
era (HRSC, [1]) is part of the orbiter payload on the 

Mars Express (MEX) mission of the European Space 

Agency (ESA), orbiting the Red Planet in a highly 

elliptical orbit since January 2004. For the first time in 

planetary exploration, a camera system has especially 

been designed to meet the requirements of photo-

grammetry and cartography for mapping the complete 

surface of a planet [2]. For this purpose HRSC oper-

ates as a push broom scanning instrument with 9 CCD 

line detectors mounted in parallel in the focal plane of 

the camera. Data acquisition is achieved by five pan-

chromatic channels under different observation angles 

and four colour channels. At periapsis the ground reso-

lution of the nadir channel amounts to 12.5 m, the ste-

reo channels are typically operated at a 2x coarser 

resolution with the two photometry and the four colour 

channels at 4x or 8x coarser resolution. The data pro-

vided by HRSC are well suited for the automatic gen-

eration of Digital Terrain Models (DTMs) and other 

3D data products. Such products are of vital interest to 

planetary sciences. As the Mars Express mission has 

recently been extended the prospects for a complete 

topographic mapping of Mars by HRSC at very high 

resolution are very good, indeed. 

Image matching is well researched and has been 

documented in the literature. In general, it is agreed 

that in simple terrain and with adequate image acquisi-

tion geometry very good results can be achieved by 

totally automated approaches. Things start to be much 

more complicated if more complex situations are 

faced, such as steep terrain, height discontinuities, oc-

clusions, poor texture, shadows, atmospheric dust, 

clouds, increased image noise, compression artefacts 

etc., some of which are commonplace in HRSC im-

ages. 

Nevertheless, automatic DTM generation from 

HRSC images by means of image matching has 

reached a very high level over the years. The system-

atic processing chain at DLR for producing prelimi-

nary DTMs with 200 m resolution [3] runs well and 

stable. In addition, several groups are able to produce 

DTMs using different approaches, or have developed 

alternative modules for parts of the DTM generation 

process [2]. Also, a few groups have been developing 

shape-from-shading techniques which have reached 

pre-operational efficiency. 

It is against this background that the desire was ex-

pressed to compare the individual approaches for de-

riving DTMs from HRSC images in order to assess 

their advantages and disadvantages. Based on carefully 

chosen test sites the test participants have produced 

DTMs which have been subsequently analysed in a 

quantitative and a qualitative manner. This paper 

reports on the results obtained in this test, more details 

can be found in [4]. 

Test goals and organisation: Key goals of the test 

were the reconstruction of fine details and the geomet-

ric accuracy of the DTMs. Fine detail is studied using 

a variety of qualitative assessments in small but repre-

sentative areas, while geometric accuracy is analysed 

with respect to the MOLA DTM (Mars Orbiter Laser 

Altimeter, [5] [6]. This DTM is the most consistent 

Mars DTM available to date. Note that the geometric 

analysis suffers from the lack of a reference data set 

with superior accuracy, mainly because the MOLA 

DTM does not have an adequate planimetric resolu-

tion. The quantitative results presented in this paper 

therefore relate to the differences between the HRSC 

DTM and MOLA DTM, and incorporate the inaccura-

cies inherent in both sources. In addition, many groups 

used MOLA information already as input for their pro-

cedures
1, making an independent check of the results 

somewhat questionable. Nevertheless, such computa-

tions are useful, because differences in the results from 

participant to participant can be linked to the individu-

ally generated HRSC DTMs. All quality parameters 

were also related to operational aspects such as the 

computing effort of the applied method, and thus its 

applicability to generating DTMs of large areas (mul-

tiple orbits, potentially the whole HRSC data set). 

The test was organised by the Photogrammetry and 

                                                                 
1 MOLA is used as control information in the bundle 

adjustment, as a surface for pre-rectification prior to 

matching, for fitting results of individual strip DTMs and 

for filling holes resulting from matching blunders. The 

degree to which the participants made use of MOLA 

varies (see section 4).    



Cartography WG within the HRSC Co-I team under 

the auspices of the ISPRS WG IV/7 on Extraterrestrial 
Mapping. IPI, Leibniz University of Hannover, and 

DLR Berlin-Adlershof acted as pilot centres for the 

test. Two data sets were chosen for the test. In addition 

to the processing of complete orbit images, sub-areas 

were defined for contributions of limited areas. The 

sub-area in image 1235 covers western Candor 

Chasma at approximately -8° to -4°N and 282° to 

284°E, and includes the spectrally distinctive Ceti 

Mensa. This sub-area exhibits many steep slopes and a 

number of horizontal plateaus with very little texture. 

The second sub-area covers Nanedi Vallis at approxi-

mately 2.5° to 7.5°N and 310° to 314°E. In this area 

many craters of different size are visible, the Nanedi 

orbits also provide a test of capabilities for producing 

seamless DTMs from blocks of images. For the test 

sites image orientations refined by bundle adjustment 

[7] were also delivered. A total of eight groups have 

derived DTMs. The pilot centres then analysed the 

data produced. To our knowledge this is the first multi-

site test for DTM generation from planetary imagery.  

Results: Overall, the test was successful and has 

demonstrated that a number of methods exist, which 

are able to generate high quality DTMs from HRSC 

imagery. Nevertheless, noticeable differences in the 

participants’ results were found. Some approaches 

yield superior results, not surprisingly these are the 

approaches which were developed with planetary im-

agery in mind, and those which have been extensively 

applied to planetary and in particular to HRSC image 

data in the past. While the approaches by Scholten and 

Hirschmüller (both DLR) turned out to be the most 

operational methods in terms of processing time (per 

orbit only few hours are needed), the approaches of 

Gwinner (DLR) and Gwinner/Vienna yielded the best 

overall results in terms of accuracy and fine detail, still 

providing operational production times with only a 

few days processing per orbit. The solutions based on 

shape-from-shading (USGS and Dorrer) resulted in 

remarkable improvement in detail. Furthermore, the 

test confirmed previous findings that the DTMs gener-

ated from HRSC data, at least at lower latitudes, are 

clearly superior to the MOLA MEGDR in terms of 

resolution and visible fine detail. Very detailed DTMs 

can be generated from the HRSC images; at least in 

some areas it appears to be feasible to use a DTM grid 

size of two to three times the resolution of the nadir 

image.  

The geometric accuracy of the derived DTMs varies 

with terrain characteristics (undulation, texture, etc.). 

As measured against MOLA tracks a standard devia-

tion of approx. 20 m in height (which corresponds to a 

ground resolution of one pixel) could be reached for 

the relatively flat Nanedi test site in the best case. For 

the more complex Candor Chasma image with a num-

ber of steep slopes, less image contrast and more ra-

diometric noise, a standard deviation of two pixels was 

obtained in the best case. These results correspond to 

the values which are reached in aerial photogrammetry 

using image matching and can thus be classified as 

excellent taking into account the generally low texture 

of planetary images. While manual editing is known to 

be able to improve the results particularly with respect 

to blunder elimination, the test did not focus on evalu-

ating this aspect. Given the sheer amount of data in 

planetary missions, manual mapping is very costly, 

and automation is thus the only realistic way to pro-

duce results with a reasonable amount of resources. 

Nevertheless, some manual elimination of blunders 

may be necessary to achieve highest standards for 

DTM accuracy, but cost-effectiveness requires that this 

step be minimized by optimizing the performance of 

automated matching. 
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Introduction:  Many missions to the asteroids

observed their shape, many kinds of features on

surface, and material distributions. These data can be

regarded as georeferenced data, because they are

associated with specific locations on the surface. The

geographical information system (GIS) is a powerful

tool to integrate such georeferenced data for detailed

analysis and visualization. However, One problem is

that the target of commonly used GISs is a spherical

shaped body; that is the Earth. Most small asteroids

have very irregular shapes. The asteroid Itokawa

observed by the HAYABUSA spacecraft is a good

example of such irregular shaped bodies [1] (Fig. 1).

For extremely irregular shaped bodies, it is impossible

to define a location of an object on the surface by the

standard latitude-longitude coordination. The plane

map of the asteroid is also not to help to understand the

general contexts of surface features, because of a large

distortion. Thus, an alternative tool is required for GIS-

oriented analysis of remote sensing data of irregular

shaped bodies. We started a project to develop an

integrated software tool fulfilling for such requirement.

Figure 1 | Asteroid Itokawa (Release 051101-1

ISAS/JAXA [2])

Implementation:  This tool was developed with

OpenGL and the Gimp Tool Kit (GTK). OpenGL

furnishes many APIs for 3D visualization, and GTK

provides frameworks of GUI. Since both toolkits are

offered to a wide range of hardware platforms and

software environments, our tool works on many

platforms such as MS-Windows, Solaris, Linux and

MacOSX.

There are two kinds of input data for the tool. One is

a polygon shape model of the asteroid, and the other is

physical value mapped onto polygons. For example,

the shape model of Itokawa is now available, and a

gravitational slope for each polygon is derived from

the shape. This tool can display the polygon model, of

which polygons are colored according to slope at that

location (Fig. 2). Users can change the viewpoint of

the model, scale of display, and color attributes

arbitrarily by GUI operations.

The most detailed shape model of Itokawa consists of

3145129 polygons [3]. Because this model is too large

for real-time rendering by common computers, we also

use a reduced-resolution version of the shape model

(49152 polygons) together with the highest one.  The

tool can easily switch a model to be displayed. A user

can choose a viewpoint of the display arbitrarily with

the reduced model, then switch to the original model

for detailed investigation. The attribute data related to

polygons have to be prepared for individual shape

models. A user also can change a kind of attributes to

be mapped on to the model.

The current version of the tool has limited number

of functions for scientific analyses including extraction

of profiles of the shape and the associated attributes

along a user defined line. Other practical functions will

be implemented into the tool in the future version.

 
    

Figure 2 | Snap-shot of the tool that visualize the

polygon shape model of Itokawa and local slopes.
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Introduction:   The T18 flyby of Titan on 23 September 

2006 marked a watershed in the operation of the Cassini 
RADAR instrument [1].  The seven synthetic aperture radar 
(SAR) images obtained on earlier flybys all covered non-
overlapping areas of Titan's surface.  (High altitude SAR  
images obtained beginning with T13 overlaps the standard 
SAR images, but their spatial resolution is lower, making the 
kinds of analyses reported here problematic.)  In contrast, 
image swaths from T18 to the end of the prime mission, with 
only a single exception, overlap at least one prior image.  
The repeat coverage obtained so far includes T18 and T19 
images of part of the T16 swath with same-side and opposite-
side geometry, respectively, and a nearly orthogonal crossing 
of  T8 by T21.  T23 has recently provided an opposite-side 
view of Ta, including the putative cryovolcanic dome Ga-
nesa.  Subsequent overlaps will include nearly every possible 
combination of the passes in the series T25-28-29-30 with 
those in the set Ta-3-16-18-19-21-23, which cross the north-
ern hemisphere almost orthogonally to the first group, as well 
as more widely distributed pairs at the end of the prime mis-
sion.  The overlapping image coverage will be useful for 
multiple types of study, as follows 

Geodetic control.  The RADAR SAR images already 
serve as the reference for geolocating optical images, be-
cause the positions of the latter are susceptible to pointing 
errors but those of the former are not.  Measurements of fea-
tures in a dense, near-global (with extended mission cover-
age) set of overlapping SAR swaths will provide the basis for 
further improving their positional accuracy, and possibly for 
determining the spin axis of Titan with sufficient precision to 
discriminate between models of its interior structure. 

Scattering properties.  The dependence of radar back-
scatter on both incidence angle and illumination direction 
provides clues to wavelength-scale texture, composition, 
layering, and surface slopes. 

Change detection.  Evidence for surface change may be 
ambiguous in the face of the other effects listed here, but the 
RADAR will provide the highest resolution images of Titan 
with a time base of weeks to years and hence the best chance 
of documenting such activity. 

Topographic mapping.  Matching features between im-
ages provides information about the absolute and relative 
relief at comparatively high horizontal resolution, on the 
order of 1 km.  Such matching is challenging because 
speckle noise, differences in image resolution and quality,  
and illumination differences (especially illumination from 
opposite sides) can result in images that look quite different. 

In this abstract, we describe preliminary efforts to derive 
topographic information from the T16-18, 16-19, and 8-21 
image pairs.  Updated results, and first results for T23-Ta, 
will be shown in our poster.  A companion abstract [2] de-
scribes models of the radar scattering properties of putative 
methane lakes [ref] in the T16-19 overlap. 

Background—Titan' s Topography:  Stereoanalysis 
of images from the Huygens probe revealed relief of 150-250 
m and slopes up to 30° near the landing point [3] but the 
resolution of the optical imaging systems on the Cassini or-
biter has been inadequate to extend such mapping to broader 
areas.  The bulk of current information about Titan's topog-
raphy thus comes from the RADAR instrument.  Operating 
in altimeter mode, it yields elevation profiles a few hundred 
km in length, with a horizontal resolution of 25–40 km and 
one-way range resolution of 30 m [4].  The first half-dozen 
profiles show relief of 150 m and give an average radius of 
2575.5±0.1 km, consistent with the Voyager occultation 
results of 2575±0.5 km [5].  Tens more profiles are being 
obtained in the prime mission and may reveal more variety. 

Altimetry-like elevation profiles with 200 m vertical and 
50 km horizontal resolution have been obtained by innova-
tive processing of the SAR images [6].  Results to date show 
little variation in height, even over large impact and volcanic 
features and the continent-sized bright feature Xanadu, 
though this may be a result of the limited resolution of the 
method.  Radarcliometry (or shape-from-shading) has been 
applied to the images to estimate heights of features down to 
the image resolution (a few hundred m).  Early results sug-

gested possible cryovolcanic flows [7] and mountains [8] had 
low relief of only 100–300 m.  Estimates of the height of 
mountains were later revised upward by ~50% based on 
reassessment of the probable scattering law, and mountains 
with inferred heights exceeding 1 km were found to be ubiq-
uitous in Xanadu and some other areas [9,10].  Radarcli-
nometry-derived heights for dunes in the equatorial "sand 
seas" were found to be 100–150 m, comparable to dunes of 
similar form on Earth [11].   

Thus, the information to date suggests that Titan is a 
world of subdued relief, with local topography typically a 
few hundred meters or less and only occasionally exceeding 
1 km.  The radarclinometry results, in particular, need to be 
checked at least locally by other methods such as stereo, 
because the technique is so dependent on the scattering 
model assumed.   

Methodology:  The ultimate goal is to use a physically 
rigorous sensor model to estimate the 3D coordinates of each 
stereo match point.  Researchers at JPL are modiying their 
Magellan based stereo tools, while the ultimate goal of the 
USGS is to adapt their commercial photogrammetric work-
station to work with Cassini RADAR data.  Until this capa-
bility becomes available, however, we are able to estimate 
relative and even absolute heights (with a higher degree of 
uncertainty) based on measurements of parallax between 
images and a simplified conversion from parallax to height.  
A point with height h relative to the reference surface will be 
displaced from its true horizontal location by a parallax p = h 
cot(i) when a radar image with incidence angle i is georefer-
enced to that flat surface.  The height that corresponds to a 
net parallax of one pixel will therefore be h / p = GSD / 
(cot(i1)-cot(i2)) for same-side imaging (where GSD is the 
ground sample distance in m), GSD / (cot(i1)+cot(i2)) for 
opposite-side imaging, and GSD / (cot

2
(i1)+cot

2
(i2)) for 

images that cross at right angles [12].  Thus, the opposite-
side geometry is most favorable for resolving elevation dif-
ferences, but is least favorable for comparing the images if 
they contain both intrinsically dark and bright areas (which 
appear similar) and topographic shading, which will appear 
reversed under opposing illumination. 

Our measurement of parallax begins with projecting the 
two images to be compared, each of which is archived in an 
oblique cylindrical projection tied to its flyby geometry [13] 
into a common projection.  This is achieved with a simple 
customized resampling tool at JPL, or can be conveniently 
done in the USGS cartographic software system ISIS 
(http://isis. astrogeology.usgs.gov), which is freely available 
to researchers interested in Cassini data.  One of the images 
may be projected to the coordinates of the other, or the two 
may be transformed to a common system such as polar 
stereographic (for the T16-18 and 16-19 pairs, which are 
near-polar and near-parallel) or simple cylindrical (for T8-21, 
which cross perpendicularly near the equator).  The maps of 
incidence angle for each image may be similarly trans-
formed, and a map of the height per unit parallax (which can 
vary strongly with location) may be calculated from them, 
based on the formulae just given.   

We have mapped parallax, and thus relative elevation, 
over the T16-19 pair by applying an area-based automatic 
matching algorithm originally developed for analysis of Ma-
gellan radar images [14]. Matching is done hierarchically,  
working from coarse to fine matches to track the local paral-
lax differences help eliminate matching errors.  Correspon-
dences were obtained at 1/32° (1.4 km) separation but were 
based on correlation of a 1/4° (11 km) square box; thus, the 
resulting digital terrain model (DTM) only partly resolves 
features smaller than 11 km in size.  Reducing the size of the 
matching area would be desirable to improve resolution, but 
is impractical because of the noise and illumination differ-
ences between the images.  

In order to estimate the elevations of features of interest 
at the highest possible resolution, we have therefore resorted 
to interactive viewing and measurement; the human visual 
system performs better at stereomatching than even the best 
current algorithms.  Initial comparison of the images is con-
veniently made in the ISIS display program qview, which 



allows zooming, panning, and blinking of coregistered im-
ages.  For more detailed comparison including measurements 
of parallax, we imported the images (in 8-bit logarithmically 
scaled form [13]) into Adobe Photoshop.  The paired images 
can be combined either as an anaglyph or as superimposed 
image layers whose visibility can be turned on and off; in 
either case, the images can quickly be smoothed to varying 
extents to reduce the distracting effects of "speckle" noise 
and can be shifted with respect to one another to determine 
the mean parallax in a region and visualize variations around 
this mean. We initially tried to measure parallaxes by record-
ing the coordinates of corresponding points on images either 
side-by-side or superimposed as layers, but this proved to be 
extremely challenging.  In some areas, we found it useful to 
enlarge the superimposed images (after smoothing to sup-
press noise) and trace features such as lake shorelines and 
scarp crests in each separately, then compare the tracings.  
This amounts to an interactive version of "feature based" 
automated matching approaches [15]. 

Resul ts :   
T16-18.  The overlap area extends from 35°N 347°W to 

53°N 342°W and covers approximately 140x800 km.  Inci-
dence angles range from 17–28° in T16 and 25°–43° from 
the same side in T18, and vary in an opposite sense, so that 
the height per pixel of parallax (at 1/128° per pixel or 351 m) 
ranges from 200 m at the southern end of the strip to infinity 
at 51°N where the incidence angles are equal.  Rugged and 
very interesting terrain unfortunately lies at this point of no 
stereo convergence.  The only other conspicuous, probably 
topographic, feature is a bright region dissected by dark lanes 
near 42°N 348°W that broadly resembles mountainous areas 
elsewhere on Titan [10].  Blinking of the images reveals no 
more than 1 pixel relative parallax between features in this 
area, placing an upper limit of ~400 m on local relief.  The 
typical absolute offset between the two images (as georefer-
enced to the 2575 km sphere) is about 0.6 km across track 
and 1 km along track, and is presumably an indication of the 
uncertainty in the reconstructed spacecraft trajectories. 

T16-19.  The 250x2300 km overlap area extends from 
~35°N 148°W to 82°N 84°W.  Incidence angles range from 
9–39° in T16 and 9–26° (opposite side) in T19 and vary in 
roughly the opposite sense, so the height per pixel of parallax 
ranges only from 40–76 m. The absolute along-track offset 
between the images appears to be 0.3 km (1 pixel) or less, all 
along the strip. A series of very dark features in steep-sided 
depressions, interpreted as lakes [16], and similar depres-
sions that do not have dark floors occupy the northern part of 
the stereopair.  The southern end is dominated by what ap-
pears to be a large system of canyons, though the image reso-
lutions are poor here.  Area-based automatic matching indi-
cates a total elevation range of almost 1000 m, mainly across 
the width of the strip in the region of the canyon system.  
Elevation differences of 100–200 m are associated with the 
lakes, but only the largest of these features exceed the size of 
the matching patch used.   

 
Figure 1.  Left, T16 image of lakes near 72°N  127°W, incidence 
30°, from left.  Shorelines and scarps have been traced in cyan; red 
traces are same features in T19 image.  Right, "magic airbrush" 
composite (weighted difference) of T16 and T19 images suppresses 
backscatter variations and reveals subtle slope details. 

In the hope of determining elevations at and around the 
lakes at higher resolution, we measured parallaxes by the 
interactive methods described above.  The majority of the 
dark lakes have shores that are collocated to one or at most 
two 0.35-km pixels in the paired images; local fluctuations in 
the shoreline due to speckle and possible contrast variations 
(generally less dramatic than those described in [2]) are of 
this same magnitude and limit the precision with which 
measurements can be made.  These measurements indicate 
that the lakes are within 50–100 m of the same elevation, 

and, indeed, within 100 m of the 2575 km reference radius 
used in georeferencing the images.  The similar elevation of 
the lakes is consistent with (but does not require) their con-
nection to a methane "aquifer" whose "water table" controls 
their level [16].  A few small lakes and bright-floored de-
pressions near 73°N 125°W appear to be ~250 m above the 
level of the other lakes, however.  The heights of the scarps 
that bound most depressions are relatively consistent on the 
east and west margins (the north and south margins are diffi-
cult to see).  Scarp heights range from a few hundred m for 
some lakes up to 600 m for a few others.  Thus, it would 
appear that, whereas the depression floors and lakes are 
mostly on a consistent level, the rims are not   This may be 
evidence that the depressions are constructional in origin, 
i.e., that they are calderas [17].  Alternatively, the depres-
sions may have been eroded into a relatively undulating sur-
face but filled to a constant level.  Visualization of subtle 
surface relief by "magic airbrush" processing of the images 
[18] (so named because a shaded-relief-like product is ob-
tained by the "magically" simple approach of taking the 
weighted difference of the opposite-side images in which 
intrinsic brightness variations cancel and slope shading is 
reinforced) seems to support the constructional hypothesis by 
revealing locally built-up areas around a few of the lakes. 

T8-21.  These strips overlap at almost a right angle, in 
the 390x 580 km region 14–5°S, 284–297°W.  The version 
of the T21 image currently available is geolocated based on 
preliminary spacecraft trajectory and pointing data, and 
shows a net offset of 10 km and internal distortions on the 
order of 3 km with respect to T8.  We have therefore not yet 
attempted a detailed comparison, but it is noteworthy that the 
many dunes identified in T8 [11] are also visible as dark 
streaks of comparable contrast in T21.  The latter image, in 
which the illumination is along the dunes, does not, however, 
show the bright edges that were interpreted as radar-facing 
slopes in the earlier image with illumination across the 
dunes.  This comparison supports both the interpretation of 
the streaks as dunes and the estimates of their heights ob-
tained by radarclinometry. 

Future Work :  We are working to complete sensor 
model software for the Cassini RADAR, to be used in the 
automatic matching tools developed by JPL and in the 
SOCET SET (® BAE Systems) digital photogrammetric 
software package used at USGS [19].  This software will 
calculate the transformation between image coordinates and 
Titan ground coordinates based on a physically rigorous 
model of the imaging process, the best available spacecraft 
trajectory data, and adjustments to the trajectory chosen to 
improve the registration between images at a set of measured 
tiepoints [20].  Using the sensor models, we will "tune" the 
parameters controlling the very flexible JPL and SOCET 
automatic matching packages to produce the best possible 
DTMs.  We will also be able to view the images and DTMs 
on the electro-optical stereo display of the SOCET worksta-
tion, in order to interactively edit DTMs or extract three-
dimensional coordinates of specific features.  Given the chal-
lenging properties of the radar stereo images described 
above, as well as the scientific interest in studying Titan's 
topography in as much detail as possible, we anticipate that 
the interactive approach will be especially productive. 
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Introduction:   The Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter 

(MRO) arrived at Mars on 10 March 2006 and, after several 
months of aerobraking, began its primary science phase in 
November.  The High Resolution Stereo Imaging Experiment 
(HiRISE) on MRO is the largest, most complex camera ever 
flown to another planet.  Plans call for this scanner to image 
roughly 1% of Mars by area at a pixel scale of 0.3 m during 
the next Mars year [1].  Among the thousands of images will 
be ~1000 stereopairs that will provide an unprecedented 
three-dimensional view of the Martian surface at meter scale.  
In this abstract, we describe our approach to generating geo-
detically controlled digital topographic models (DTMs) from 
such stereopairs, our first results, and plans for future DTM 
production.  

Image Character is tic s:  The HiRISE camera is char-
acterized by high signal to noise ratio (SNR) and large image 
size in addition to high resolution.  The focal plane contains a 
total of 14 CCD arrays, each of which operates as a 2048-
pixel-wide line detector to build up an image in pushbroom 
mode, but with up to 128 lines of time delay and integration 
(TDI) to ensure a high SNR even in shadows and in the polar 
regions.  The combination of high SNR, low compression, 
and excellent resolution of small features such as rocks leads, 
in most cases, to an abundance of surface detail that greatly 
facilitates stereomatching of the images. 

Ten of the detectors, filtered to accept only red wave-
lengths, overlap slightly in the cross-track direction to pro-
vide continuous coverage of a swath 20,000 pixels wide.  
The wide image provided by the red detectors is of greatest 
utility for stereoanalysis, as well as for many morphologic 
studies.  Additional detectors sensitive to blue-green and 
near-infrared wavelengths permit false-color imaging of the 
central 4000 pixels of the swath.  The along-track length of 
images that can be acquired depends on the number of CCDs 
used, pixel binning (if any) and data compression, but can be 
as much as 80,000 lines at full resolution.  At this size, a 
single HiRISE pair yields more topographic information than 
was contained in the entire global DTM of Mars that was 
produced by the USGS from Viking Orbiter images in the 
1980s.  Only the availability of digital or "softcopy" photo-
grammetric tools running on high-speed workstations make 
the generation of DTMs from such large images practical.   

Small motions of the spacecraft around its nominal point-
ing ("jitter") will distort the images, a problem that was iden-
tified for Mars Orbiter Camera (MOC) images [2] but that is 
more severe for HiRISE because of its higher resolution.  In 
addition, the distortions will occur at slightly different places 
in the images from different CCDs, complicating the assem-
bly of the full image. This occurs because the detectors are 
displaced alternately forward and aft in the focal plane, so 
that they can overlap across-track to build up a continuous 
swath.  The same feature therefore crosses the overlapping 
detectors at different times. In addition, because the reflect-
ing optics of HiRISE obscure the central part of the field of 
view, the entire detector assembly sits slightly behind the 
optical axis.  The slight (~0.5%) radial optical distortion of 
the camera therefore displaces features both along-track and 
across-track at the location of the detectors, so that the indi-
vidual CCDs must be rotated by angles ranging from zero to 
0.25° to ensure that ground features stay in the same detector 
column during the time delay integration.  All of these fac-
tors (jitter, detector offsets, detector rotations, and optical 
distortion) must be and are taken into account during our 
reconstruction of the images in order to obtain precision 
cartographic products. 

The stereo parallax generated by the along-track offset of 
the different detectors is negligible (~0.03°).  Stereo cover-
age is therefore obtained by rolling the spacecraft to obtain a 
second image of a previously acquired target on a later orbit 
that passes nearby.  For features at low latitude, such rolls 
provide a crosstrack stereobase that is within a few degrees 
of being east-west.  At high latitudes, the situation is more 
complex; to image the pole, for example, the spacecraft must 
be rolled to the poleward side of its inclined orbit on both 

opportunities, and the stereobase is primarily horizontal and 
along-track.  Targeting of stereopairs requires a complex 
tradeoff between optimal convergence angle (typically 20–
25° but smaller angles are preferred for very rough terrain 
and vice versa), minimizing the delay between images to 
avoid surface changes and large shifts in illumination condi-
tions, avoiding low phase angles (which yield low-contrast 
images that are difficult to stereomatch), and avoiding con-
flicts with other observations.  An early goal of the HiRISE 
team is to gain experience about what imaging geometries 
and camera settings lead to acceptable stereopairs for both 
interactive viewing and DTM production. 

Methodology:  Our approach to the photogrammetric 
processing of HiRISE images follows that which we have 
previously described for the MOC and the Mars Express 
High Resolution Stereo Camera (HRSC) [2, 3].  In brief, we 
use the USGS in-house digital cartographic software ISIS to 
do initial processing, including ingestion, decompression, 
and radiometric calibration of the images [4].  "Three-dimen-
sional" photogrammetric processing steps, including bundle 
adjustment for geodetic control, DTM creation by automatic 
stereomatching, and interactive quality control and editing of 
the DTMs, are performed on a photogrammetric workstation 
running the commercial software SOCET SET (® BAE Sys-
tems) [5].  Software written at the USGS translates the im-
ages and the supporting geometric metadata into formats that 
SOCET SET understands.  Derived products, such as DTMs 
and orthorectified images (projected onto the DTMs), are 
translated back into ISIS format for further processing in-
cluding mosaicking and scientific analysis. 

Within this broad outline, two aspects of HiRISE proc-
essing deserve comment as distinct from our past efforts.  In 
the past, images from MOC, HRSC, and many other plane-
tary cameras were prepared for stereoanalysis by processing 
in the ISIS 2 system [6].  HiRISE is the first instrument to 
rely entirely on the object-oriented successor system ISIS 3 
[7] for standard data processing, and thus the first for which 
we have created ISIS 3–SOCET data translators. 

A more significant challenge was posed by the geometric 
complexity of the HiRISE camera.  SOCET SET provides a 
"generic" sensor model (i.e., software that computes the 
transformation between image coordinates and ground coor-
dinates) for pushbroom scanners, which we have successfully 
used for MOC and HRSC processing.  Unfortunately, this 
model cannot be used to model raw HiRISE images at the 
level of accuracy required, because it does not allow the 
detectors to be located away from the axis of radial optical 
distortion.  Rather than develop our own sensor model spe-
cific to HiRISE, we have elected to pre-process the images in 
ISIS to remove the optical distortion so that the existing sen-
sor model can be used.  The ISIS 3 program noproj, written 
for this purpose, transforms input images by projecting them 
into ground coordinates of latitude and longitude and then 
back into the image coordinates of an idealized, distortion-
less HiRISE camera that can be modeled in SOCET SET.  
Other geometric effects are corrected at the same time:  data 
from the offset and rotated real CCDs are transformed to 
what a single, straight detector would have seen, so that they 
can be mosaicked together and treated as a single image.  To 
the extent that the "jitter" motions of the platform are known, 
these can be corrected by noproj as well, so that the ideal 
image is what would have been seen from a more stable plat-
form.  We will return to the issue of jitter below. 

"First L ight"—Victoria  Crater :  The dataset se-
lected for initial testing of our software and development of 
mapping procedures covers the 750-m crater Victoria in Me-
ridiani Planum.  The Opportunity rover arrived at Victoria in 
September 2006 and will ultimately descend into the crater to 
investigate the stratigraphic column it exposes, so a high 
resolution topographic model of the region is of great value 
to mission planners.  We had previously generated a DTM 
(unpublished) at 5 m/post from ~1.5 m/pixel MOC images. 

Images.  Three HiRISE images of Victoria have been ob-
tained and were processed: TRA_000873_1780 (0.267 



m/pixel, 3.75° emission), PSP_001414_1780 (0.276 m, 
17.54°), and PSP_001612_1780 (0.265 m, 1.95°).  In all 
cases, the spacecraft is east of the crater.  The expected verti-
cal precision EP, assuming 0.2 pixel matching error [2] is 
0.22 m for a stereopair consisting of the first two images, and 
0.19 m for the second and third image. 

Control. For this project we treated the images from in-
dividual CCDs (after noproj) as independent.  Only the two 
or three red detector segments that overlapped the crater 
were used; segments from each of the three HiRISE images 
were adjusted together.  The ultimate source of control was 
the Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA) global DTM.  
MOLA has unprecedented absolute accuracy both horizon-
tally and vertically [8], but the spot size, spot spacing, and 
DTM grid spacing are all in the hundreds of meters, making 
it challenging to identify corresponding features on the 
HiRISE images.  We therefore used coordinates measured 
from the 1.5 m/pixel MOC images previously controlled to 
MOLA for horizontal control, ensuring that the two datasets 
would be registered to one another even more precisely than 
either is tied to MOLA.  A total of 33 features within ~1 km 
of the crater were measured interactively: 5 with horizontal 
coordinates weighted at 10 m, 22 with heights weighted at 3–
5 m, 1 with both, and 5 as tiepoints with no ground coordi-
nates assigned.  Most points were measured on 4 overlapping 
images, resulting in an average of 16 points per image.   

Because of the narrow (~1°) field of view of HiRISE, it 
is neither possible nor necessary to adjust both camera posi-
tion and pointing.  We adjusted the spacecraft position (with 
a weighting of 1000 m along track, 100 m across track, and 
10 m radially) and the rotation around the camera axis, 
(weighted at 0.02°) but held the remaining pointing angles 
fixed.  Linear drifts of these parameters were also permitted.  
Spacecraft positions for all images moved consistently about 
1000–1700 m along and 260 m across track, probably reflect-
ing real errors in the reconstructed trajectory available to us.  
With a looser radial weighting, the spacecraft also moved up 
500 m, which we believe to be the result of an along-track 
scale error.  With the 10 m weighting, RMS residuals were 
9.4 m in longitude, 26.5 m in latitude, 7.9 m in elevation, and 
0.86 pixels in the images (line and sample errors combined).  
The horizontal errors with respect to the MOC base are dis-
appointingly large compared to the MOC and HiRISE pixel 
scales, but it is clear that the two datasets are controlled con-
sistently at a precision better than the 100 m accuracy with 
which either can be located relative to MOLA. 

 
Figure 1.  a) Part of the rim of Victoria crater, MOC image R14-
00021 at 1.5 m/pixel, North up. b) Corresponding area of color 
shaded relief from manually edited MOC DTM at 5 m/post. c) 
HiRISE image PSP_001612_1780 at 0.3 m/pixel. d) Shaded relief 
from unedited HiRISE DTM at 1 m/post.  Same color coding as b. 
Contour interval is 4 m, total range of elevations is 51 m. 

DTM Generation.  This first study area proved to be ex-
traordinarily challenging for automated stereomatching.  The 
Meridiani plains are extremely flat and covered primarily by 
fine material that appears featureless at HiRISE resolution 
[9].  Sedimentary outcrops and eolian ripples less than a 
meter high provide image texture in a few areas, but much of 
the region surrounding the crater is featureless apart from a 
scattering of small rocks and faint streaking with windblown 
dust.  The interior slopes of the crater are similarly bland but 
relatively steep (up to 30°).  Outcrops in the crater walls are 
vertical and many are deeply shadowed.  We previously 

found it almost impossible to match images of the Meridiani 
plains at MOC resolution [2}, and resorted to interactive 
measurements to obtain the MOC DTM of Victoria.  Despite 
these challenges, we obtained a useful DTM over most of the 
crater and surroundings by automatic matching of the 
HiRISE images PSP_001414 and PSP_001612.  Results in 
bland areas were improved considerably by applying a dif-
ference-of-Gaussians (DoG) bandpass filter [10] to the im-
ages, followed by a contrast enhancement, for the final pass 
of the multi-resolution, multi-pass matching strategy.  The 
high SNR of HiRISE permitted accurate matching within 
deep shadows, but the change in position of the shadow 
edges between images resulted in unavoidable artifacts.  
Small variations in the apparent height of the plains, caused 
by matching error, are at the sub-meter level, in agreement 
with the EP calculated above.  Overall, the expectation of a 
substantial improvement in DTM detail from the 5-fold im-
provement in pixel scale relative to MOC is clearly fulfilled. 

Future Work :  Following delivery of DTMs of Victo-
ria crater and the Spirit rover site in the Columbia Hills to the 
MER team, our next priority is the generation of DTMs in 
the candidate landing sites for the Phoenix mission.  HiRISE 
images of the previously selected sites, which we mapped 
and found to have acceptable slopes at MOC resolution [11], 
showed a hazardous density of rocks.  After an extensive 
reexamination of the target latitude zone, three new sites in 
the longitude range 235–255°E have been chosen [12].  The 
first stereopairs of these sites have recently been acquired. 

Subsequent mapping will address the scientific priorities 
of the HiRISE team.  Among the regions already identified 
as of greatest interest are young or potentially active features 
(gullies, high latitude flow lobes and crevasses, polar "spi-
ders" and geysers, polar layered terrain, sublimation scallops 
in Hellas), stratigraphic sequences and contacts (layered 
deposits in Valles Marineris and craters, including Holden 
and Eberswalde deltas), tectonic features (faults in Candor 
Chasma), the freshest volcanic features (e.g., in Athabasca 
Valles), impact features (very fresh craters, possible seconda-
ries), and past landing sites, where ground truth is available. 

Technical objectives include finding the optimal combi-
nation of filtering and parameter values for the stereo match-
ing software to produce detailed and artifact-free DTMs, 
streamlining the stereo processing as far as possible, in par-
ticular by working with mosaics of all noproj-corrected CCD 
images into a single large scene, reducing the number of 
control points to measure and DTM segments to manage.  
We will also experiment with using photoclinometry (shape-
from-shading) to refine stereo DTMs by adding detail [3]. 

A final, important goal is to address the issue of space-
craft jitter in the images.  By using the real (jittery) pointing 
of the spacecraft on input and an idealized smooth pointing 
history on output, noproj is capable of removing jitter distor-
tions.  Our preliminary tests indicate, however, that using the 
standard mission product for pointing (reconstructed SPICE 
CK files [13]) can introduce more errors than it removes, 
because the pointing angles in these files are coarsely quan-
tized on the scale of several HiRISE pixels.  The sampling of 
the standard kernels is also too slow to capture important 
motions of the spacecraft.  We are therefore working on a 
process to reconstruct an improved pointing history from a 
combination of the standard CK file, special high-rate data 
from the spacecraft's gyroscopes, and information obtained 
by comparing the data from overlapping CCDs, which image 
the same feature at different times during the motion. As-
sembling these sources of data into an optimal estimate of the 
true pointing history will be challenging but will pay off in 
the form of more accurate DTMs without the "washboard" 
artifacts that can be introduced by jitter [2]. 
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Introduction:  Data from the Cassini-Huygens 

mission, in particular images from the Cassini Titan 
Radar Mapper (RADAR) have revealed Saturn's giant 
moon, Titan to be a world whose geologic diversity 
and complexity approach those of the Earth itself. Es-
timates of topographic relief are, naturally, of enor-
mous interest in the effort to understand the nature of 
Titan's surface features and quantify the processes by 
which they formed.  Such data are available from a 
variety of sources, including altimetry and, increas-
ingly, stereo imaging by the RADAR, but radarcli-
nometry (radar shape-from-shading) has received con-
siderable attention because it provides the highest reso-
lution topographic measurements and can be applied to 
single images, wherever topographic shading domi-
nates intrinsic variations in radar backscattering 
strength. 

In this abstract, we attempt to explain the surprising 
result that the majority of topographic measurements 
of Titan by radarclinometry appear to be asymmetric:  
slopes facing the RADAR instrument tend to be areally 
extensive but shallow, whereas slopes facing away are 
limited in area but relatively steep.  We describe how 
this is a natural consequence of the inability of the in-
strument to resolve the foreshortened facing slopes, 
causing them to be over-represented (by area, but un-
derestimated in magnitude) when we attempt to recon-
struct the surface from the image.  We quantify this 
effect by constructing models of the imaging and re-
construction of idealized symmetrical mountains, and 
show that the magnitudes of slopes facing away from 
the instrument are estimated relatively accurately.  As 
a result, height estimates from radarclinometry can be 
at least approximately corrected for the effects of lim-
ited resolution.  This result is of obvious geoscientific 
significance for Titan:  it indicates that some moun-
tainous areas approach 2 km in local relief.  Our mod-
eling should also be useful to the interpretation of ra-
darclinometric models of features at the limit of resolu-
tion in other SAR images, such as Magellan data for 
Venus, as well as current earth-based and planned or-
bital imaging of the Moon. 

Background:   The Cassini RADAR is designed 
to investigate Titan's surface by using 2.2 cm radiation 
in both passive (radiometry) and active (altimetry, 
scatterometry, and SAR) modes [1].  The altimetry 
data so far reveal departures of at most a few hundred 
meters from the mean radius, though the measurements 
cover much less than 1% of Titan and are limited in 
resolution by the 20–50 km beam footprint [2].  Over-
lapping SAR images are only now beginning to be 
obtained, and the analysis of these by radar stereo-
grammetric methods to determine topography is chal-
lenging for a variety of reasons [3].  The primary (and 
highest resolution) source of topographic information 
has therefore been radarclinometry, applied to the SAR 
images.  These images (11 to date) typically cover 
~1% of Titan, in a narrow strip that varies in width 
between 150–600 km and can be as long as 6000 km.  
The images are created with a pixel spacing of 1/256° 
(175.5 m), but the true resolution varies.  The range 
resolution is typically between 400 and 600 m. 

We have used both one-dimensional and two-
dimensional radarclinometry to investigate the relief of 
features on Titan.  In the former method [4,5], bright-
nesses along a profile in range are interpreted as slopes 
(based on a model of the surface backscatter cross-
section 0 as a function of incidence angle) and inte-
grated to yield an elevation profile.  Slopes at right 
angles to the profile must be assumed to be zero, so 
this technique is limited to geometrically simple fea-
tures, but it is fast and can be applied even to very 
small areas of uniform scattering properties.  Two-
dimensional clinometry [6,7] uses an iterative ap-
proach to estimate the heights at points in a rectangular 
grid (digital terrain model or DTM) in such a way that 

the observed image is reproduced.  This approach is 
useful for mapping larger areas of uniform scattering 
properties and complex topography. 

The first RADAR image of Titan, from the Ta 
flyby, revealed only a few features that might be to-
pographic, and these were found to be only 100–300 m 
in height [4].  Subsequent images (T3, T8 flybys) re-
vealed areas of unambiguous relief, similar in appear-
ance to terrestrial mountains in SAR images, in both 
chains and isolated patches within Titan's plains.  Our 
initial set of radarclinometric profiles indicated that 
these "mountains" were mostly rather low (<500 m) 
[8].  Heights from clinometry agreed well with heights 
calculated from the parallax distortion of the features 
(radar "layover", which causes facing slopes to appear 
compressed and back slopes to appear elongated) un-
der the assumption that the features were intrinsically 
symmetric [9].  This is a form of "single-image stereo-
analysis": if the feature is symmetric, the opposite-side 
stereo image will be the mirror reflection of the image 
in hand, and analysis can proceed as if both images had 
been obtained [10].  Estimated slopes were low, 10°. 

 
Figure 1. Example of a Titan mountain in Cassini RADAR 
T8 image (illumination from right) and radarclinometric 
profile at location in green.  Note vertical exaggeration. 

 
Figure 2.  Slopes on the bright and dark sides of 76 Titan 
mountains, as estimated by radarclinometry.  The average 
slope of a relatively straight and representative segment of 
several pixels is used, to avoid the bias of extreme 1-pixel 
slopes by noise.  Note the increase of asymmetry with slope. 

As additional profiles were calculated for mountain 
peaks and chains in T3 and T8 [11], and especially as 
T13 imagery revealed the continent-sized bright area 
Xanadu to consist largely of rugged, mountainous ter-
rain [12], evidence mounted that (a) many mountains 
were significantly higher and steeper than the features 
described previously, (b) many were distinctly asym-
metric (Figure 1), and (c) asymmetry was generally 
correlated with slope (Figure 2).  As noted above, the 



sense of asymmetry is consistent, with dark back 
slopes exceeding radar-facing slopes in magnitude.   

Explanations for Asymmetry:  We have con-
sidered the following hypotheses to account for the 
apparent asymmetry: 

Real asymmetry.  The possibility that Titan's 
mountains are truly asymmetric must be considered 
seriously, particularly for Xanadu, a large region of 
high radar and optical reflectivity that was imaged 
along one edge.  Perhaps Xanadu is an eroded anticli-
nal structure, and the RADAR is seeing outward-
dipping "flatirons" rather than symmetric mountains.  
The many isolated mountains and chains imaged else-
where in Titan's plains also display the same sense of 
asymmetry relative to the spacecraft, however, regard-
less of the geographic direction from which they are 
observed.  That this is a real effect seems extremely 
improbable. 

Speckle noise.  We initially tabulated the extreme 
slopes (over single pixels) for each mountain.  Radar 
speckle noise might cause some pixels to appear to be 
completely shadowed (no signal), but would have a 
smaller effect of increasing bright slopes.  The asym-
metry persists, however, when 90

th
 or even 50

th
 percen-

tile front and back slopes are compared, or when aver-
age slopes over "representative" sections of the moun-
tains are used.  Results from two-dimensional radarcli-
nometry, which is less noise-sensitive because it fits a 
surface through multiple adjacent rows of the image 
rather than a single profile, also show the same asym-
metry.  It seems unlikely to be a result of speckle. 

Inappropriate backscatter model.  In the raw im-
ages, mountains appear to "lean" toward the spacecraft 
because of layover.  This distortion should be corrected 
in the reconstructed profiles.  If the backscatter model 
used leads to overestimates of the height, the layover 
would be overcorrected, as observed.  We initially 
used a backscatter model of the form 0(i) = C cot(i), 
where i is incidence angle and C is a normalizing con-
stant chosen so the profile across an entire mountain is 
level.  This model fits the observed behavior of Titan's 
plains for 2°  i  45° and goes to zero for i = 90° (i.e., 
shadows are dark).  The T13 image, however, revealed 
that Xanadu is not only distinctly brighter than the 
plains ( 0 = 1–1.5 versus 0.2–0.3), but that its cross-
section varies much less strongly with incidence (in the 
range 12°–30°) than the "cotangent law" would sug-
gest.  A diffuse scattering law, e.g., of the form 0(i) = 
C cos(i) is therefore more appropriate.  The SAR im-
age and available scatterometry data do not sample 
Xanadu at small incidence angles, so it is not known if 
a quasi-specular scattering component is present to 
enhance the return at these small angles.  The lack of 
polarization of thermal emission from Xanadu suggests 
that such a quasi-specular surface reflection is likely to 
be very weak [13].  Isolated mountains cannot be stud-
ied over as broad a range of incidence angles as 
Xanadu, but as an ensemble they span the range 15°–
30°.  Backscatter cross-sections for these mountains 
are very similar to those for Xanadu.  The results of 
substituting a diffuse "cosine law" for the more strong-
ly varying "cotangent law" in radarclinometry calcula-
tions are roughly to double the estimated heights of all 
mountains and to increase their asymmetry.  The prob-
lem is thus worse than it initially seemed. 

Resolution.  We claim that the most likely explana-
tion for the apparent asymmetry is that the SAR im-
ages do not fully resolve the foreshortened, bright sides 
of Titan's mountains.  It is intuitively clear that this 
effect will lead to heights calculated geometrically, on 
the assumption of symmetry, to be underestimated.  
Higher, steeper mountains are more laid over in the 
images; if blurring increases the apparent width of the 
bright side (not because it is bright, because it is nar-
row) then the estimated height will be reduced.  Blur-
ring of the bright slope also seems likely to lead to its 
width being overestimated when radarclinometry is 
applied.  To quantify this effect, we turn to simple 
models of the imaging and reconstruction processes. 

Idealized Mountain Models:  We consider the 
simplest possible geometry for a mountain, with 

straight sides of equal absolute slope facing toward and 
away from the radar.  The feature is assumed to extend 
indefinitely (or, at least, much farther than the azimuth 
resolution) along the radar track, so slopes in this di-
rection can be neglected.  The cross-sectional shape of 
the mountain in a plane of constant azimuth is thus an 
isosceles triangle (Figure 3).  The total energy returned 
to the radar from each side of the mountain can be cal-
culated from the area (length) of the side and 0 at the 
appropriate local incidence angle.  The strength of the 
received signal (energy per pixel, i.e., per range bin) is 
then proportional to this total energy divided by the 
distance in range that the side occupies.  If the range 
spanned by the bright side is smaller than the assumed 
resolution of the radar system, then the signal from the 
apparent bright side consists of the actual bright slope 
return plus the energy from the portion of the dark 
slope that fills out the minimum resolvable range.  If 
the slope of the mountain exceeds the incidence angle 
(measured at a horizontal surface), the bright face will 
be not merely laid over, but folded over.  The apparent 
signal from the bright face then consists of the energy 
from the face itself plus contributions from the area in 
front of and behind this face that lie at the same ranges 
from the radar.  Careful bookkeeping therefore allows 
us to calculate both the brightness and apparent width 
of the brighter and darker parts of the mountain in all 
cases:  resolved, unresolved, unresolved and folded 
over, or folded over so severely that the folded area 
exceeds the resolution limit.  The calculated bright-
nesses and widths are then used to reconstruct the 
shape of the mountain.  In this process (as in our radar-
clinometry profiling with real data) no assumption of 
symmetry is made, but it is assumed that the bright 
slope is not steep enough to be folded over.  The avail-
able information in our ideal model does not provide 
any means of distinguishing between the folded and 
non-folded cases, so this assumption is necessary to 
obtain a unique result.  

 
Figure 3. Idealized model of a symmetric mountain, seen in 
cross-section in a plane of constant radar azimuth. Radar 
illumination is from the left.  The figure shows the true pro-
file (green) and profiles recovered under the assumption of 
symmetry and by radarclinometry with various scattering 
laws.  In this case (i = 20°,  = 16°, resolution = 1/6 of 
mountain width) the bright face is unresolved but is not 
folded over. These profiles illustrate one case drawn from the 
parametric plots in Figs. 4–5. 

The parameters of the model are the incidence an-
gle on the horizontal surface, the slope of the moun-
tain, and the resolution in ground range, which can be 
expressed as a fraction of the basal width of the moun-
tain.  The incidence angle affects the particular slopes 
at which the bright face becomes unresolved and 
folded over, but the behavior is qualitatively similar so 
we present results for a representative incidence angle 
of 20°.  A ground range resolution of 1/6 the width of 
the mountain may also be taken as typical; resolutions 
range from 450–600 m and mountain widths of 3–5 km 
are commonplace [11].  Finally, we consider the ef-
fects of various scattering laws, including cases where 
the law assumed in the radarclinometric reconstruction 
is not the same as the "actual" scattering behavior as-
sumed in creating the image. 



 
Figure 4. Estimated height of mountains imaged at i = 20° 
as a function of true height, as obtained by assumed symme-
try and by radarclinometry with correct and incorrect scatter-
ing law assumptions. 

Result s:   The most general and important result 
from our models is the confirmation that failure to re-
solve the bright side leads to asymmetry in the ob-
served sense (leaning away from the radar) in all cases 
where the correct scattering law is used in the recon-
struction step.  In almost all such cases, the height of 
the feature is underestimated (Figure 4), both when the 
bright face is folded over and when it is merely unre-
solved.  The exception (not shown) is that, for scatter-
ing laws that peak sharply at low incidence angles, the 
height can be overestimated when the bright face is 
illuminated almost perpendicularly (  ~ i) and is there-
fore very bright. 

 
Figure 5. Estimated bright and dark side slopes of moun-
tains imaged at i = 20° as a function of true slope, for same 
modeling assumptions as Fig. 4.  Note that the dark side 
slope is recovered accurately when the correct scattering law 
is used (dark blue line). 

The slope on the bright side is generally underesti-
mated.  For the diffuse cosine law, the dark slope is 
recovered almost exactly in all situations (Figure 5), a 
very useful result for interpreting the results with real 
data.  For more strongly varying backscatter models 
(e.g., the cotangent law or any of various well known 
quasi-specular scattering laws, alone or with a diffuse 
component added) the dark slope can be overestimated 
when the bright face is illuminated almost perpendicu-
larly, but is otherwise close to its true value. 

Finally, the effect of an incorrectly assumed scat-
tering law depends on how strongly the true and as-
sumed laws vary with incidence angle.  If the true law 
is weakly varying, like the cosine law used in Figs. 3–
5, image contrast will be low and radarclinometry with 
a more strongly varying law will underestimate heights 
and slopes (even in the resolved case). As discussed 
previously, underestimation of heights leads to under-
correction of parallax distortion, yielding profiles that 
"lean" toward the radar (cf. violet and red profiles, Fig. 
3).  As the slope increases, this asymmetry reverses 
because of resolution effects, giving the "usual" case of 
mountains leaning away from the radar.  These results 
are entirely consistent with the increase in heights, 
slopes, and asymmetry that we observed when we re-

calculated our profiles with the cosine rather than co-
tangent scattering law.  Conversely, if the assumed law 
varies too weakly, heights and slopes will be overesti-
mated, and the asymmetric lean away from the radar 
will be exaggerated, even in the resolved case. 

Conclusions:  The modeling results described 
above support our interpretation of the apparent 
asymmetry of Titan's mountains as arising from the 
limited resolution of the Cassini RADAR in relation to 
the foreshortened size of these relatively small fea-
tures.  The available evidence suggests a relatively 
diffuse scattering law for Xanadu and for isolated 
mountains and mountain chains but cannot rule out the 
presence of a quasi-specular enhancement at small 
incidence angles.  Such an enhancement seems un-
likely based on the observed distribution of bright and 
dark-side slopes, however.  It would lead (in our mod-
els, which are calculated with a strictly diffuse law) to 
a noticeable asymmetry even for mountains with low 
and fully resolved slopes.  This is not seen in Fig. 2. 

Because the dark-side slope can be estimated very 
accurately for the cosine law (and usually quite accu-
rately for other scattering laws), the true height of a 
triangular mountain can be calculated simply from this 
slope, the observed basal width, and the knowledge of 
symmetry.  Real mountains are more complex in form, 
with slope variations on each side and even subsidiary 
peaks.  Nevertheless, applying the idealized correction 
from radarclinometric height to true height to real pro-
files can be expected to improve the accuracy of height 
estimates.  Figure 6 shows the results of such a correc-
tion for Titan.  Mountains more than 1 km in height are 
seen to be relatively common, with some reaching 
nearly 2 km.  Note that, although results of only 5 pro-
files in Xanadu are shown, these are representative of 
extensive areas of rugged peaks.  We look forward to 
the availability of stereo images of mountains with 
which to verify our radarclinometric estimates. 

 
Figure 6. Corrected and uncorrected heights of Titan moun-
tains.  The correction factor is based on the assumption that 
dark slopes have been estimated correctly, as is the case for 
our simple mountain models. 

In closing, we note that this study provides a poten-
tially surprising example of what can be learned even 
when the features of interest are only partially resolved 
by the available remote sensing data—a situation that 
arises all too frequently in planetary investigations. 

References:  [1] Elachi, C., et al. (2004) Space Sci. 
Rev., 115, 71. [2] Callahan, P., et al. (2007) JGR, submitted. 
[3] Kirk, R.L., et al. (2007) this workshop. [4] Kirk, R.L., et 
al. (2005) LPS XXXVI, 2227. [5] See Soderblom, L.A., et al. 
(2002) LPS XXXIII, 1254 for the equivalent technique ap-
plied to optical images. [6] Kirk, R.L. (1987) Ph.D. Thesis, 
Caltech, 165–258. [7] See Kirk, R.L., et al. (2003) online at 
http://astrogeology.usgs.gov/Projects/ISPRS/Meetings/Hous-
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Image Interpretation, JPL Pub. 93-24, 85. [10] Plaut, J. 
(1993) in JPL 93-24, 33. [11] Radebaugh, J., et al. (2007) 
Icarus, in revision. [12] Kirk, R.L., et al. (2006) AAS Bull., 
38, 52.03. [13] Janssen, M.A., et al. (2006) AAS Bull., 38, 
56.06. 
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Introduction:  Asteroid 1 Ceres is one of the two 

targets of NASA’s Discovery Program mission sched-

uled to launch in June 2007.  To support the mission, 

HST/ACS (advance camera for surveys) images of 

Ceres were obtained in 2003/04 through three filters 

centered at 535 nm, 335 nm and 223 nm.  Ceres was 

2.61 AU from the Sun and 1.65 AU from the Earth 

during the observation, and was resolved to ~750 pix-

els in the images with ~30 km/pixel, or 3.5° longi-

tude/latitude projected at the sub-Earth point on Ceres.  

These images almost evenly cover the rotation of Ce-

res.  The shape model and the rotational period have 

been accurately determined [1].  The photometric 

properties of the surface of Ceres have been studied, 

and the first surface maps at above three wavelengths 

have been constructed from these images (Li et al., 
2006).  In this abstract we will discuss the techniques 

used to generate the maps of Ceres from HST/ACS 

images. 

Data Reduction:  Six consecutive HST orbits 

were used to obtain images covering one full rotation 

of Ceres of 9.075 hours.  Images were reduced through 

the standard HST/ACS data reduction pipeline, then 

manually corrected for geometric distortion and ro-

tated to celestial north up.  The rotation of Ceres can 

be easily recognized from the movement of surface 

features such as a bright spot in the imaging sequence 

(Fig. 1).  According to the shape model developed [1], 

the sub-Earth and sub-solar latitude during the obser-

vation are +2.1° and +3.9°, respectively.  Thus most of 

the surface can be mapped well except for the two 

poles. 

Photometric Modeling:  In order to combine all 

images and construct global maps, photometric correc-

tion has to be applied.  Since all these images were 

obtained in one rotation, there is no correction for 

phase function needed, and only limb darkening needs 

to be corrected.  We tried three different models to fit 

the limb profile of Ceres, including Hapke model for a 

rough surface, Minnaert model, and a modified Min-

naert model, to ensure good mathematical modeling 

for the limb darkening. 

Hapke model fits resulted in good fit for the center 

part of the disk with the incidence angle (i) and emis-

sion angle (e) <50° with a high roughness parameter of 

50°.  The model scatter is less than 2%, and for the 

outskirt of the disk, the model scatter grows rapidly to 

higher than 14%.  Minnaert model describes the limb 

profile as r∝cos
k(i)×cos(k-1)(e), where Minnaert pa-

rameter k describes how fast the limb darkens.  For the 

surface of Ceres, the Minnaert model with a k parame-

ter of ~0.6 agrees with observations the best, with 

model scatter comparable to that of Hapke model fit-

ting for the inner part of the disk with i or e <50°, and 

smaller scatter (8%) than Hapke model fitting for out-

skirt.  To explore potential better description of the 

limb profile for Ceres, we modified the Minnaert 

model to set free the power index of cos(e) term.  The 

resulting model did the best job in describing the out-

skirt area of the disk (5% scatter) compared to the 

other two models, but not as well for center part, and 

disregarded.  Both Hapke model and Minnaert model 

give similar results for photometric correction. 

The small scatter in photometric modeling suggests 

that the albedo variation across the disk of Ceres is 

smaller than a few percent at the resolution of 60 km.  

The center part of the disk can be well mapped due the 

excellent job that photometric models do in describing 

the limb profile.  But the areas with latitude >50° can-

not be confidently mapped with these data due to the 

large scatters in photometric correction. 

Constructing Global Maps:  After photometric 

correction is applied to all images, they are projected 

into simple cylindrical frame of longitude and latitude 

and combined to make the global maps of Ceres. 

An example is shown in Fig. 2.  In order to com-

bine all images and take the advantage of the shift be-

tween images on the disk of Ceres due to its rotation 

and pointing shift of HST to enhance the resolution of 

the maps, we projected all photometrically corrected 

images into an over-sampled cylindrical grid with a 
Fig. 1.  HST/ACS image sequence of Ceres’ rotation.  

Sequence runs from left to right then from top to bottom. 



step size of 0.5° in both axes.  Then for each grid 

point, its corresponding pixel position in the original 

images is calculated from the shape model of Ceres 

and the observing geometry.  Because the resolution of 

images is much lower than 0.5°, each pixel in one im-

age is projected to many grid points in the map, with 

different shapes in the projection (Fig. 2).  Once all 

images are projected to make partial maps, these maps 

can be combined to complete the global maps. 

To combine all partial maps, for each grid point in 

the map, we can simply take the average, or median, of 

the grid values of all partial maps that cover that grid 

point.  For our case, since no cosmic ray rejection has 

been done by the standard HST data reduction pipeline 

due to the rotation of Ceres, median will be a better 

choice over average.  For each grid point that is lower 

than latitude 40°, there are more than seven partial 

maps covering it.  Thus in the combination of all par-

tial maps, cosmic rays can be effectively rejected.  The 

final map at 535 nm wavelength is shown in Fig. 3 as 

an example. 

To assess the quality of the final maps, several test 

and evaluations are performed. 

First, we need to make sure that the noise in the 

original images is at a low level to affect the mapping.  

The signal-to-noise ratio is estimated for all images, 

and found to be higher than 1000 for 535 nm images, 

500 for 335 nm images, and 250 for 232 nm images. 

Next step, we verified the projection from images 

to cylindrical frame is done correctly.  By linking all 

photometrically corrected images (Fig. 2, left panel) in 

time sequence, the rotation of the disk can be easily 

seen by the movement of features crossing the disk.  

Similarly, by linking all partial maps (Fig. 2, right 

panel) projected from the photometric corrected im-

ages in time sequence, it is clearly seen that the cov-

ered area in the partial maps moves from east to west 

as Ceres rotations from west to east, while surface fea-

tures just sit still in the their longitude and latitude 

position, with almost constant brightness.  This dem-

onstrates that features are consistently seen in multi 

images and are real, and they have been correctly pro-

jected onto the cylindrical frame of Ceres. 

Finally, standard deviation maps are generated to 

assess how well the combination of partial maps has 

been done.  We simply calculated the standard devia-

tion for each grid position from the same grid positions 

in al partial maps that cover the particular grid, and 

then weighed by the cosine of emission angle to take 

into account the projection.  For most grid positions, 

they are covered by more than 14 partial maps, there-

fore the standard deviation is a good assessment of 

error.  If, however, for some grid positions there are 

only a few partial maps covering it, then the standard 

deviation is probably an underestimate of the error of 

that point.  This could happen for areas close to the 

north and south edge of the final maps.  But overall, 

the standard deviation is typically 1% for 535 nm map, 

and 10% for 223 nm map. 

Discussions:  The original HST observation was 

designed to take three images of one filter consecu-

tively as a group before switch to the next in order to 

facilitate dithering to enhance the spatial resolution.  

The dithered images are released on HST website 

(http://hubblesite.org/newscenter/archive/releases/2005

/27/) showing a great enhancement of resolution.  We 

did not use dither in constructing our maps.  In stead, 

we consider that the technique we used to combine 

images has the effect of dithering but with limitations. 

The cylindrical frame we projected all images onto 

is highly super-sampled.  We calculated for the grids 

of the cylindrical frame their pixel positions in the 

original images.  The calculation was essentially done 

in a sub-pixel sense.  Thus slight pointing shift be-

tween images will result in slightly different projected 

position in the super-sampled cylindrical frame.  Com-

bining all partial maps, we effectively took the advan-

tage of the sub-pixel pointing shift between images to 

enhance the resolution.  However, the caveat is that no 

point spread function (PSF) has been taken into ac-

count.  For any pixel, its intensity is affected by pixels 

surrounding it depending on the shape of PSF.  This is 

what has been taken care of by the well developed 

dithering algorithm. 

Reference: [1] Thomas, P. C. et al., (2005) Nature, 

437, 224-226; [2] Li, J.-Y. et al. (2006) Icarus, 182, 

143-160. 

Fig. 2.  Left panel shows a photometrically corrected image.  

Right panel is the projection of the left panel onto a cylin-

drical frame. 

Fig. 3.  Final map of Ceres at 535 nm wavelength.  For maps 

at other two wavelengths, refer to [2]. 
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Introduction: Crater analyses on the surface of 

planetary bodies are started by huge picture map analy-

ses of the Apollo missions to the Moon which is airless 

and waterless satellites. Recently computer analyses of 

terrestrial and extraterrestrial surfaces have been ap-

plied to many extraterrestrial bodies. There are two 

types of crater analyses on this surface whether there 

are erosions by water-liquid process of sedimentation 

or not. Extreme characteristics of active Earth with 

water sedimentation (e.g. broken and buried crater 

analyses [1-11]) will be applied to unsolved surface of 

these extraterrestrial bodies. The purpose of this paper 

is to elucidate characteristics of crater analyses of these 

extraterrestrial bodies by using various data [6-10].  

     Crater analyses with water-liquid process: Stan-

dard model of crater formation has been used at active 

Earth with and without erosion process by water (lake) 

and ice (glacier) sedimentations with impact sediments, 

as listed in Fig. 1.  

 

Fig.1. Classification of crater (without moving) by wa-

ter-liquid process with impact sedimentation. 

------------------------------------------------------------------ 

1) Crater with clear feature with impact deposits: 

(Almost all types of craters on & out of the Earth) 

2) Crater without clear feature and new deposits: 

(On Earth , asteroids, Mars and some satellites) 

 ----------------------------------------------------------------- 

                                                                                 

     Crater analyses with vertical and horizontal ero-
sions: Erosion and broken processes of crater by verti-

cal and horizontal movings on active Earth are consid-

ered to be 1) vertical broken process by volcanic intru-

sion (found in volcanic islands in Japan  [2-10]), and 2) 

horizontal moving by compression of continental drift 

or island formation by plate-tectonics or mantle con-

vection ([6-10], Fig.2) . 

 

Fig.2. Classification of crater with vertical and hori-

zontal movings. 

------------------------------------------------------------------ 

1) Vertical moving of crater:  

Intrusion by volcano (Earth, Venus?, Mars?,  some 

Satellites?) 

2) Horizontal moving of crater: 

     Continental drift and island formations by plate-

tectonics and/or mantle convection (Earth, Extrater-

restrial bodies ? ) 

------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Typical example of vertical and horizontal erosions 

is Takamatsu crater in Japan, which is new joined lo-

cality name of Takamatsu City [9-10]. The center of 

the structure is Latitude 34.3° and Longitude 134.05°.  

Takamatsu crater is formed after impact by 1) vertical 

erosions of small andesite intrusions, and 2) horizontal 

erosion by shifting from old China continents to pre-

sent southern position during Japan island formation 

[6-10]. 

Application to crater analyses of extraterrestrial 
surfaces: Crater analyses of active Earth can be ap-

plied to unsolved features on extraterrestrial surfaces, 

by using multiple map analyses of topography, compo-

sitions (by optical and wavelenghths), and gravity 

anomaly (for underground information) [10] , as listed 

in Fig.3. 

 

Fig. 3. Crater analyses of extraterrestrial surfaces by 

multiple map analyses [10]. 

------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Surface map                           Characteristics 

------------------------------------------------------------------ 

1) Topography                    Used for final feature 

2) Gravity anomaly             Used for buried crater       

3) Composition                   Used for final deposits 

------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

     Summary: The present results are summarized as 

follows: 1) Craters (without moving) can be analyzed 

by topography with compositions of impact or new 

deposits. 2) Craters erode by vertical and horizontal 

movings are analyzed by example of Takamatsu crater 

on active Earth. 3) Present crater analyses can be ap-

plied to extraterrestrial surfaces, by using multiple 

maps of topography, composition and gravity anomaly. 

Acknowledgements: Author YM thanks to Dr. 

M.Kedves for discussion of map analyses data. 
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Introduction:  The Lunar Orbiter Laser Altimeter 
selected for the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter, to be 
launched Oct. 28, 2008, will map the Moon in a polar 
orbit over the course of a one-year nominal mission. 
Within the first 10 minutes,  LOLA will collect  more 
altimetric  data  from  the  Moon  than  all  previous 
NASA missions. The novel design of LOLA will pro-
vide a precise selenodetic coordinate system for lunar 
mapping. In addition to altimetry, LOLA will measure 
bidirectional slope, surface reflectivity, and roughness 
on  5-m-diameter  spots.  The  monthly  release  of 
crossover-adjusted  data  will  facilitate  co-registration 
with high-resolution images and other datasets.

Altimeter Design:  A closely-spaced  5-spot  pat-
tern in the shape of a cross, rotated 26° from the S/C 
velocity vector, is repeated at 28 Hz. Spots are nomi-
nally 25 m apart at 50 km altitude, leaving an along-
track  pattern  whose  maximum  spacing  is  30  m be-
tween spots. Owing to orbital geometry, the coverage 
is  densest  at  the  poles  (Figure  1),  with  overlapping 
tracks covering the crater rims and floors at spacings 
approaching 10 m between spots.

Figure 1: LOLA Coverage Density at S. Pole

Instrument Parameters.  Design parameters as of 
June,  2006 are  shown in Table  1.  Current  best  esti-
mates are within allocated design margins.

Table 1.
Instrument Parameter Value

Mass 12.6 kg

Power 33 W

Dimensions 35 cm x 35 cm x 29 cm

Data Rate 28 kbit/s

1064-nm Laser 28 Hz

Pulse 2.4 ±0.4 mJ, 6 ns

Beam divergence 100 urad x 5 spots

Range 0-100 km (90%Pd)

Detectors, range resolution 5 Si-APD, 10 cm

Concept of Operation: LOLA will operate primarily 
in a nadir mode. Where targeting by LROC results in 
stereo coverage, one near-nadir look will provide ab-
solute control. LOLA may also require offnadir point-
ing  to  achieve  dense  coverage  of  potential  landing 
sites in permanently shadowed regions, but swings up 
to 2° off nadir will not degrade accuracy nor measure-
ment of surface properties.

Current knowledge of horizontal position of lunar 
control  points is thought to be a few km on the far 
side.  Improved  gravity  models  derived  during  the 
course of the mission, crossover solutions [1,2] and a 
one-way Laser Ranging capability will be implement-
ed to achieve 50-m global horizontal accuracy for tar-
geting [3].
Anticipated  Coverage:  During  the  Commissioning 
and  Mapping  mission  phases,  longitudinal  coverage 
will  be non-uniform owing to the influence  of large 
gravity  anomalies  on  the  spacecraft  orbit.  Average 
spacing  of  tracks  will  be  approximately  1.25  km 
apart. Further coverage by laser altimeters aboard in-
ternational missions is anticipated, as well as opportu-
nities for densification using stereo image matching.

:References  [1] Rowlands, D.D. et. al. (1999),  Geo-
phys. Res. Lett., 26, 1191-1194, 1999. [2] Neumann et 
al.  (2001)  J.  Geophys.  Res.,  106,  23,753-23,768, 
2001.  [3]  D.E.  Smith  and  M.T.  Zuber  (2006) 
LCROSS  Site  Selection  Workshop,  Moffett Field, CA, 
Abstract 9007.
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Introduction:  Landers on the surface of 

Mars constitute unique landmarks for 

geodetic control point networks. Typically, 

their positions with respect to prominent 

surrounding surface features and their 

Mars-fixed coordinates, derived from radio 

tracking, are well established.  

Unfortunately, Viking 2 landed in a vast 

desert, which lacked prominent surface 

markings in its neighborhood. Hence, 

though this lander’s Mars-fixed 

coordinates are precisely known [6,8], its 

location with respect to surroundings was 

heavily disputed among various study 

teams. The Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter 

and its onboard camera HiRise 

[http://hirise.lpl.arizona.edu/] recently 

obtained image data in which the Lander 

was finally found.  Surprisingly, the 

location of the site is not in agreement with 

any of the earlier predictions. 

 

Landing Site Predictions:  Stooke [2] and 

Parker et al. [3] had revisited the 

panoramic images, taken by the lander to 

correlate features seen near the horizon 

with features seen in Viking Orbiter and 

MOC (Mars Orbiter Camera) images. 

Image processing techniques –not available 

in the Viking era– were used to improve 

recognition of features in the images. A 

number of new features were identified in 

the images and used in the correlation. 

Both authors agree that the crater 

Goldstone is visible in the panoramic 

images in the northeastern direction. 

However, while Stooke proposes that the 

landing site is at a distance of 13 km from 

this crater, Parker et al. suggested that the 

landing site is at some greater distance, 

about 20 km (see Fig. 1).  More recently, in 

2004, the Mars Global Surveyor’s MOC 

camera had taken images of the lander area 

[http://www.msss.com/mars_images/moc/2

006/09/03/], and the Lander was tentatively 

identified near a small crater.  

 

Our estimate [1, 4] of the lander location 

had been made on the basis of Control 

Point Network analysis, for which approx. 

1100 Viking Orbiter images and image 

line/sample measurements for 3300 control 

points had been used. In this process, 

accurate pointing data for the images of the 

network were computed; these data 

effectively tied images to the Mars-fixed 

coordinate system to within 1-3 km for 

most places on the planet [5].  With this 

much improved "map-tie", it was possible 

to make an accurate prediction for the 

location of the landing site in images on 

the basis of the known Mars-fixed 

coordinates of the lander (47.668°N, 

134.28°E, geocentric, in the IAU 2000 

system) [6].  The network images had 

resolutions between 800-1100 m/pixel, and 

therefore were not adequate to resolve 

surface details near the VL2 landing site. 

Two higher-resolution (80 m/pixel) images 

of the lander area (F009B14, 15) were 

therefore chosen to serve as a lander area 

reference map (Fig. 1). Because of the 

drastic difference in the resolutions, images 

of intermediate resolution (F807A32, 34) 

were also considered in the analysis. All 

images involved were finally tied to the 

control point network images by block 

adjustments and converted to map space. 

According to our prediction, the lander 

location was 25 km southwest of the crater 

Goldstone with an estimated one sigma 

error of 750 m.  

 

Comparisons with MRO and HRSC:  By 

visual inspection of the MRO images with 

previous landing site plots [1], we find that 

the recovered landing site is off from all 

predictions (see Fig. 2).  Specifically, the 



estimates of Stooke [2] and Parker et al. [3] 

are off by approx. 5.3 and 2.3 km, 

respectively.  Likewise, our estimate from 

control point analysis is offset by approx. 

3.6 km to the South-West.  Furthermore, it 

appears that in the MOC images, the 

Viking lander 2 back shell was mistakenly 

identified to be the Lander.  In fact, the 

shell had impacted the ground approx. 420 

m off the actual landing site. 

 

We wish to investigate the reasons for the 

discrepancy between the lander location 

and our early control point network 

analysis.  While we tacitly assume that the 

lander is correctly identified in the MRO 

images we wish to verify that the Mars-

fixed coordinates of the Lander [6, 8] are 

correct.  As we currently have no means to 

reference the MRO images to the Mars-

fixed coordinate system, we adopted the 

images obtained by HRSC (High 

Resolution Stereo Camera) to relate the 

landing site to Mars-fixed coordinates.  

The orthorectified HRSC image obtained 

in orbit 1394 was used.  An attempt was 

made to pinpoint the Viking landing site as 

seen in the MRO images in the HRSC 

counterpart, in spite of the difficulties 

associated with the difference in the image 

resolutions and the low texture in the area.  

The Viking lander 2 coordinates were 

recently updated by Konopliv et al. [8]  

(47.668093°N, 134.282101°East).  It 

appears that the landing site is in 

agreement with the Mars-fixed coordinates 

on the order of 100 m.  This attests to the 

excellent (!) geometric accuracy of the data 

from the HRSC experiment  – but also to a 

possible error in our earlier control point 

analysis.  We will further discuss the issue 

at the meeting. 
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Fig. 1: VL2 on Viking images with the predicted landing site coordinates, image copied from [7].  Note: the 

coordinate grid is planetographic, IAU1994. 

 

 
 
Fig. 2: Orthorectififed HRSC image taken during orbit1394, showing the location of Viking lander 2 as it was 

found in MRO images, and the predicted locations by different authors.  Coordinate system is IAU2000. 
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Introduction: Ares Vallis is one of the greatest 

outflow channels of Mars, and it has been well 

investigated in past decades. Several reconstructions of 

the geological evolution of the channel have been 

proposed in the past, involving various geological 

processes, such as catastrophic floods [1][2][3][4], 

glacial erosion [5][6], and periglacial processes [7][8].   

However, the previous ideas were based on the low- to 

medium-reolution Viking data and did not benefit from 

the newest high-resolution data sets. New high-

resolution images from the HRSC on board on Mars 

Express along with data from MGS, and Odyssey 

allow more detailed investigations of Ares Vallis.  

To understand in depth the morphologies shaped by 

outflow channels on Mars, it is better to comprehend 

the behaviour of water in the Martian environment, the 

climatic conditions at the periods in which they were 

formed, and the climatic changes that occurred in the 

Hesperian age of Mars.   

 
Methodology and results: For the geomorphological 

andlysis of Ares Vallis, we used 21 HRSC orbit data-

sets and more than 300 MOC Narrow Angle and 

THEMIS VIS images.  

We observed and mapped in detail several erosive and 

depositional features distinctive of catastrophic floods, 

such as streamlined uplands, erosive terraces, giant 

bars, pendant bars, and an impressive cataract-like 

feature (figure 1). Superimposed on the catastrophic 

floods morphologie, we observe some glacial and 

periglacial features: they consist of ice-contact 

structures, thermokarstic depressions, and patterned 

grounds. We propose geological properties of the 

mapped units and characteristics of geomorphological 

processes responsible for their shaping; the cross-

cutting relationships occurring among different units 

and the impact craters densities that are used to 

constrain the geological evolution of the area.     

 
The geological evolution of Ares Vallis:  Our 

investigations outline that Ares Vallis and its valley 

arms have been sculpted by several, time-scattered, 

catastrophic floods, occurring from the early to late 

Hesperian and originating from Iani Chaos, Aram 

Chaos and Hydaspis Chaos. Geomorphological 

evidence suggests that catastrophic floods were more 

than 500 meters deep, and that they were ice-covered 

as proposed by [9]. The lengths of time intervening 

among different floods vary from hundreds to 

thousand of years. At the end of each catastrophic 

flood, thick ice masses grounded on the valley floor, 

forming stagnant dead-ice bodies of considerable 

sizes. Each catastrophic flood event was followed by a 

relatively short period of warmer-wetter climatic 

conditions, possibly triggered by the greenhouse effect 

generated by water vapor and carbon dioxide released 

in the atmosphere during the catastrophic flood 

processes, according to Baker et al. [10]. During these 

periods, flows of water in equilibrium with the Martian 

atmosphere formed meandering channels and ice-

walled streams and lakes on ice-masses, emplacing 

ice-contact deposits (figue 2) . Finally, the ice masses 

were wasted by sublimation, indicating that the 

atmosphere became again to have dry-cold climatic 

conditions. The ice bodies where covered by detritus, 

subsequently led to the formation of patterned terrains, 

which are associated with high values of emittance in 

THEMIS IR Night images. This suggests the presence 

of duricrust or ice cemented soils, and could be 

considered a possible indicator of the existence of 

buried ice-bodies at the present day or until a recent 

past. 
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Figure 1. erosive and depositional morphologies shaped by catastrophgic floods sculpting the Ares 

Vallis. Erosive features consist in Streamlined uplands, grooved terrain and an impressive 500 meter 

high cataract. Depositional morphologies are giant bars located on alcoves that flank the main flooded 

valley and pendant bars.   HRSC mosaic draped on HRSc stereo derived DTMs mosaic. Vertical 

exaggeration is 5 time 

 

 

 

Figure 2 . Ice-contact deposits emplaced on top of terraces scoured by catastrophic floods. The sketch illustrates 

the proposed geological evolution of these features. 
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Introduction: JPL’s Web Map Server (WMS) which 
hosts the two planetary data servers called OnMars and 
OnMoon is a very high performance implementation 
of the ISO Standard WMS.  The specific technologies 
used for this work are the existing open methodologies 
defined by the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) 
[1], which we have extending and generalizing for the 
planetary case.  In 2007,  the development of OnMars 
and OnMoon servers is under way; we continue to add 
functionality for more complex data services such as 
3D, anaglyph generation, larger datasets as well as 
support for high traffic applications.  This abstract 
describes the history, hardware, and software behind 
the servers. 
 

 

Figure 1. WMS Server Architecture 

 
Timeline: In 1997, the JPL High Performance Appli-
cations group assembled a multi-spectral 30m Landsat 
mosaic of the continental US.  The twenty million 
pixel dataset contained more than two hundred giga-
bytes of data and represented the largest single assem-
bled at that time.  In 1999, a decision was made to re-
lease this mosaic for open public use, and the basic 
mechanism chosen was an emerging web based map-
ping standard which was to become WMS.  The 
NASA Geospatial Interoperability Office was tasked 
to support and participate in the efforts of the newly 
formed OGC.  In this context, access to the JPL 
CONUS Landsat Mosaic was made possible via col-
laboration between JPL and MIT, resulting in the im-
plementation of the JPL WMS server, a combination 
of a JPL developed map server and the MIT WMS 
parser/server. 

Between 2003 and 2004, many more datasets 
and features were added, the server being upgraded to 

full compliance with WMS 1.1.1, including support for 
the OGC Style Layer Descriptor (SLD).  This was 
done in conjunction with the assembly of the WMS 
Global Mosaic, a 15m per pixel global multi-spectral 
mosaic of the Landsat 7 GeoCover 2000 dataset. 

Adaptation of the server to the planetary do-
main was started in 2005.  Several pre-existing plane-
tary datasets were added to the server in 2005 and 
2006 [2].  In 2006, the OnMars and OnMoon servers 
were virtually split from the OnEarth server to begin 
testing new planetary reference system encodings that 
have been proposed to the OGC community [3,4]. 

 
Significance and Relevance: The JPL’s web mapping 
server, in both its earth and planetary instantiations is a 
very significant web resource for many mapping appli-
cations.  For many WMS and SLD features, the JPL 
server is the only known implementation; the combina-
tion of datasets, features, availability and open access 
is unmatched. 
- Access to planetary data.  OnMars and OnMoon 
have continuously tried to expose as much data as pos-
sible [4].  The choice of a simple yet flexible access 
API such as WMS, backed by a high performance and 
feature reach server implementation, greatly increases 
the ease of data access.   
- Innovative use of datasets.  As new datasets are 
being added, new applications become possible, which 
in turn require new features to be added to the server.  
This loosely coupled development model generates 
many innovative applications, such as the creation of 
MOC Narrow Angle mosaic [4]. 
- Web Based Supercomputing.  The classic view of 
supercomputing relies on very large computers or clus-
ters, where a user  gets an account, learns the environ-
ment, ports or installs the applications, transfers the 
data in and out, and relies on a scheduling system for 
sharing the resources with other users.  This is a slow 
process, only suitable for a limited set of applications.  
The JPL WMS server was developed to propose and 
demonstrate a new type of supercomputing applica-
tion, in which significant data and computational re-
sources are available to a user within milliseconds via 
a web interface.  The dataset and type of operations are 
indeed limited, but this is primarily due to the lack of 
resources.  This type of supercomputing also solves, in 
a very simple way, a number of  security issues inher-
ently present in  classical supercomputing. 
 



Configuration details: The JPL WMS server architec-
ture is influenced by both the hardware and software 
configurations.  Each is the result of a long series of 
changes, leading to a very well integrated and scalable 
software/hardware system.  In addition to the server 
itself, the same software system and hardware is used 
to generate, improve and maintain the datasets. 

 
Software:  There are three layers of software in the 
current JPL WMS server architecture, plus a WMS 
cache system.  The layers are separated by well de-
fined interface levels, making it possible to run the 
server itself in a distributed fashion.  The WMS cache 
module, the WMS server and the image server can 
operate as individual applications, and are commonly 
being used as such in the development process. 
- Bottom Layer.  The first layer is represented by an 
image server developed as a high performance data 
access subsystem. The same data access layer was 
used for the production of the 5TB Landsat mosaic and 
the MOC Narrow Angle mosaic.  In the WMS server 
configuration, the image server is used for dataset vir-
tualizations, enabling uniform resolution access to the 
WMS Global Mosaic.  For reasons of performance 
there are four copies of the image server, running on 
the two of the Linux storage systems. 
- Middle Layer.  The second layer is the WMS server 
itself. It is a single binary C++ implementation which 
includes the WMS protocol layer and the map data 
processing kernel.  It is an in-core, multithreaded ap-
plication implemented using the SGI Image Library 
with custom extensions and has direct access to local 
data and virtual image server datasets. 
- Top Layer.  The top layer is represented by the 
Apache HTTP Server.  This top layer provides access 
control and deals with the HTTP protocol itself. 
Apache 2.0 is used currently. 
- Cache.  The cache system is a very high perform-
ance WMS specific cache system implemented as an 
Apache core module.  It represents a fast path alterna-
tive to the full WMS server, and can operate independ-
ently.  It recognizes and serves specific WMS requests 
matching a predefined access pattern, greatly acceler-
ating applications using a deterministic tiled access. 
WorldKit, WorldWind, osgPlanet, Google Earth and 
the ESRI ArcExplorer are some of the applications that 
can use the cache system. Support for KML is inte-
grated; the WMS cache module can create KML wrap-
pers for the existing WMS access patterns.  The cache 
datasets can be pre-built using the WMS server code 
or the user access can be used to generate a cached 
dataset on-the-fly.  The existence of the cache system 
greatly increases the performance of the WMS server, 
reducing access latencies in the range of seconds to 
tens of millisecond.  It also helps to lower the server 

computation load, improving server availability.  The 
cache system was able to sustain more than twelve 
million requests per day, while the normal WMS 
server on the current hardware only supports about one 
million requests. 
 
Hardware: The JPL’s web mapping server is built 
around a Gigabit Ethernet server subnet.  Computer 
nodes connected to this subnet can be classified in 
three categories: storage, web server, and support 
- Storage.  The storage system is a cluster of 10 Linux 
machines, each with 4 TB of internal, hardware 
RAID5 disks.  It serves as both main and backup stor-
age for the massive datasets.  Some of the storage 
servers are running the image server, providing spe-
cific virtual dataset access to the WMS servers. 
- Web  servers.  The main data server hosts the virtual 
servers OnEarth, OnMars, OnMoon, WMS and other 
unrelated web servers.  The machine itself is an SGI 
Origin 300 with 8 CPUs and 8GB of RAM. The WMS 
caching modules uses a direct attached 1TB high per-
formance RAID. 
- Support servers.  A public bulk data server com-
plements the WMS functionality.  A second Origin 
300 is used as a development server. 
 
Conclusion: The planetary JPL WMS servers OnMars 
and OnMoon are in service and the planetary reference 
systems encodings are in place for testing.  Adoption 
of these planetary encodings by other parties are slow 
but progressing.  OnMars and OnMoon are quickly 
shaping up as some of the most data and function rich 
WMS servers for planetary as well as Earth-based sys-
tems. 
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Introduction:  New data coming from the most re-

cent scientific missions to Mars increased dramatically 

our knowledge on the geology of the red planet. At the 

same time such a huge volume of information coming 

from different instruments allow, at least in particular 

areas, extremely detailed geological maps which con-

stitute the basis for any further geological analysis.  

We present a geological map of the Holden and 

Eberswalde craters area, probably one of the most 

challenging areas in term of cartography of sedimen-

tary deposits (Figure 1). Part of this map in a simpli-

fied version has been already published [1, 2] but the 

aim was mostly to understand the depositional envi-

ronments and their evolution. 

 
Figure 1 – Geological map of the Holden and Eberswalde 

areas. 

Geological units:  The most important mapped 

geological units are described here. 

Substratum. The Substratum represents the oldest 

unit recognized in the study area, on which the 

younger putative sedimentary units were later depos-

ited. It crops out along the entire study area and con-

sists of massive light-toned texturally smooth material. 

This unit has been extensively reworked by impact 

episodes and form reliefs with jagged peaks and sharp 

ridges suggesting very coherent and compact rocks to 

be the main component. This is consistent with the in-

terpretation as volcanic rocks proposed by [3]. 

Holden bright layered deposits. This unit has been 

discovered by [4] and its environmental significance 

discussed by [5] and [1: Sed 1 Unit]. It crops out in the 

southern part of the Holden crater (Figure 1). 

It consists of interlayered bright and dark layers 

displaying a cyclic depositional pattern in which each  

bright-dark cycle can be estimated up to few meters 

thick [1]. They unconformably rest on top of the Sub-

stratum. Toward the outermost part of the crater they 

laterally pass to the Substratum through onlap geome-

tries [1] while toward the center of the crater they ap-

pear to shift to the dark layered deposits (see below) 

but the contact is masked by eolian dust. 

The overall thickness of this unit ranges from few 

meters up to at least 100 meters. 

This unit has been interpreted by [4, 5, 1] as a 

sedimentary unit possibly deposited in deltaic and 

coastal depositional environments [1]. 
Eberswalde bright layered deposits. This unit has 

been observed and described by several authors [2 cum 
bibl.: Bright layered deposits]. It crops out in the west-

ern and southern part of the Eberswalde crater (Figures 

1, 2). 

 
Figure 2 - The Eberswalde bright layered deposits in corre-

spondence of the Eberswalde fan delta. 



This unit displays a character very similar to the 

Holden bright layered deposits, consisting of up to few 

meter alternating bright-dark layers. Bright levels are 

always more resistant to weathering than the darker 

ones [6] (Figure 2). 

The dark layers appear to consist, at the scale of 

our observation, of well-sorted and relatively fine ma-

terial. They are in fact after erosion transported by 

eolian dunes [2] which, on Earth, would roughly sug-

gest a granulometric range comprised between middle 

sands and granules. The bright layers consist at least of 

two distinguishable facies. Some levels display very 

poorly sorted deposits in which boulders up to 10 m of 

diameter are present (Figure 3), while in other levels 

the material appear finer, even if coarser than the dark 

deposits (Figure 3) [6]. 

 
Figure 3 - Possible mass flow level in the Eberswalde bright 

layer deposits with boulders up to 10 m of diameter floating 

in a finer matrix. 

They unconformably rest on top of the Substratum. 

Toward the center of the crater they laterally shift to 

the thin bright deposits. The maximum thickness of 

this unit can be estimated up to 100 meters. 

According to [6] the Eberswalde bright layered de-

posits have been deposited in deltaic and coastal depo-

sitional environments controlled by fluctuations of the 

water table. 

Dark layered deposits. This unit crops out in the 

central part of the Holden crater (Figure 1: Sed 2 Unit 

in [1]). It consists of dark-toned and layered deposits, 

with smooth surface texture. The eolian cover is exten-

sive, inhibiting precise characterization of this unit. 

These deposits rest unconformably on top of the Sub-

stratum. Its thickness can be estimated only though 

geological section to up to 200 meters [1]. This unit 

has been tentatively interpreted as formed in lacustrine 

depositional environment [1]. 

Thin bright deposits. This unit crops out in the cen-

tral part of the Eberswalde crater (Figure 1). It consists 

of very thin bright deposits eroded by wind. Its thick-

ness can be estimated to reach a maximum of a few 

meters. This unit has been tentatively interpreted as 

formed in lacustrine depositional environment [2]. 

Uzboi mouth breccia. This unit crops out where the 

Uzboi Vallis debouches in the Holden crater (Figure 1: 

Sed 4 Unit in [1]). 

It consists of patches of boulders with angular 

fragments floating in a finer matrix. They rest uncon-

formably on top of the Holden bright layered deposits 

[1]. Laterally they appear to pass to the Mantling 

which also unconformably covers the Uzboi mouth 

breccia. 

The formation of this unit has been tentatively in-

terpreted in a context of terminal moraine [1]. 

Mantling. This unit crops out along all the study 

area (Figure 1). It consists of dark deposits. Bedding is 

very faint. Because eolian dunes from reworked Man-

tling sediments are often recognizable on top of this 

unit, we infer the grain size to be mostly sand and/or 

silt [1]. Along topographic scarps, this unit is reworked 

forming possible mud flows which suggest that at least 

part of this unit is ice-rich. 

The characteristics of the Mantling are consistent 

with a deposition related to eolian processes. 

Erosional features. The Uzboi vallis up to where it 

debouches in the Holden crater is characterized by the 

presence of erosional grooves, stoss and lee geometries 

and striations which cut the Holden bright layered de-

posits thus postdating them. These features are then 

postdated by the Mantling. None of these features have 

been observed in the Eberswalde crater. 

The erosional features have been interpreted as re-

lated either to glacial or to catastrophic flooding ero-

sion [1]. 

Tectonics. Extensional fractures roughly NNE and 

WNW trending have been mapped. These fractures are 

coeval with deposition of the Eberswalde bright lay-

ered deposits and Holden bright layered deposits. 

Bright layered deposits are in fact sometimes cut by 

the tectonic features while sometimes appear to be un-

affected [6]. 

Stratigraphic correlation:  stratigraphic relation-

ships among the different units have been estimated 

through their cross cutting relationships. Absolute dat-

ing by crater counting is in progress. 

Disconformably on top of the Substratum, units re-

lated to fluvial, deltaic and lacustrine activity appear to 

have been deposited at the same time in the Holden 

and Eberswalde craters. A second water-related epi-

sode appear to have affected only the Holden crater, 

either due to a glacial tongue or to catastrophic flood-

ing. 
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Introduction:  Io is the most volcanically active 

body in the solar system, with nearly one hundred ac-

tive at one time.  The Galileo spacecraft observed 

these volcanoes with three of its remote sensing in-

struments.  The Solid State Imager (SSI) is a high-

resolution, visible wavelength imager [1] which can 

detect high temperature (> 1000 K) thermal emission.  

The Near-Infrared Mapping Spectrometer (NIMS) has 

a lower spatial resolution with a spectral range from 1 

to 5 microns [2] and can detect thermal emission down 

to a temperature of approximately 200 K.  PPR has the 

lowest spatial resolution of the three instruments [3] 

but, since it is sensitive to longer wavelength infrared 

radiation (100 microns), it can detect the low tempera-

ture emission from older lava flows.  Recently re-

searchers have begun to examine individual volcanoes 

by analyzing all three complimentary data sets [4,5]. 

Also, some work has been done to combine PPR data 

with data taken simultaneously with SSI or NIMS 

[4,6,7,8].  However, no one has combined all three 

data sets into a single image (or image cube) in order 

to correlate observed features.   

Geographic Information System (GIS) software 

provides an easy-to-use method to visualize, manipu-

late, and study simultaneously the data from these 

three Galileo remote sensing instruments.  As a proto-

type, we imported all of the collected data of the 

Amirani region of Io into ArcGIS and set up a website 

to share the data. 

Amirani has been interpreted as the site of very 

long, insulated, tube-fed, compound pahoehoe lava 

flows [9, 10, 11].  The flows appear to have many 

breakouts and a haphazard temperature distribution 

along the length of the flow [11]. 

Data Import:  We began by importing 8 datasets 

into ArcGIS (table 1).  Two of the datasets were global 

mosaics, one was a high-resolution SSI mosaic, two 

were high-resolution NIMS, and three were PPR scans 

taken simultaneously with the previous three datasets.  

Additionally, we performed one temperature fits to the 

NIMS data and imported the resulting temperature 

maps. 

 The global mosaics served as the background and 

coordinate system and all other data was tied to it by 

matching surface features.  We encountered some 

problems with data types and had to change all raster 

data to floating point. 

Table 1: List of Galileo data included in the proto-
type GIS geodatabase. 
Name For-

mat 
Purpose Orbit 

Color mo-
saic 

Raster Global Color 

Image 

Multiple 

BW mosaic Raster Global Grayscale 

Image 

Multiple 

SSI Raster Grayscale Image 24 

NIMS_24 Raster Multispectral 

Image 

24 

NIMS_27 Raster Multispectral 

Image 

27 

PPR_24IN Tabular Brightness Tem-

peratures 

24 

PPR_24IS Tabular Brightness Tem-

peratures 

24 

PPR_27IN Tabular Brightness Tem-

peratures 

27 

The PPR data were the most difficult to import.  

Since PPR data consist only of average temperatures in 

a field of view, most of them are available from the 

Planetary Data System (PDS) as tables instead of im-

ages or rasters.  The tabular data of latitude and longi-

tude of each field of view along with the measured 

temperature were relatively easy to import into GIS.  

Figure 1:  All three PPR datasets represented by ellipti-
cal fields of view in ArcGIS 



However, these temperature data are averages across 

the entire field of view and therefore, are not true point 

data.  We developed a system of calculations made in 

Excel and GIS to calculate the instrument’s field of 

view for each data point and wrote a script to draw 

these resulting elliptical fields of view in ArcGIS.  

(For details of calculations, see [12]).  Another prob-

lem encountered, was correctly georeferencing the 

PPR data.  While the tabular data include latitude and 

longitude of each field of view, the pointing was not 

always accurate.  Since PPR is boresighted with SSI, 

for those data taken simultaneously, we recalculated 

the PPR coordinates by matching the appropriate PPR 

field of view with the simultaneously captured SSI 

image.  All of the imported PPR data are shown in 

figure 1.  

Results:  The data from all three instruments was 

successfully imported in ArcGIS and can be visualized 

in different ways by different users of the software.  

Figure 2 shows one representation of data.  The back-

ground is the global mosaic (both grayscale and color 

have been merged in this image), the NIMS tempera-

tures are shown in color and the PPR fields of view are 

also colored by temperature.  Because of the degrada-

tion of SSI images during i24 and the high quality of 

the global mosaic, the global mosaic is shown as the 

back-

ground. 

A 

website 

was also 

con-

structed 

to dis-

tribute 

the data, 

and can 

be ac-

cessed 

online at 

http://luc

y.institute

.redlands.

edu/webs

ite/Io_Pr

ototype.  

Figure 3 

shows a screen capture of this website. 
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Figure 2: One view of the final processed data.   

Figure 3: Screen capture of the Io website at http://lucy.institute.redlands.edu/website/Io_Prototype.
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Introduction:  The Cassini spacecraft began its 

tour through the Saturnian system in July 2004. The 

Imaging Science Subsystem onboard the orbiter 

consists of a high-resolution Narrow Angle Camera 

(NAC) with a focal length of 2000 mm and a Wide 

Angle Camera (WAC) with a focal length of 200 

mm [1]. One of the main objectives of the Cassini 

mission is to investigate the icy Saturnian satellites. 

Enceladus, the second innermost of the medium 

sized satellites, was imaged by the Cassini spacecraft 

during three close flybys [2]. The images taken 

during these flybys together with lower resolution 

frames allowed us to create a global mosaic of 

Enceladus with a spatial- resolution of about 110 

m/pixel. Unfortunately, the Cassini ISS has not yet 

imaged the northern high latitude regions (> 67°) 

because they are shrouded in seasonal darkness and 

will not be illuminated by the Sun until later in the 

decade when the Cassini extended mission begins. 

Fortunately, the Voyager camera was able to take 

images from these regions during its flyby in the 

early 1980’s. We thus used Voyager images to fill 

the North Polar gaps in the global mosaic. 

Image Processing:  The image data returned 

from the spacecraft are distributed to the Cassini 

imaging team in VICAR format [http://www-

mipl.jpl.nasa.gov/external/vicar.html]. The first step 

of the image processing is the radiometric calibration 

of the images using the ISS Team’s CISSCAL 

computer program [1]. Next, the specific subset of 

images that is used to construct the global mosaic is 

selected. At the time of this writing, a total of 2353 

images of Enceladus are available. This total data set 

contains images obtained through different ISS color 

filters and at spatial resolutions ranging from 3 

m/pixel up to 14 km/pixel. For our mosaic, we 

selected only those images taken with the filters 

CL1, CL2 or GRN, as these images show 

comparable albedo contrasts among different 

Enceladus terrains. 50 Cassini NAC images, one 

Cassini WAC image, and four Voyager images were 

used to produce a 40 pixel/deg global mosaic. The 

resolution of the selected Cassini images varies 

between 0.064 and 8.8 km/pixel. The resolutions of 

the Voyager images C4398347, C4400044, 

C4400412, C4400432 are 8.8, 1.85, 1.0 and 1.0 

km/pixel, respectively. The next step of the 

processing chain is to map-project the images to the 

proper scale and map format – a process that 

requires detailed information about the global shape 

of Enceladus. The inner Saturnian satellites are best 

described by tri-axial ellipsoids as derived from ISS 

images [3]. The latest radii for Enceladus are 256.6, 

251.4, and 248.3 km. However, to facilitate 

comparison and interpretation of the maps, ellipsoids 

were used only for the calculation of the ray 

intersection points, while the map projection itself 

was done onto a sphere with the mean radius of 

252.1 km [3]. The Cassini orbit and attitude data 

used for the calculation of the surface intersection 

points are provided as SPICE kernels 

[http://naïf.jpl.nasa.gov] and were improved using a 

limb-fitting technique [4]. We chose an equidistant 

map projection. The coordinate system adopted by 

the Cassini mission for satellite mapping is the IAU 

‘‘planetographic’’ system, consisting of 

planetographic latitude and positive West longitude. 

The Hapke photometric model [5] was applied to 

adjust the brightness of each map pixel so that it 

represents the reflectance that would be observed by 

nadir- looking at 30-deg phase angle.  Imaging data 

viewed at incidence and emission angles greater than 

80-deg were omitted from the map. After 

photometric correction, mosaicking was the final 

step of the image processing [4]. 

Least-squares adjustment of attitude data:  A 

3D control network was set up to correct errors in 

the nominal camera pointing data, by least-squares 

adjustment techniques [6]. The image coordinates of 

88 control points collected in 11 NAC images were 

applied as observational data in the adjustment, and 

the ground coordinates of the control points and the 

camera pointing angles were treated as unknowns. 

The spacecraft orbit was fixed during the 

calculations. As a result, we obtained improved 

camera pointing angles and a 3D control net with 

average 1  errors of 736 m, 335 m, 608 m for the x, 

y, z coordinates, respectively. The resulting altitude 

data were used to compute a fully controlled 

basemap. Unfortunately, owing to a lack of stereo 

data and control points, the basemap is limited in 

coverage [7]. Nevertheless, the high-resolution 

mosaic described above was registered to this 

controlled basemap. 

Enceladus map tiles: The Enceladus atlas was 

produced in a scale of 1: 500,000 and consists of 15 

map sheets that conform to the quadrangle scheme 

proposed by Greeley and Batson [8] (Fig. 1). A map 

scale of 1: 500,000 guarantees a mapping at the 

highest available Cassini resolution and results in an 

acceptable printing scale for the hardcopy map of 4.5 

pixel/mm. The individual tiles were extracted from 

the global mosaic and reprojected [7]. The south 



polar map is shown in Fig. 2 as an example. The 

entire Enceladus atlas consisting of 15 map tiles will 

be made available to the public through the Imaging 

Team's website [http://ciclops.org/maps]. 
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Figure 1: Quadrangle scheme of the Enceladus atlas 

 

 



 
 

Figure 2:  The map of the south pole “Damascus Sulcus”
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Overview 
The Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera 

(LROC) is designed to address two of the prime LRO 
measurement requirements: 1) Assess meter scale fea-
tures to facilitate selection of future landing sites on 
the Moon. 2) Acquire images of the poles every orbit 
to characterize the polar illumination environment 
(100-meter scale), identifying regions of permanent 
shadow and permanent or near-permanent illumination 
over a full lunar year. In addition to these two main 
objectives, the LROC team plans to conduct meter-
scale mapping of polar regions, 3-dimensional obser-
vations to enable derivation of meter-scale surface 
features, global multispectral imaging, and produce a 
global landform map. LROC images will also be used 
to map and determine current impact hazards by re-
imaging Apollo images. 

LROC consists of two narrow-angle cameras 
(NACs) to provide 0.5 meter-scale panchromatic im-
ages over a 5 km swath, a wide-angle camera (WAC) 
to provide images at a scale of 100 meter in seven 
color bands over a 60 km swath, and a Sequence and 
Compressor System (SCS) supporting data acquisition 
for both cameras. LROC is a modified version of the 
Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter’s ConTeXt Camera 
(CTX) and MARs Color Imager (MARCI) provided by 
Malin Space Science Systems (MSSS) in San Diego, 
CA. 

 
Measurement Objectives 
 
1. Landing site identification and certification— 
The NACs will provide 0.5 meter per pixel angular 
resolution BW imaging to locate safe landing sites for 
future robotic and human missions and provide mis-
sion planners with the data needed to determine opti-
mal sampling and logistical strategies for each pro-
posed landing site. 
2. Mapping of permanent shadow and sunlit re-
gions— Permanently shadowed regions may harbor 
volatile deposits, and regions of permanent, or near-
permanent, illumination are prime locations for future 
lunar bases.  To delimit such regions the WAC will 

acquire 100 meter per pixel images of the polar regions 
during each orbit. 
3. Meter-scale mapping of polar regions— During 
respective summers, the NACs will acquire contiguous 
meter-scale images of each polar region when the 
shadows are minimal. Then, in respective winters, ar-
eas that remain illuminated will be repeatedly imaged 
to sharpen mission planners’ ability to select optimal 
landing sites. 
4. Overlapping observations to enable derivation of 
meter-scale topography— The NACs will collect 
repeat images with appropriate illumination and view-
ing geometries to provide geometric and photometric 
stereo sets for production of 1 to 5 meter scale topog-
raphic maps. 
5. Global multi-spectral imaging— Seven band 
WAC images will permit discrimination of miner-
alogic and compositional variations on the surface. 
6. Global morphology base map— The WAC will 
provide BW imaging at 100 meters per pixel with il-
lumination optimal for morphological mapping (inci-
dence angles of 55°-75°, incidence angles will be 
higher at the poles).  
7. Characterize regolith properties— NAC images 
will enable estimation of regolith thickness and other 
key parameters around potential lunar landing sites. 
8. Determine current impact hazards— The NACs 
will reimage regions photographed by Apollo 15-17 to 
provide the means to estimate impact rates over the 
past 40 years. 

Science Operations Center 
LROC planning, targeting, and data processing ac-

tivities will take place at the Science Operations Center 
(SOC) located at Arizona State University. The SOC 
will receive between 300 and 450 Gbits of raw image 
data per day during the year-long mapping phase of the 
mission. Production of calibrated images and mosaics 
will result in over 65 TBytes for archive with NASA’s 
Planetary Data System (PDS). LROC image data will 
be disseminated to the public via a web interface: 
http://lroc.sese.asu.edu 



 
Image scale 0.5 meters per pixel (10 micro-radian IFOV) 
Maximum image size 5 x 25 km 
Optics f/3.59 Casssegrain (Ritchey-Chretien) 
Effective FL 700 mm 
Primary Mirror Diameter 195 mm 
FOV 2.86° (0.05 radian) per NAC 
MTF (Nyquist) >0.20 
Structure + baffle graphite-cyanite composite 
Detector Kodak KLI-5001G 
Pixel Format 1 x 5,000 
Noise 100 e- 
A/D converter Honeywell ADC9225 
FPGA Actel RT54SX32-S 
Volume 70 cm x 26 cm diameter 
Power (peak, average) 10W, 6W 
Filter 400-750 nm 
Table 1. Key parameters for the LROC NACs. 
 

  
 
Image Scale 75 meters per pixel (1.5 milli-radian) VIS 

400 meters per pixel (8.0 milli-radian) UV 
Image format 1024 x 16 pixels monochrome (push frame) 

704 x 16 pixels 7-filter color (push frame) 
Image frame width 110 km (vis monochrome) 

88 km (vis color), 88 km (UV) 
Optics f/5.1 (vis) 

f/5.3 (UV) 
Effective FL 6.0 mm (vis), 4.6 mm (UV) 
FOV 90° (vis), 60° (UV) 
System MTF (Nyquist) >0.2 
Detector Kodak KLI-1001 
Noise 50 e- 
Volume 14.5 cm x 9.2 cm x 7.6 cm 
Power (peak, average) 4W, 4W 
Filters (nm) 315, 360, 415, 560, 600, 640, 680 
Table 2. Key parameters for the LROC WAC. 
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Introduction. The Mars Orbiter Laser 

Altimeter (MOLA) on the Mars Global 

Surveyor (MGS) spacecraft has operated from 

1999 to June 30, 2001. Though the 

instrument’s main goal was to measure the 

topography of the planet, the characteristics of 

the MOLA Laser pulse returning from the 

surface can also be used to study the surface 

roughness and the 1.064 µm reflectivity of 

Mars.  In this paper, we report about progress 

in the understanding and calibration Laser 

pulse spread for quantitative interpretations of 

surface roughness.   

 

Laser Pulse Spread.  Following the classical 

altimeter principle, the MOLA transmitter is 

based on a longitudinally pumped ND:YAG 

laser with 40/50 mJ pulses at 2.5 ns pulse 

duration, operating at 10 Hz.  The returning 

pulse is received by a small telescope.  Digital 

filtering is used for pulse detection and pulse 

shape measurements.  Following Abshire 

(2000), the following parameters contribute to 

the received width of the Laser signal, σr: 

 
- Transmitted Pulse Width: σx

- Receiver Pulse Response: σf

- Curvature of Wave Front:  σcurv   =2Rm/c * tan (γ)2 

- Surface Slope :          σslope  = 2Rm/c * tan (γ) tan (θ) 

- Surface Roughness: σroughness 

 

where Rm is the laser one-way range, c is speed 

of light, γ is Laser beam spread, and tan(θ) is 

the surface slope with respect to the incident 

beam.  Note that the beam curvature term 

typically becomes very small and can be 

neglected.  Assuming that these contributions 

can be modelled by Gauss-shaped functions, 

we obtain the variance of the pulse shape: 

 

σr
2  = σx

2 + σf
2 + σroughness

2 + σcurv
2 + σslope

2  
= σx

2 + σf
2 + σroughness

2 +  

     4 (Rm/c) 2 [ tan (γ) 4 + tan (γ)2 tan (θ)2 ] 

 

 

 

 

(compare with Abshire’s paper, eq 4, where 

roughness is not directly included). Data on 

transmitted pulse width σx and receiver pulse 

response σf. are available from ground 

calibrations.  Then, from the measured pulse 

width σr, a corrected pulse width σcorr (sigopt), 

may be computed 

 
σcorr

2
 = σr

2
  - σx

2 - σf
2 - σcurv

2 

 = σslope
2 + σroughness

2

 

which, can be interpreted in terms of both, 

surface roughness, and slope (Fig. 1). 

 

Calibration of Laser Pulse Width.  A lower 

limit of the surface slope is typically known 

from shot-to-shot range measurements along 

the altimeter track.  Alternatively, in this work, 

we extract the surface slope from MOLA 

gridded topographic data.  Hence, the effect of 

surface slope can be subtracted from the 

observed pulse spread, with pulse spread due 

to surface roughness remaining.  However, our 

analysis shows that the observed pulse spread 

is significantly smaller than what is predicted 

by the above equations for the measured 

surface slopes.  Following the reasoning of 

Neumann et al., (2001), we interpret this in 

terms of the unknown “effective” Laser beam 

spread and Laser spot size on the ground.  By 

comparison of observed pulse spread with 

estimated slopes, this “effective beam spread” 

can be measured and pulse spread be 

calibrated.  We estimate that the pulse width 

(for most MOLA tracks we analyzed) is 

smaller than nominal by approx. a factor of 2, 

in agreement with previous analyses, Fig. 2 

(Neumann et al., 2001).  Following a 

calibration, the slope effect can be removed 

from the pulse spread data, which can then be 

interpreted in terms of surface roughness (Fig. 

3).  We wish to caution and point to evidence 

that “effective beam spread” may differ in 

different MOLA tracks.  This is an issue, we 

are still investigating. 
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Fig. 1:  MOLA Laser profiles across the cliffs of 

Valles Marineris. The color codes represent the 

Laser pulse spread.  Green and blue indicate small – 

brown colors represent large pulse spread.  Note the 

correlation of Laser pulse width with terrain slopes.  

In the background, an oblique terrain view based on 

HRSC images (HRSC = High Resolution Stereo 

Camera) is shown. 

 

 
 
Fig. 2: Slopes (in deg) along the MOLA tracks vs. 

measured Laser pulse spread (in ns). The blue 

symbols show the measured pulse spread, whereas 

the red symbols mark the predicted pulse spread on 

the basis of known slopes and Laser beam 

divergence. The data suggest that the Laser spot 

size is smaller than nominal by a factor of approx. 

2.  

 

Fig. 3 (below):  Surface  roughness in an area north 

of Tempe Terra computed after calibration of 

MOLA pulse width for “effective spot size”.  Note 

erroneous data in some tracks. 
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Introduction:  Image data obtained from several 

space probes orbiting celestial bodies of our solar sys-

tem currently or in the past are vital tools for planetary 

researchers. The imagery is used for visual inspection, 

presentations or for computer based derivation of pho-

togrammetric products such as DTMs (Digital Terrain 

Models) or maps. Unfortunately, image quality is 

sometimes degraded by one or even all of the follow-

ing sources: noise from the incoming signal and cam-

era electronics, compression artifacts, blurring. The 

objective of image restoration is to enhance the visual 

appearance of the images or to improve the digital 

image processing to derive better photogrammetric 

products. 

The author employs digital image matching tech-

niques for the automatic derivation of tie points in 

HRSC images [5] which are used as input for a bundle 

adjustment [3] to improve the exterior orientation of 

the Mars Express spacecraft. Reducing noise and com-

pression artifacts helps to improve the reliability and 

completeness of the feature extraction and the image 

matching in areas with a low signal-to-noise ratio by 

enhancing contrast and edges and smoothing homoge-

neous regions. Similar investigations for the derivation 

of DTMs have been reported in [4]. Blurring is not 

considered in this paper but an investigation regarding 

this issue can be found in [8]. An overview of the 

Mars Express mission and the HRSC experiment is 

given in [2] and [6] respectively. 

Noise Reduction:  Numerous methods for image 

denoising have been presented in literature in the past 

and it is an ongoing research. A good overview of cur-

rent methods is presented in [1]. For the effective proc-

essing of HRSC images the algorithm has to fulfill the 

following requirements: 

 

1. The noise should be obviously suppressed without 

introducing new artifacts or blurring edges. 

2. The algorithm should be able to handle very large 

amounts of data in an acceptable amount of time 

since several thousand HRSC images have to be 

processed. Additionally, single HRSC images can 

be very big comprising more than 300.000 image 

lines. 

3. The parameters of the algorithm should be self-

adjusting as far as possible to ensure an automatic 

processing. 

Anisotropic diffusion [9] has been found to meet 

these prerequisites and has been successfully applied 

to HRSC images to improve tie point matching. A de-

tailed version of this topic with theoretical and practi-

cal results is presented in [10]. 

Reduction of Compression Artifacts:  In addition 

to noise there is another effect which can degrade the 

quality of the imagery. Because of a limited data rate 

between the spacecraft and earth it is not possible to 

transmit uncompressed imagery. Hence, onboard Mars 

Express the images are compressed on-line with a 

DCT (Discrete Cosine Transformation) approach 

known from the JPEG algorithm. The compression 

ratio is adapted automatically depending on the local 

spatial frequency of the image which is influenced by 

local contrast and texture. So, for areas in the image 

with low contrast and low texture a high compression 

ratio is attained. In this case visible block artifacts with 

a dimension of 8 × 8 pixels appear in the images which 

disturb image matching. 

As with denoising there exist several deblocking 

algorithms which more or less all enforce miscellane-

ous smoothness criteria on the compressed image. A 

different but very effective approach has been devel-

oped by Nosratinia [7] which employs shifted versions 

of the DCT based compression: 

 

1. Shift the image in vertical and horizontal direction 

by a certain amount (x, y) 

2. Apply DCT based compression (DCT, Quantiza-

tion, inverse DCT) 

3. Shift the result back by (-x, -y) 

4. Repeat for all 64 possible shifts within range [-3, 4] 

5. Average all resulting images 

 

The basic idea behind the algorithm is that the quanti-

zation during the DCT compression removes high fre-

quencies but at the same time generates high frequen-

cies at the block boudaries. The shifted versions of the 

images exposes the block boundaries to the quantiza-

tion which reduces these artifacts. Newly introduced 

artifacts are lower and are eliminated during averag-

ing. 

It is not necessary to implement the whole JPEG 

algorithm. The generation of the Huffman tables and 

the entropy coding can be omitted which improves 

computing speed. Another option to speed-up compu-



tation is to calculate just half of all 64 possible shifts 

which does not change the result very much compared 

to 64 shifts. 

Results:  In [10] it has been shown that noise re-

duction can significantly improve tie point matching. 

Because for deblocking the differences in HRSC im-

ages are not very striking an example from the famous 

Lena image is given here. Figure 1 shows a heavily 

compressed version of the image. The following quan-

tization table has been used which corresponds to a 

JPEG quality factor of 25: 

 

 32  22  20  32  48  80 102 122 
 24  24  28  38  52 116 120 110 
 28  26  32  48  80 114 138 112 
 28  34  44  58 102 174 160 124 
 36  44  74 112 136 218 206 154 
 48  70 110 128 162 208 226 184 
 98 128 156 174 206 242 240 202 
144 184 190 196 224 200 206 198 
 

Figure 2 shows the restored image after all 64 

shifts. It can be observed that the 8 × 8 block structure 

has been successfully removed. Though the reader 

might notice a slight blur it has to be stated that the 

high frequencies have been removed during compres-

sion of the original image. Nevertheless, those edges 

still present in the image have been preserved very 

well after restoration. 
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Figure 1: Compressed image with strong block arti-

facts 

 

 
Figure 2: Restored image 
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Introduction:  Since January 2004 the High Reso-

lution Stereo Camera (HRSC) on board the ESA Mis-

sion Mars Express is imaging the surface of planet 

Mars in color and stereoscopically in high resolution. 

The Institute of Photogrammetry and GeoInformation 

(IPI) of the Leibniz University of Hannover and the 

Department Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing 

(FPF) of the Technische Universitaet Muenchen are 

jointly processing the data of the HRSC to improve the 

exterior orientation of the orbiter using MOLA data. In 

the new approach, the interior orientation is adjusted 

simultaneously together with exterior orientation. With 

the result of the processing chain, high quality prod-

ucts such as Digital Terrain Models (DTMs), ortho 

image mosaics and shaded reliefs can be derived from 

the imagery. 

Input Data:  ESA and the German Aerospace 

Center (DLR) delivers image strips of the HRSC and 

observed exterior orientation of the Mars Express 

spacecraft. The MOLA instrument acquired more than 

640 million observations by measuring the distances 

between the orbiter and the surface of Mars which 

cover the entire surface of the planet. In addition to the 

surface described by the original, irregularly spaced 

MOLA track points NASA distributed a grid-based 

global DTM which is derived from these MOLA 

points [1]. The interior orientation of the HRSC has 

been calibrated by Dornier at Friedrichshafen (Ger-

many) [2]. The IPI uses the HRSC data as input for the 

automatic extraction of image coordinates of tie points 

via digital image matching. The software delivers a 

large number of automatically measured tie points [3]. 

Bundle Adjustment: The bundle adjustment ap-

proach estimates the parameters of the exterior orienta-

tion only at a few selected orientation points. The 

mathematical model for photogrammetric point deter-

mination with a three-line camera is based on the well 

known collinearity equations. These equations de-

scribe the fundamental geometrical condition between 

object points and image coordinates [4]. Additional 

conditions are used to register the HRSC data to 

MOLA DTM. 

Investigations of Image Coordinates: In previous 

work the interior orientation parameters (geometric 

camera calibration) have been considered to be stable 

and the bundle adjustment results show systematic 

residuals at the image coordinates (Figure 3). In a lot 

of orbits the systematic residuals have the same dimen-

sion. Because of this, it is obvious that the reason is to 

find in the interior orientation. 

Interior Orientation Concept: To adjust the inte-

rior orientation simultaneously with the exterior orien-

tation, it is necessary to transform the calibrated inte-

rior orientation to few model parameters. 

For each line, 3 model parameters of interior orien-

tation are calculated. The displacement in the focal 

plane can be described by the parameters dx and dy. 

Also, there are differences rx and ry between the cali-

brated position and model parameters for each pixel 

(Figure 1). The third parameter defines the focal length 

of the camera i.e. the distance between mathematical 

projection center and the focal plane. 

Model (7 x 7 μm per pixel)

dv

x

y

dx dy

ry
rx

Calibration

NDS1 S2

 
Figure 1: Relationship of dx, dy, rx, and ry. 

 
An investigation shows, that the parameters dx and 

dy can be improved for 7 of 9 lines. Therefore, two 

observation equations per line (=14 total) are intro-

duced in the bundle adjustment. The other parameters 

and differences are constant. 

Interior Orientation Results: 46 orbits with good 

imaging conditions are selected. For all orbits the pa-

rameters dx and dy of nadir and the stereo channels 

(S1 and S2) are improved. For all selected orbits the 

color lines are not available in adequate geometric 

resolution. Therefore the color lines can be improved 

only for 17 orbits. Afterwards the mean values for all 

orbits are computed   and only one new set of interior 

orientation parameters is created.  

Evaluation of New Interior Orientation: Now, 

the systematic residuals at image coordinates are 

smaller as in the case without new interior orientation 

(Figure 4). 

A comparison of Z-differences between HRSC ob-

ject points and MOLA DTM shows the advantage of 

this approach (Figure 2). Certainly, the differences 

using calibrated interior orientation is better than with-

out any bundle adjustment. But, the results can be im-

proved with the new interior orientation. 



Conclusion: The parameter of interior orientation 

can be improved by using simultaneous adjustment. 

Furthermore, a reduction of residuals at the image co-

ordinates after bundle adjustment can be reached. Fi-

nally, the Z-differences between HRSC object points 

and MOLA DTM is reduced for all 750 investigated 

orbits with the new interior orientation, more or less. 

Therefore, it is absolutely necessary to use the new 

interior orientation in further investigations. 
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Figure 2: Z-differences between HRSC Object points 

and MOLA DTM of orbit 2063. Before bundle ad-

justment (left), after bundle adjustment using with cali-

brated interior orientation (middle) and after bundle 

adjustment using the new interior orientation (right).
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Figure 3: Systematic residuals at the image coordinates (orbit 2063) before adjustment of interior orientation. Each 

of the 9 lines is divided in 8 parts. For these parts the root mean square error is showed. 
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Figure 4: Systematic residuals at the image coordinates (orbit 2063) after adjustment of interior orientation. Each of 

the 9 lines is divided in 8 parts. For these parts the root mean square error is showed. 
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Abstract. We describe computer algorithms for automatic
surveying and mapping of landforms on planetary surfaces us-
ing topographic data. These algorithms work by fusing tech-
niques of terrain analysis and machine learning. Three specific
applications to Mars surface are described and demonstrated:
machine cataloging of impact craters, automatic mapping of
valley networks, and automatic generation of thematic, geo-
morphic maps.

Introduction. Modern planetary probes gather terabytes
of data from a single instrument. This deluge of data stretch
the ability of scientific community to process, analyze, and ul-
timately turn into knowledge a significant portion of collected
data. The traditional, manual processes of landform survey-
ing and geomorphic mapping are slow and expensive; highly
skilled labor is required to carry out such projects. This labori-
ousness severely limits the number of sites that can be surveyed
or mapped at the level of detail corresponding to the resolu-
tion of available data. We are developing methods that enable
automatic surveying and mapping of planetary surfaces as rep-
resented by their digital elevation models (DEMs). Because
our techniques require topographic data, their first applica-
tion is the planet Mars with the global DEM provided by the
MOLA Mission Experiment Gridded Data Record (MEGDR)
[1]. Two types of algorithms are being developed. The first
type is devoted to automated identification of specific Martian
landforms, such as impact craters and, separately, valley net-
works. Such algorithms are applied to automatically survey
the Martian surface for carters and valley networks in order to
catalog them. The second type is devoted to generating geo-
morphic maps that in their appearance and information content
mimic traditional, manually derived maps.

Machine cataloging of craters. Detailed analysis of the
number and morphology of impact craters on Mars provides the
worth of information about the geologic history of its surface.
Global catalogs of Martian craters have been compiled (for ex-
ample, the Barlow catalog [2]) but they are not comprehensive,
especially for smaller craters. Existing methods for machine
detection of craters from images suffer from low efficiency
and are not practical for global surveys. Our automatic crater
cataloging system (AutoCrat) is based on a fusion of rules-
based and machine-learning algorithms [3].The rules-based al-
gorithm performs an innovative “crater-finding" transform on
topographic data to create a series of artificial landscapes, each
one optimized for identification of craters with different size.
Using these landscapes the rules-based algorithm produces a
preliminary catalog of potential craters by identifying all round
depressions. The second-stage is a machine-learning-based al-
gorithm that eliminates the false positives from the preliminary
catalog. Fig. 1A shows an Amazonian-age site where our al-
gorithm has identified 296 craters in comparison to 67 craters

present in the Barlow catalog. Altogether, we have tested our
algorithm on 8 Noachian, Hesperian and Amazonian-age sites
comprising 4.6% of Martian surface. In all these sites Auto-
Crat has identified 3666 craters in comparison to 1544 craters
present in the Barlow catalog. The system is very robust, its
performance is about the same on all types of surfaces.

Precise mapping of valley networks. Valley networks
(VN) are geomorphic features on Mars exhibiting some visual
resemblance to terrestrial river systems. This similarity im-
plies that they are remnants of once active drainage networks.
Carr [4] has mapped over 800 VN throughout the entire sur-
face of Mars based on the Viking Orbiter images. Subsequent,
more detailed mapping of selected sites yield much more val-
leys. Our VN mapping algorithm [5] is designed to yield a
global atlas of VN with a precision rivaling the precision of
manual maps of small, selected areas. The algorithm has been
applied to map VN in the MC22 [6] and MC19 [7] quadran-
gles. Fig. 1B shows a small section of the MC19 quadrangle
centered around the Parana Valles, our algorithm maps much
more valleys (shown in blue) than are present in the Carr
dataset (shown in red). Overall, in both quadrangles, the al-
gorithm has mapped ∼ 260, 000 km of valleys, about four
times more than are present in the Carr dataset. This more pre-
cise mapping constitute a basis for revisiting arguments about
the origin of VN as well as about distinction between some
Noachian geological units.

Machine geomorphic mapping. Landscape topography
provides direct information on geological processes sculptur-
ing the surface of Mars. The landscape can be divided into a
set of landforms. Mapping landforms provides crucial infor-
mation about surfacial processes responsible for the specific
character of the studied site. Presently, such geomorphic maps
are made through a labor-intensive, manual characterization of
information from imagery data. We are developing a system
[8] that enables automation of landforms mapping by means
of segmentation-based classification of landscape scene into
constituent landforms. This novel approach aims at the result
that, in their appearance and content, mimics manually derived
maps. Rasters of terrain attributes, such as, for example, eleva-
tion, slope and curvature, are calculated from the MOLA-based
DEM. A set of all attributes at a given pixel forms a “feature
vector" attached to this pixel. In the segmentation-based clas-
sification the site is first subdivided into patches (fragments of
landscape grouping pixels having approximately uniform fea-
ture vectors) that are then classified into a small set of landform
classes. In order to approximate subtle qualities of manually
constructed maps we use a supervised machine learning tech-
nique to classify the patches. A supervised learning uses a
training set of patches, for which landform labels have been
already assigned by an expert, to construct a labeling function
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Figure 1:  (A) Craters in Olympica 
Fossae site identified by our 
algorithm.  (B) Map of valley 
networks in the Margaritifer Sinus 
region; blue lines indicate valleys 
mapped by our algorithm, red lines 
indicate valleys mapped by Carr.  
(C) Landscape topography in the 
Tisia Valles site. (D) Automatically 
generated geomorphic map of the 
Tisia Valles site.

that is then applied to label all other patches.
We demonstrate the feasibility of our mapping algorithm

by generating a six-landform geomorphic map, geared toward
rapid characterization of impact craters, to the Tisia Valles site
(46.13oE, 11.83oS). We aim at identifying six landforms as
shown in the map legend on Fig. 1. The topography of this
site is shown in Fig. 1C and serves as a visual ground truth for
a generated map. The segmentation of the site results in 6593
segments; 829 of them representing all six landform classes,
were labeled by a domain expert and used as a training set. The
six-landform geomorphic map generated by our algorithm is
shown on Fig. 1D. The benefit of automating the mapping
process lies in the fast and accurate generation of multiple
maps. We have used the training set established for the Tisia
site to generate geomorphic maps for five other Noachian-age
sites. Visual inspection of the resultant maps confirms that
they depict the six landforms of interest as well as the map of
the Tisia Valles site.

Discussion. Mapping or surveying landforms on plan-
etary surfaces can be carried out much more efficiently and
consistently by computer than human. However, obtaining
quality results by using computer algorithms remains a chal-
lenge. We are developing tools for machine geomorphic map-
ping of planetary surfaces that would meet that challenge. At
present we focus on machine mapping using topographic data.
This restricts the practical applications of our algorithms to
the Martian surface. Moreover, the currently available global
Martian DEM has a relatively coarse resolution of ∼ 500
m/pixel, whereas the machine mapping becomes increasingly
important to process higher resolution data. For Mars the
High Resolution Stereo Camera onboard the Mars Express

spacecraft provides stereo images that can be used to generate
high-resolution topographic data [9]. Our algorithms can be
applied for these higher resolution DEMs to catalog smaller
craters and map additional valley networks. Automatic survey-
ing and mapping of landforms on Mercury and the Moon will
become possible once the altimetry data from the Messenger
and the LRO spacecrafts become available.
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Introduction:  The cartographic representation of 

irregularly shaped (‘non-spherical’) worlds (NSW) has 

challenged map-makers since Mariner 9 obtained im-

ages of Phobos and Deimos late in 1971.  The main 

difficulties have been the determination of 3D shapes 

and the modification of conventional map projections 

to accommodate those shapes.  This poster presents 

some reflections on the projection problem and various 

attempts to solve it, based on 35 years of efforts by 

many cartographers.  There is no single best solution 

to the problem.  Cartographers are best served by con-

sidering the wide variety of options now available to 

them, including various combinations of projection 

and shape model. 

Shape Models:  Shape modelling methods are now 

fairly mature, using combinations of stereoscopic im-

aging, control point measurement, and limb/terminator 

modelling, with contributions from laser altimetry 

where appropriate (NEAR, Hayabusa, Dawn), and the 

separate case of radar image inversion [1].  But having 

an accurate high resolution 3D shape is only the first 

part of the mapping process.  Any NSW can be repre-

sented by successive derivations of that shape: the ac-

tual topography, the convex hull of that topography, a 

best-fit or dynamically equivalent triaxial ellipsoid, or 

an equal volume sphere.  Other compromises might be 

considered as well, such as smoothed topography or a 

surface defined by points half way between the actual 

surface and the convex hull, measured along radii.  

These derived shapes offer different advantages to 

cartographers when combined with map projections.   

Map Projections:  Map projections were tradi-

tionally derived from a sphere, or slightly modified to 

match an ellipsoidal model of the Earth.  These projec-

tions could be applied to the Moon, Mars and other 

large worlds without difficulty.  Phobos and Deimos 

represented the first challenge to this situation with 

images from Mariner 9 and Viking.  The first map of 

any NSW, Phobos [2] ignored the shape problem (or 

alternatively, projected the surface of Phobos radially 

onto a sphere for conventional mapping), plotting fea-

tures on an unmodified cylindrical projection.  Soon 

afterwards the astronomical artist and modeller Ralph 

Turner created a globe of Phobos and invented a modi-

fied azimuthal projection to portray it [3].  Since then 

numerous solutions to the map projection problem 

have been suggested.  Stooke [4] modified azimuthal 

projections by treating the radius in conventional pro-

jection equations as a variable rather than a constant.  

His projections do not retain the properties of equiva-

lence or conformality of conventional azimuthals.  

Snyder [5] and Bugaevsky [6] developed analytical 

solutions to preserve conventional map properties in 

cylindrical projections of triaxial ellipsoids.  Berthoud 

[7] did the same for azimuthal projections of actual 

topographic surfaces.  Nyrtsov [8] has also followed 

this approach for a wide variety of projections of ac-

tual shapes.  Bussey and colleagues [9] displayed the 

surface of Eros as orthographic views in different ori-

entations, and on a Simple Cylindrical global mosaic.  

Clark [10] has pioneered an approach which divides a 

surface along topographic highs or lows, or any other 

boundaries of interest, and flattens it to create global 

maps. 

These disparate projection schemes all have unique 

advantages and disadvantages.  Spatially variable pat-

terns of distortion, challenging enough in projections 

of spheres, are exacerbated by irregularities in shape.  

In general, solutions which preserve or approximate 

equivalence or conformality when applied to NSW 

produce maps with irregular graticules and outlines, 

providing accuracy at the expense of aesthetics and 

interpretability.  Conversely, maps which result in sim-

ple, attractive and easily interpreted graticules contain 

distortions which become more severe with the irregu-

larity of the body. 

Global Databases:  Two basic products of any 

NSW mission are a digital shape model and a global 

photomosaic.  These might be augmented with multis-

pectral, gravity or other datasets in matching raster 

format.  Simple Cylindrical is the obvious choice for 

such datasets (the memory-efficient but awkward sinu-

soidal projection is less accessible to many users).  A 

few cases are appearing now (Itokawa, possibly Eros 

and Toutatis) where a planetocentric coordinate system 

is ambiguous in certain small regions.  A radius can 

intersect the surface more than once on complex 

shapes.  A non-centric (maybe cylindrical) coordinate 

system could be used, and would be easy to map on a 

suitable projection. One option may be Transverse 

Perspective Cylindrical with its axis on the long axis of 

the body.  A special ‘cap’ in an azimuthal projection 

would show the two ends more satisfactorily.  Clearly, 

more experiments are needed here. 

  Putting it all together: The use of intermediate 

shapes may offer advantages for mapping in some 

cases.  Applying smoothed topography, or the convex 

hull of topography, to the projection may result in a 

map with fewer distortions than the actual topography 

would produce.  Alternatively, it may simplify the 



shape of the graticule and outline, making the map 

more aesthetically pleasing, easier to interpret, or more 

readily accepted by potential users.  These are issues 

of perception, aesthetics and functionality rather than 

mathematical precision, but cartography has always 

had to compromise between these unwilling partners. 
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Figures: (all maps by P. Stooke) (1) Shaded relief 

map of asteroid 253 Mathilde shown on an azimuthal 

equidistant projection of its convex hull.  (2) Asteroid 

243 Ida shown in various projections of its convex hull 

and a triaxial ellipsoid. 
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Introduction: Jupiter’s volcanic moon Io is a
challenging place to study using typical planetary
mapping techniques, because of 1) rapid (in geologic
terms) resurfacing from volcanic activity and 2) non-
uniform coverage from multiple spacecraft flybys, re-
sulting in a wide range of image resolutions and pho-
tometric properties. Nevertheless, because Io’s level of
volcanic activity makes it unique in our Solar System,
it is desirable to map its surface in order to complete a
global reconnaissance of its surface features and mate-
rial units and to understand better its geologic evolu-
tion. In this abstract we discuss our approach to pro-
ducing a global geologic map of Io. For production of
our map, we are using a set of combined Galileo-
Voyager global mosaics and ArcGIS software. We are
also creating a GIS database to contain all compatible
Galileo, Voyager, and other Io data sets to show sur-
face changes and aid in geologic interpretations.

Background: Io, the innermost Galilean satellite of
Jupiter, is the most volcanically active body in the So-
lar System. Tidal heating produces magma that feeds
~300 active volcanic centers [1-3]. The 1979 Voyager
flybys observed ~25% of Io’s surface at resolutions of
<2 km/pixel (the rest at 2-20 km/pixel: [4]), covering
mostly the subjovian hemisphere. The Galileo mission
(1996-2003) included five close flybys of Io, focused
mostly on the antijovian hemisphere [5-7], with reso-
lutions between ~10 m/pixel to 20 km/pixel. Previous
geologic mapping of Io includes a series of four re-
gional Voyager-based maps [8], a Voyager-based
global map [9], and four Galileo-based regional maps
[10].

The complementary coverage of Io by Voyager and
Galileo has enabled the production of a series of high
quality grayscale and color global mosaics. Our goal is
to complement the new mosaics with a corresponding
global compilation of geologic understanding at the
end of the Galileo era. Geologic mapping is a tool that
enables the definition and characterization of surface
features into process-related material units and struc-
tures and places them within their stratigraphic con-
text, allowing recognition of the geologic evolution of
an area, region, or planet.

Global Io Mosaics: The USGS Io global mosaics
(1 km/pixel nominal resolution) are now the definitive
global compilation of image products for Io. They con-
sist of four distinct products: 1) a global mosaic of
Galileo color images (756nm-green-violet as R-G-B,
4˚ phase angle); 2) a global mosaic of the best resolu-
tion Galileo monochrome images; 3) a global mosaic
of the best resolution Voyager and Galileo mono-

chrome images; and 4) a merged product combining
Galileo color information with the higher resolution
monochrome images. Each of these four products is
available as an ISIS cube in Sinusoidal, Mercator and
Polar Stereographic projections (both north and south
pole). An extensive set of ancillary data was developed
for all of these mosaics to help users understand the
various combinations of data from different sensors,
filters, dates, and illumination and viewing geometries.
These include footprint plots showing the identity of
each of the component images and diagrams that show
the incidence, emission, and phase angles, along with
the spatial resolutions of the individual frames used.

Strategies for Global Mapping: After analysis of
all previous geologic maps and study of the new global
mosaics, we developed the following strategy for
global mapping. All mapping is done using ArcMap
software, part of the ArcGIS package by ESRI:

1) Map diffuse deposits using Galileo global color
data. This is done because of the wide variety of dif-
fuse deposits on Io (black, yellow, white, red, green),
which are thought to represent distinct compositions
(silicates, sulfurous materials, SO2-dominated materi-
als, short-chain sulfur allotropes, products of sili-
cate/sulfur interaction, respectively).

2) Map mountains, surrounding plateaus, and
structural features using various mosaics. Various
image products are used to identify mountains, layered
plateaus, and other materials delineated by scarps and
other structural features, because they have nearly the
same color and texture as background plains and can-
not be identified except in images taken during low
solar incidence angles.

3) Map vents and paterae using various mosaics.
4) Map lava flow fields using various mosaics. We

first map the outermost boundaries of each flow field
around a vent, followed by the addition of more detail
(individual lobate flow margins, fresher interior flows)
as the available resolution permits. Active or recently
active flows are identified by the following criteria: 1)
observed surface changes in images obtained at differ-
ent times; 2) thermal anomalies detected in NIMS data;
and/or 3) an observed plume source at or near the flow
margins.

5) Map plains. The bright plains include everything
not mapped in the previous categories, and are thought
to consist of silicate crust mantled by various S-
bearing materials [10]. The primary interpatera Plains
Material has three subunits based on color (Yellow,
White, and Red-Brown); Layered Plains are composed
of plateaus separated from surrounding plains by
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scarps and are thought to be produced by degradational
processes [11].

Mapping Progress: We have mapped the polar re-
gions of Io (±57.5˚-90˚) as of January 2007. The fol-
lowing summarizes our results:

In general, Io displays five primary types of mor-
phological units: plains, patera floors, flows, moun-
tains, and diffuse deposits. Plains materials cover
~86% of Io’s surface in the polar regions. The greatest
percentage (79%) consists of radiation-altered Red-
Brown Plains, with lesser amounts of White Plains
(SO2-dominated, 3%) and Bright (yellow) Plains (sul-
fur-dominated, 2%). Eroded plateaus, or Layered
Plains, make up ~3% of the polar regions.

Patera floors have a range of albedos and colors in
the polar regions, and are mapped as Bright (presuma-
bly sulfur-covered, 0.3%), Dark (presumably silicate-
covered, 0.3%), and Undivided (0.8%). There are sug-
gestions of additional paterae in the polar regions,
based on albedo and color differences in the mosaics,
but confirmation must await more high-resolution cov-
erage. Patera floors range from bright white to yellow-
orange to dark black in Galileo images, in which the
colors suggest various compositions, including mixes
of silicates, sulfurous compounds, and relatively pure
sulfur dioxide in some cases [12]. Heno Patera (57.1˚S,
311.5˚W), a 71.1 km diameter patera, has dark floor
and dark flows that surround a circular feature ap-
proximately centered on the patera floor. We speculate
that this may be a site of an impact that is experiencing
modification by volcanism.

There are significant expanses of Bright Lava Flow
materials in the polar regions (3% of all mapped polar
units), thought to be indicative of sulfur volcanism.
The area of the Bright Flows is twice that of the Dark
Flows (silicate-dominated, ~1%), although Undivided
Flows (units with intermediate albedos and colors)
make up another 6% of polar materials. These mapping
results suggest that lava flows outside paterae may
have a greater role in resurfacing Io than previously
thought. Many polar bright flow fields are not directly
adjacent to dark flows, perhaps indicative of a signifi-
cant component of primary sulfur volcanism.
Lithologically, Patera Floor materials and Lava Flow
materials are probably identical in composition. How-
ever, their distinctive geologic settings justifies sepa-
rating them on the global map.

In the polar regions, Lineated Mountain materials
make up about ~2% of the surface. By number there
are more mountains identified in the south polar re-
gion, due to the better Voyager imaging {i.e., need
right illumination & resolution}. Mottled and Undi-
vided Mountain materials each make up <1% of the
polar areas. Lineated Mountain materials are topog-
raphically-distinct massifs (relative to layered plains)
containing ridges, grooves, scarps, and lineaments on

positive-relief edifices. This unit is interpreted as tec-
tonically-disrupted sections of crust containing planar
structural features, possibly faults involved in uplift
and/or collapse during mountain formation [2]. Massifs
with no visible patterns are classified as Undivided.
Mottled Mountain materials have smoother surfaces
lacking lineations and indicative of mass wasting proc-
esses. No volcanic mountains (Tholus, Cone, or Shield
materials) were recognized in the polar regions.

The polar regions contain extensive diffuse depos-
its, which cover 16.5% of the surfaces of other units.
White Diffuse deposits are thought to be dominated by
SO2-rich frosts, and make up 64% of all diffuse depos-
its at the poles. They usually occur at the margins of
lava flows or around paterae, but also make up exten-
sive halos around some mountains. Yellow Diffuse
deposits are likely composed of some combination of
sulfur-rich materials and SO2, albeit less SO2 than
White deposits. Only 10% of diffuse deposits at the
poles are yellow, and these are less extensive than in
equatorial regions. Red Diffuse deposits occur as
ephemeral mantles around active vents, and make up
~10% of polar diffuse deposits. There are the remnants
of two faint red rings in the north polar region, one
surrounding Dazhbog Patera (which erupted during the
Galileo I31 flyby) and one around an unnamed patera
at 70˚N, 55˚W. They have been interpreted as pyro-
clastic deposits rich in metastable, S3 and S4 allotropes,
which are red when quenched from magmatic S2 gas
[13], possibly also containing Cl-bearing materials at
some vents [14]. Dark Diffuse deposits are interpreted
as pyroclastic deposits derived from silicate lavas [15],
and cover ~16% of the area of polar units.

A wide range of structural features can be identified
in the polar regions of Io, including scarps, ridges,
lineaments, and circular depressions (pits and patera
rims). The additional low-sun observations and higher
resolution of the Galileo camera has enabled recogni-
tion of these and other structural features over a wider
part of Io’s surface than was previously possible.
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